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THE RESEARCH PROJECT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE OFFICE 
A letter from the Acting Colonial Secretary, 
Trinidad, dated 30th., June 1945, was received by 
me offering me a Colonial Research Scholarship, 
and a further letter, dated lOth., December 1945, 
inviting me "to undertake a course of training 
in research work which will entail one year's 
training in the United Kingdom to be followed by 
two years' research in this Colony". This 
invitation was unconditionally accepted, and I 
arrived at Moray House early in February 1946 to 
embark on the course of training. I studied 
there under Professor Godfrey H. Thomson, now 
Sir Godfrey Thomson, and Mr. W. G. Emmett, the 
technique of Mental Testing, and advanced 
Statisitcs under Professor A. c. Aitken, until I 
was directed to retu~n to Trinidad in August 1947 
to carry out the proposed two year's research work 
However, it was not until December 1947 that 
money became available for the research scheme 
(Colonial Development and Welfare Scheme R93D) 
and not until January 1948 that an office, 
Colonial Social Science Research Laboratory, 
33 Abercromby Street, Port-of-Spain, began funct-
ioning with equipment and one assistant, Mr. 
A. P. Murrell. This office was operated ss a 
government department, expenses being met in the 
first place by government votes and recovered from 
Colonial Development and Welfare. The Director 
of Education undertook the a_dministration of this 
sub-department, but, for convenience, I was 
allowed to sign vouchers etc. Communications to 
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the Secretary of State for the Colonies were 
made through the Director of Educatlon who would 
use his d1.scretion about sending them on. 
In March 1948 Mr. H. E. George was selected 
from many applicants to the post of Second Assist-
ant, for which money was available on the vote. 
Here was our flrst opportunity to put into practice 
a Mental Testing tecrmique in which was incorp-
orated a test of honesty. On the 2nd., September 
1948, by which time there had developed a great 
deal of semi-skilled work to be done, permission 
was sought to appoint two more assistants to be 
paid from the sub-item of the vote: 11Marking of 
Scripts by selected teachers". Permiss:i.on was 
refused by the local authorities until February 
1949 when it was learned that the Secretary of 
State had issued instructions that minor varia-
tions could be made in the allocations in the 
research grant. Immediately a~ter this two 
office boys were appointed to the staff. So 
that from this time the assistants consisted of 
Mr. A. P. Murrell, Mr. H. E. George and the two 
office boys. 
A letter, dated 16th., May 1949, from the 
Director of Education was received instructing 
me to make arrangements to sail to the United 
Kingdom by the first opportunity after 31st., 
July 1949. Accordingly notice to quit the prem-
ises was given to the landlord of the office and 
the equipment not needed in the United Kingdom 
was stored by the appropriate government department • 
Notice that their services would not be required 
after 31st., July was given to my assistants~ but 
in July 1949 I made an offer to employ them after 
July, at my expense 1f need be, to help me work 
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out the 513 correlation coefficients required 
for the subsequent factorial analysis. At the 
same time I wrote to the secretary of the Colonial 
Social Science Research Council to ask for unexp-
ended money on the vote to be put ay my disposal 
for this expense. The secretary promptly res-
ponded and saw to it that this money became 
available • A third of these correlation coeff-
eq().5 
icients ~ calculated before I left Trinidad 
on 20th., August, a-nd I received the rest by 
Air Mail soon after I reached Edinburgh. I 
took with me to Edinburgh the calculating Machine, 
I had been using, a small filing cabinet and the 
used scripts. The first thing I was required to 
..,. 
do in Edinburgh was to weite a Progress Report of 
the Work I had done so far, which was circulated 
among the members of the Social and Anthro olo ical 
Section of the Colonial Social Science Research 
Council, to whom I gave a short talk on what I 
had been doing and the aims of the research. 
!I 
Centroid Analts1s to 5 factors was begun and the 
analyses of the three groups, Negro boys, Negro 
Girls and Indian boys were completed before 
'December 1949. By this time als~ copies of 
Standardized scores had been prepared by my wife 
and sent with appropriate letters to the head 
teachers of the schools tested and to the 
Director of Education. Rotation of Axes was next 
begun. The scholarship terminated on 31st., 
December 1949 and from that date I was called 
upon to take 6 months' leave of absence. In 
March I sailed for Trinidad. This 6 months' 
leave, part of it in the United Kingdom and part 
in Trinidad, gave me the opportunity I needed 
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to complete th~ analysis of my results which I 
did by 20th., .July 1950. 
AIMS OF RESEARCH 
It was largely left to me to decide what the 
aims of the research should be. At the Irvine 
Commission which visited Trinidad in 1944 I elec-
ted to give evidence. I expressed to Sir James 
Irvine my view that his commission who~d have been 
better equipped to advise on Higher Education if 
some study of the psychology of the West Indian, 
such as I myself had proposed making as long ago 
as 1932, had been made. I also expressed the vie 
that comparison between the West Indian and other 
races would possibly be of not so: :u1uch value as 
finding out how the West Indian might make the 
best use of the mental endownments be possesses. 
Early in 1948 I submitted a programme of res-
earch to both the Director of Education and 
Professor Thomson. As no disapproval of this was 
expressed I planned my work accordingly. 
1. My chief object was to inv~stigate the innate 
mental abilities of the West Indian child. This 
I proposed doing by testing a sufficiently large 
sample of elementary school children from country 
districts with a large battery of tests measuring 
a wide range of abilities yet each designed to 
measure only one of them. The tests would fall 
into the ~ priori grouping of Non-Verbal, Space, 
Picture, Numerical, Verbal, Attainment. · But the 
scores would be dealt with by the method of fact-
orial analysis so that the actual way .the tes bs of 
the battery should be grouped would be determined. 
This grouping might corroborate or refute the a 
priori grouping. 
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This grouping would be the manifestation of 
the mental factors operative and, within a certain 
group of testa, one might be expected to be purer 
in the factor found than others. It was also 
thought that possibly factors not previously found 
with other populations might emerge. The factors 
might remain as statistical abstractions, but 
by scrutiny of those testa moat representative 
of the factors it might be possible, as is frequen -
ly the case, to express them in psychological ter 
2. This battery would take a long time to present 
but, having determined what the abilities are of 
the West Indian child, it would be possible to 
construct a short battery of the best items of 
those tests most representative of the factors. 
Sucb. a short battery, taking about 2 hours to give 
would have a very practical value for use in a 
General West Indian Survey if one were ever to 
be made. The procedure described for construct-
ing a wieldy battery of tests specially suitable 
for mentally unexplored populations seems to me 
to be the only scientific and rigorous one in the 
light of our present knowledge. Such a battery 
could be divided into sections, scores on each 
of which woui!:d yield estimates of the children's 
special abilities and serve as a gu!de to the 
types of school to which they should be sent. 
3. It was proposed to bry out the tests on the 
450 boys ranging from 10 to 18 years of age at 
Queen's Royal College ( Q.R.C .) , the chief govern-
ment secondary school of the Island from which 
I had been seconded from my post there as Assistan 
Master, before testing the elementary schools. 
It is impossible to know beforehand how difficult 
• 
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a test is, so it was proposed to devise tests of 
items with a wide range in difficulty. The 
items too easy for the s-econdary school boys and 
some of the other eas1er items would constitute 
experimental tests for the elementary schools. 
But this testing of Q.R.C. boys would serve another 
purpose also; it would make possible the determ-
ination of age norms for the tests and, most 
important, would provide norms !££ ~ young adult. 
On the basis of these it might be possible event-
ually to give vocational guidance and help empl-
oyers in the selection of employees. As a first 
step to the latter it was decided, when the time 
was ripe, to invite an employer to send to the 
laboratory for testing, his selection, by interview 
or otherwise, of candidates amongst whom he was 
unable to discriminate, when a rank order of them 
in respect of their mental ability would be sent 
him confidentially. 
4. To attempt to determine whetber personality 
traits were transmitted by heredity it was .~rop~ 
osed to obtain personality assessments of the chil-
dren in an orphanage and of as many of the mothers 
as could be traced who had had little contact 
wj_th their childreJa. The children of an orph-
a-nage would be subject to a constant environment 
and any significant .association between the 
children's personality and the mothers' would be 
~he result of heredity. 
THE EXTENT TO WHICH THESE AIMS HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED 
1. It was at first intended to test children of 
11 years of age of country elementary schools. As 
an experiment 8 schools in the cent;re of the Island 
yielding 86, 11-year-olds were given Test Nos. 
2, (3&4}, 5, 6, 7, 10,·11, 12:·all~non~verbal. 
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These children of the centre of Trinidad were 
expected to be below average. Their performance 
was not very good and, as it was found impossible 
to devise easier items, it was decided, when the 
battery was completed, to use 12-year-old material. 
Early in May 1949 the battery of 19 tests was 
ready, and on lOth. 11th and 12th, the 12-year-olds. 
of 2 schools were simultaneously tested with the 
Moray House Junior Intelligence Test 1M.H.J.I.T.) 
and the 19 tests of the battery. This took 2i 
days. It was found that the verbal tests were 
very badly answered due to the inability of all 
the children of one of the schools and of most 
of the other to read with any comprehension at 
all. This was evident before the scripts were 
examined when the time taken for a child to write 
his name on the cover of a script was noted and 
their perplexity when given a test containing 
words. Their reading of English was as halti~g 
as a backward schoolboy's translation of Latin. 
It was felt that no verbal tests could be devised 
simple enough for the 12-year-old group. This 
meant discarding all verbal tests or, as was done, 
selecting only the children of V, VI and VII 
Standards. The findings by factorial analysis 
are little affected by selection (at all events 
the type of structure is little affected}', so that 
the main purpose of the battery, to.determine the 
mental factors, would still be achieved.· The 
factors found, however, with these children might 
not be so innate as those we might find in younger 
children. Nor could the scores of these children 
be taken as typical of the population. From then 
on two schools at a time were tested for 2! days a 
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week from 25th., May to 7th., July 1949, yielding 
the data for the subsequent factorial analysis. 
At first it was intended to test only elementary 
schools in the heart of the country for two reas-
ons: (1) it was thought that if any r·actors were 
found in these children they would be more 
likely to be innate than factors found in town 
children where the environment is more complex. 
(ii) A political reason: it was not at first 
known how the school teachers and parents would 
take to mental testing and it was thought that 
if disapproval were expressed in isolated district 
this would matter less t o the experiment than 
if a number of disapproving people could get 
together and discuss the tests. Experience has 
shown that reason (ii) need not be considered, 
for nothing but approval was met with. 
However, one disadvantage of these country 
schools is that the numbers of children of the 
required standards are small so that when on 
19th., May 1949 I was informed that I must sail 
for the United Kingdom as soon as possible after 
31st., July, I had to modify my plans. So far 
I had been proceeding on the assumption that I 
should be granted an e-xtension I had applied for 
to make up for the 5 months' delay in starting the 
research. I resolved to test, for the rest of 
the experiment, elementary school children of 
V, VI and VII Standards of small towns where many 
more children would be tested at a time. 
By the 7th., July 1949 the children of V, VI 
and Vll Standards or 11 elementary schools, 
y~lding 575 children, had been tested with the 
battery of 19 tests tor the factorial analysis 
and with the Moray House Juniozt Intelligence 
Test. Two schools ·at a ~1me b.ad been test·ed and· · 
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a-nd the testing of a school lasted 2i days. The 
marking of the 11,500 scripts and entering of names 
a-nd raw scores was done by my 4 assistants, my 
wife and myself during the testing period and on 
the days of the week not used for testing, so that 
.-r 
by 12th., July all the raw scores wete entered. A 
conversion table was then prepared by which raw 
scores in each teat would be forced into stand-
ardized scores (normalized scores) of mean = 100 
and Standard Deviation = 15. 
In addition to determining the scores on the 
tests a record was made of the children's ages, 
but this was not of much use because the dis-
crepancy between the age as given by the children 
and a-s given by the school record was in some cases 
as much as 3 yearsJ and in only a few cases was 
it the same. The child''·s standard was recorded 
a-nd an estimate of the child's race wa-s also 
recorded. A 12 point scale was used for this, 
thus: "12 Ne" stood for pure Negro; "5Ne, 2 I, 
3N, 2P" would stand for an hereditary make up of 
5/12 Negro, 2/12 Indian, 3/12 Nordic and 2/12 
Portuguese. The head teacher~ who frequently 
knew the parent~ were most helpful here, and I 
became so expert that frequently my estimate was 
closer to theirs than Mr. Murrell's. The sex, 
the rank order in the standard, the parents' 
prosperity. on a 3 point scale and 1eft-hendedness 
. .., 
in w~iting were also recorded, together .with any 
remarks about the child conoerding his interests. 
It was realised that one was dealing with a 
number of populations. It is a principle 1n 
statistics not to mix populations, so it was 
resolved to classify the children into: Negro 
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boys (N.B.), Negro girls (N.G.}, (for this 10/12 
was counted as Negro}, Indian boys (I.B.} 1 Indian 
girls (I.G.), Etc., - the rest. I might refer 
to these as "groups" but I reserve this term :far 
tests, so that in these pages I shall refer to 
them a.s rrpopulations" where, by the context, no 
ambigUity will arise between the statistical 
terms "Sample" and "Population". 
By the 18th., July the N.B. standardized scores 
were entered and duplicated (N = 152). Meanwhile 
1000 :forms (a specimen is given in the Analy-
sis of Results} for working out correlation 
coefficients by the diagonal method were duplic-
ated and I had started teachi~g Mr. George and the 
office boys how to use logarithms for the final 
working out of the correlations. Mr. Murrell 
and I then taught them how to work out the correl-
ations using.the forms. By 20th., July we were 
all busy working out the 171 correlations, but 
bef~e these were finished I had had prepared and 
duplicated the N .G. and I .B. "Normalized Scores" 
of Tables III, IV and V of the section on the 
Analysis of Results (q.v.). It was at this point 
that I took measures to continue to employ my 
staff for computing purposes after 31st., July, 
for, as I saw it, my work would be valueless with-
out the correlations which would take one person 
months to work out. Fo~tunately my sailing was 
delayed until 20th., August which gave me the 
opportunity to eo-opt the services of so~e intend-
ing students of statistics. Mr. Shenfie ld, the 
Government Economic Advise~ in Trinidad, was soon 
to start giving a course of lectures in Statistics 
and I went to see him to ask if he would mind 
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giving me the names and addresses ot those who 
wished to take the course. He kindly agreed. I 
found the students who came were very keen and soo 
learned the technique of computing correlation 
coefficients. So with the help of these and my 
staff the correlations of the N.B. and N.G. were 
all completed before I sailed, and on about 20th., 
September, when I was in Edinburgh, I received by 
air Mail the correlations of the I.B. as well. 
Mr. Murrell was in charge of these computers and 
entering and checking the results. I did not 
attempt the analysis of any but the N.B., N.G. 
And I.B. populations. The I.G. were not sufficient-
ly numerous} and"Etc.~ did not seem to be quite so 
important as the others for the present purpose. 
The Analysis of Results shows that the psych-
ological interpretation has not been entirely 
successful but thmt differences in mental machinery 
exist:.between the sexes and between the races. 
2. In the last section of Analysis of Results 
is shown the selection of the teats for ·tne 
shortened battery. 
3. Mean Scores of Test Nos. 2, (3&4). 5, 6, 7, 
9, 10, 11, 12 together with their standard 
deviations were obtained for age groups 11 - 18 
from the Q.R.C. boys, and by drawing graphs these 
were smoothed. So that the age norma for these 
tests are known. 
4. The investigation of hereditary transmissioq 
of personality traits has not been attempted. 
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THE TESTS 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TESTS AND DESIGN OF THE BATTERY 
Two of the .testa, the Geometri~al A-nalogies 
which has become a part of Morsy House Junior 
Intelligence Test and Picture Analogies were cons-
tructed before I left for Trinidad in August 1947. 
During the waiting period of 5 months in Trinidad 
until January 1948 the general/design of the battery 
was thought out and ttm plans for certain of the 
tests. But the main construction took place 
between January 1948 and May 1949. 
Ready made tests were thought not to be suitable 
for the following reason ncne are to be found 
having all of the following characteristics: 
(i) Suitable for the West Indian child. 
(11) Each testing a narrow range of ability. 
(iii) Collectively testing a wide range of 
abilities. 
Furthermore it is not possible to discard unsuit-
able items from a test made by someone else. 
However, the Moray House Junior Intelligence Test -
Test 0 - was used though it does not enter into the 
correlation matrices for factorial analysis, and. 
Mr. Renshaw's Space Test 4 - Test 8 - was used 
without alteration except in the instructions. 
Accordingly it was decided to construct tests 
meeting the above requirements. Thus all the 19 tes 
ts but Mr. Renshaw's are composed of original 
items (two of Test 11 are borrowed from Moray House} 
Most of the tests are of well known types, but it 
is claimed that the types themselves are probably 
new in Tests 5, 6, 7, 9 and 17. The types of test 
were so chosen that they fell into the a pr1o~i 
groups, Non-Verbal, Space, Picture, Numerical, 
A . 
Verbal and attainment. It is the purpose of fact-
orial analysis to correct or affirm this grouping. 
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It definitely was not my object to have tests over-
lapping so that they obv1ously called upon the same 
mental processes ( Tests 1 and 10 being both 
A-nalogies are an exception to this ). The product-
ion of factors could be assured in this wa¥ but 
BUch factors would only confirm the existence of 
what, a hypothes~ was obvious. If factors emerged 
/Jtz· tlf 
with the present batter~ the a priori grouping ~ 
very doubtfully correc~~ analysis may quite 
possibly lead to another grouping sltbgether. We 
shall see that this is to a certain extent the case. 
The tests each consist of items which can be 
scored Right or Wrong unambiguously. The Multiple 
Choice method was largely used in which the the 
subject is required to choose the right answer from 
number of alternatives. 
The typical procedure used for constructing 
a ·test was as follows: 
(l) The Items wer-e thought .out and a rough draft 
made. 
(~) These were trjed out on the rest of the staff, 
on my family and on our domestics. 
(3) A Roneo stencil was pr~psred and copies run 
off. 
(4} Instruct:ions for carrying out the test were 
prepared and duplicated. 
(&) The tests were tried out on the 450 boys of 
Q,.R.C. 
(.§.l The Scripts were Marked. 
(7} The Scores were subjected to an item analysis 
by which those items too difficult or too 
easy or not conforming to t~e internal con-
sistency of the test were d1scarded as unsu-
itable for ~.R.C. 
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(8) Norms (average marks for different ages.and 
standard deviations) were prepared. 
(9} Those items discarded es too easy for Q.R~C. 
and so~ of the easier items retained were 
assembled and duplicated again to constitute 
experimental tests for the elementary schools. 
(10~ The test was tried out on elementary school 
children from the centre of the Island. 
(11} The scripts were marked. 
( 12} A further 1 t em analysis was carried out. 
Tae test then became ready to form one of the 
battery of 19. (The above procedure was adopted 
in most of the Non-Verbal tests, but was cut short 
for some of the other tests). 
During the statistical analysis of the tests 
various experiments suggested themselves, some of 
which have been carried out (for instance on Reliab-
ility and Incidence of Guessing and an article 
is to appear in the December issue of Psychometrika 
this year, 1950, entitled, The OEtimum Number £[ 
Items to retain ~ ~ ~ measuring ~ Single Abilit~) 
amd others which/a-re soon to be carried out such as 
on scatter in Multiple Choice Tests. 
All the pages of those tests which had more than 
one leaf were stapled into jackets on which Instr-
c: 
u~tions and questionaires for personal details 
were printed. All the tests except Nos. 15, 16, 
18, 19 started with Practice Tests which were gone 
through with Verbal Instructions of greate~ length 
than those printed on the jackets~ In addition, 
for the elementary schools, copies of the Practice 
6 
Tests of Test Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, ~, 10, 11, 12, were 




Social Science Research Lab., 
Temple Building, 
33 Abercromby Street, 
Port-of-Spain. 
The Head teacher, 
Dear 
Towards the end of last year you received from 
the Education Office, I am informed, Circular Al?/1948. In 
paragraph 1 mention is made of my conducting Mental Tests. 
I should like to visit your school for this purpose on 
The Tests will take 2~ days to administer and 
I shall be at your school from 9.30 • 11.30 a.m. and from 
1.00- 3,00 p.m. on thGse days. I shall ae testing all the 
children.{boys and girls) who are at present in Standards V, 
VI & VII. 
Enclosed is a copy of Practice Test Instructions. 
On I shall personally deliver to 
you a number of copies of Practice Tests - one for each child 
and one.for yourself. I should be obliged if hy then you would 
have ready for me a list of the children of the required Stan-
dard~rranged in order of merit,· within Standards, as far as you 
can determine it from their school work, a'"ti fJ~,·1· C4!"s ,·'" 'J~Clrs 
A .. J c o'lf4 /'lt'tetl ~ o~ t- J. > o..,. • 
The Tests proper which will be given on the 
are some of them of the kind exemplified in the Prac-
tice Teats the purpose of which is to prepare the children for 
what th~yare to expect, and to economise upon the time required 
for givibg instructions on the day of the test. As explained in 
(2) of.~he last page of the Instructions tho children may be 
traine~·in answerin6 thes~ Practice Tests. They should also be 
instructed in how to fill in the data required on the covers. 
On the day of the tast I should like a black-
board to·be at my disposal. 
I am sure that I can count on your cooperation, 
and I ~looking forward to meeting you on when 
I shall.-..>try to answer any points arising out of the Ins true tions 




ADMINISTRA,TION OF THE TESTS 
1. To Queen's Royal College. The whole school 
received a test at the same time. Permission was 
first obtained from Mr. R. M. Hamer, the Principal, 
to give the test. A few hours before the test 
each Form Master was provided with a copy of the 
Verbal Instructions, so as to familiarise him with 
them. Just before the time of the test Mr. Murrell 
and I delivered the tests in bundles of 35 and 20 
scripts according to the size of the forms and 
distributed them to the f orm.:masters who took them 
to their forms and read out the Verbal Instructions 
and gave the test to their forms. The returned 
,y 
scripts we'e all counted to make sure that none 
had gone astray. Mr. Murrell and I would visit 
the classrooms during the testing to see that 
everyt~dgg was satisfactory. 
2. To the Elementary Schools... A circular had 
been sent by the Director of Education to all the 
head teachers of elementary schools in Trinidad 
(about 300} warning them tbat they might expect a 
visit from me at some time. The head teacher ·of 
a selected school was visited and permis41on to 
test asked for. There were no refusals. The 
head teacher was told to e .. xpect a letter from ne 
be 
in a few days. A copy of this letter is toAseen 
on the opposite page. The Practice Tests were 
delivered to the head teacher about 10 days 
before the testing, with Instructions. These 
were returned later with remarks on the children's 
interests and other details concerning them filled 
1n by the head teacher. 
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PRACTICE TESTS (. !41er 'Be,~ who were ±1 77ee:re old las b bil tihae,.y) 
.INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS. 
~ 
Assemble all boys wfie w~Pe i1 yea1s old last birtixda,, and have 
short-sighted ones in front. Say to class: "Is there anyone who has not 
got a sharp pencil?" If there is anyone lend him one. Say to class: 
"You will each be given a book of test puzzles do not open it until you 
are told. These puzzles will be like some more which you will be given 
by a gentle~an who is coming to visit us soon, and I am now going to 
show you what to expect when he comes." ~:tve out the PRACTICE 
TE"ST booklt;.;s at the same time saving to the class, "Do not open this 
until 'rou are told.'' ~:Vhen theY all haV'e their booklets sav to class, 
"rn the line marked '~rame' write .. ,.our full name (I mean all vour names); 
write vour surname (or ti. tl e) last and write in block let'ters (these ar.e 
capital letters) so that the'r ma.,,. be easil v read. On the line marked 
'Age last birthdaY' write in fi~..;ures vour age before the word 'vears' ;· 
On the line marked 'Date of birt~da~' write the date of the month and the 
month cf vour birthday. Cn the lina ma.rked 'Standard' write down the 
standard you.are in at school.'1 In-spect booklets to see that the ch:ld-
ren have doria all this corrcctl v. na_,r especial attention to their sur-
names and th~ir age in years being correctly entered. 
S.S.R. Does ~Tot.Belo!1g. Eave booklet open at first page. Say to 
class: n~1ow open the book at the fi1.,st pac;~. Test No. 1 has three rows 
of drawings. In each row there are six drawings: five of these have soma 
thing alike about them but there is one which has not got this. The puz-
zle is to try to find out which is the drawing in each row which has not 
got tha thing the other five drawings have, and to underline this drawinG. 
11L:at us look at No.1 of Test 1. Eere we have 6 drawings of squarc.s; five 
of them are shadGd but one is not so W8 draw a lin~ under th8 squara that 
is I).Q..L~had~d. Will you all do that. 11 G-o round cl as~ and sea that each 
has done this. -
''2omaona might sav 'Why not put a line under the largest square becausE: 
there is onlv one larg0st square.' ~ut this would ba wrong for the ques-
tion is to find out how 5 squares are alike and to underlin0 th~ one 
which has not got this likancss. ~ow look at ~o:2 and SJB if vou can 
find out wh~ch 5 drawings havG something alik3 about them, than draw a 
11.na under tho one '.~rhicr. has not got thts l:i.kon·3ss." f1o round class 
and soc if ever'{ron :_} has unn:;rlined tlJo last r1rawing; if therG are anv 
children who have not done: th1 s corr ~c tl.,.r •,;xplain to them that 5 of the 
draw1.ngs are alik~ tocauso th~~~ consist of lines which are standing up-
right hut that this last drawing is diffGrcnt as it consists of a lina 
wh1.cr is l'rin.:; down. Sa"~T tC' class; "r._; car.;ful net to undsrlina two 
drawings in anY ono row as this ·r;ill "t·3 countod wren£;. If vou maka a 
mistake a.nd want to chang.:: Your mind, clearlv cross out the line vou have 
d.rawn lik~ this - '' Draw a lin.J on th . .:; blackboa~d and cross it thus: 
////IJ///1/ 
111/fl//117 
Say to class ~ "l'.row do ~.ro.3" AftGr th.) class has had some time to do. it 
go round and soe if evcrv child has underlined the first drawing. If.ther~ 
arc . .an.y_.Ji~. bv.~Y.-~ nqt don a so explain to them that 5 of th0 drawings are 
alike becaus~ thGy consist only of"straight linas but that the first draw-
ing contains a curved lino. 
S.S.R. Reco.nition of fi uras. "\Tow let .us look at Test No.2. 
In the f rst row you see an 'A' on the left. To the right of. it, on the 
~ther side of the line, thero are 6 drawings; ~woof these have an 'A'. 
You see this drawing hns an 'A' (pointing to the 2nd drawing) and so 
has this on0." (pointing to the last drawing. ''You also see that a 
line has been drawn und~r both of th0 drawings which have an 'A'. The 
'A' need not be of the same size us the 'A' on tha ..Left ·Of thE~ line, for· 
this one (pointing to the last drawing) is much larger but ~t must b~ 
exactly the same shape and tho same way up. Now see it; you can. under--
line the two drawings in tha next row which have a '?' in them. To gat 
the answer right you must undcrlin0 two of tho drawings ~put no mor'e." · 
As before, go round class and soe if everyone has undor~in~.d the 3rd .and 
5th drawings. Tf thoro are any who are wrong explain ~o. ·I_t.ight answer to 
·· t_h~m. 
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,~Tow see if you can do the 3rd row and underline the two drawings 
which have a 'C' in them." Go round class and explain to those who are 
wrong why the 4th and 6th drawings are the ones to underlina. 
-
S ,S .R. Matrix Test. · "l>.row turn over the page to Test No .3. You sac 
a large square (pointing) divided into g small ones and the last of these 
is empty. (pointing) en ths right. (pointing) vou see 5 small .squares. 
The puzzle is t6 choose which of the 5 small squares would h0 t~c best 
one to put into the empt,T square and to draw a line under the square vou 
choose. Tf ~ou look at the large square again, v6u see that the top 
small square on the left (pointing) has a llne :i.n 'it. The next one to 
the right of it (pointins) has 2 lin0s, an~ the n~xt (pointing) 3 lines. 
"~,.ow look at. the small square on th0 left of the middle row (-po.-i-nting}. 
It has a small line in it. Th8 one on the right of it (pointing) has 2 
small lines and tbo next (pointing) thrJa small lines. ~ow look at the 
small square on the l~ft of the bottom row (pointing). It has ona dot 
in it. Tha on.s ·qn th0 right of it has 2 dots (pointing).; what do you 
think tha 0mpty square (pointing) should hava in it? (Class answers) 
"Yes, 3 dots - but how should they b:) arranged - by tha sida of each oth• 
or on3 abova the o.th0r? (class a.nsw.:..:rs). 11 V0s, by ths side of each otho: 
"Let us mak.;; sur8 w0 ar.:; rif;ht by looking down instead of across. 
The first column (pointing) has on~ long lind (pointing) than one short 
linz (pointin~) and then a dot (pointing). The second column (pointing 
has 2 long lines beside ~ach other (pointing), 2 short lines beside each 
other (pointing) and th8n 2 dots b0sidc oach other (pointing). The 3rd 
column (pointing) has 3 long linos beside :;ach oth~r (pointing) and 3 
short.lines baside each oth;;;r (pointin:;). Surely th0 ornpty square 
(pointing) should have 3 dots bGside 0ach othvr as wo said b0foro. So 
we underline tha 4th small square on thD right. n (pointin;~) Vl/h.3n th-3 
class has don:J this correctly sav~ "Now look at no.2!, hero the largo 
square is not divid0d into g small squares but there is still a small err. 
pty square at tho bottom cornor,. " (pointin:_:) _ "Which- of th:; small 
squares on the right (pointing) would f:tt into th~ 0mptY square so as tc 
mak,;,) th::: pattern rig'b.t?" (class answers) 11 Vos , tho last small square 
so we draw a li~e under it. 11 f!o round class an,.l sso that t~i s ls done 
correc tl v. · 
11 !'Jow trv to do 'f'Jo.3 t'.r 'rours0lvos." Aft:.;r tbs class has had som3 
time, sac.if evervono has undcrlin~d tho 3rd drawing and to thoss who he 
not exolain whv it is tha 3rd drawin~ w~ic~ should ~e underlined. 
"~J ow trv to do No. 4 b'T ;,rovr se 1 ve s. 11 -' ~-i vs thorn s om:; tima the;n see if al: 
have und0rlined th~ last small sq~ar3. To thos0 who have not explain 
that in th0 last row ann last column th.~re must be 2 dots. The dots art 
plac8d_ higher as thay go from l0ft to right and in th~ last column the 
dots are plac0d at ths top of th0 squaros. 
"Now try to do No.5, this ono is mor~ difficult." Vvnen thov have had 
soma time go round class. To thosG who havo not underlin0d th0 3rd dr. 
ing, explain that_ th3 squares of th0 last column must have 1 dot: th·:J 
·last row has tha shortest linas, and tha last column has the linGs whic· 
are most curved (bent). -
S.S.R. Spa~e Test. "Now turn over the pago to test No.4. At th 
top of thG page you s00 a row of 6 drawings aach with a littlG letter i 
side (pointing). Look at the one with 'A' insidG it {pointing), undar 
you see the same drawing but it is turned round a little; nover mind he 
it is turned round it is still marked 'A' . TJnder that .again is another 
drawing of 'A r {pointing) turned round a little more, and if you look · 
down you see .'A' turned round to many differant positions (pointing).''; 
"In th8 one· before the last in th3 'A' column (pointing) you see 
'A' turne.d r-oun-1 and made larger; it is still marked 'A' because it is: 
same shape as. 'A' and in the last drawing of tha column 'A'' is quite sn 
I'o you think .YOtl. could _rocogniz:J 'A' whichever wa"r it i-s turned and whE 
it is larg::: or small? 1t.Jell, W3 shall soe." : 
"Now look at tbe drawing with. 'B' inside in the too row. T1nder it Yo'i 
sac 'B' ~urned round into manv pos~tions (pointing) also large and sma: 
(pointing). ··Try not to g0t 'A' and 'B' mixed uu when "'rou come to.,do tl 
test, for nO mat:ter how 'B' is t,,.;rned round it never turns into 'A'. · 
1.s true-that:-1£~-.w-acut rpt out and turned it over (indicating with the 
hand) .we. sh.olJ..~:q;_·.·g.~:Y ·,_A' _but ~rou must not think of th0. drawings turned · 
'~ve_r :· {-:lnd.:t~~~4~$.~~~r::w~.t.b;\~:h~ .hand) .onl'!': turned round' {making· a circu+~r 
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movement with the hand), or made larger or smaller. The same thing with 
the other drawings marked C, D~ E f:r ~. 11 
'
11,row look at the first drawing over here." (pointing to the boxed-
off drawing marked 'B') "It is the same as 'P' that is wby a '?' has 
been nut in it. The second drawing is 'A' (pointing), the third is 'F' 
~Nha t letter shall we put into the n~xt drawing?'' (class answers) "Yes, 
'C' will vou all put a capital 1 C' 1n that ~rawing. Always use capital 
or l)lock letters." 
What letter shall we print in the next drawin6? (pointing) (class answers) 
Ves 'E', do this. And in the next (pointin;) (class answe~s) Yes 'D') do 
this. And in the next (printinb) (class answers) Yes '?', do this. 
You see that this last one is the same as 'F' in the top row (pointing) 
but turned round a little." 
"When T tell "{rou to start go on by ynur selves printlng the right 
letter in each of the drawings marked 1 to 20. You may turn the book 
round if vou think it will help you, but I cto not think that tt will. 
Tf you wish to change a l9tter do not alter it~ cross it out then write 
the next one. You will be given 10 minutes to do tbe test which is plen-
ty of time and you will get no more marks for doing it fast than for doing 
it slowly. Do not waste time over any hut pass on to the next if vou 
can't do it: when vou have finisbed look over what you have done until 
you are told to stop. Are you all readv? START l" 
At 9 minutes say "1 minute more". At 10 minutes say "time up" 
and see that no more writing is done. Collect th~ Practice Test book-
lets and give out the S.S.R. Practice Picture Test sheets face downwards 
saying to the class, "Do not turn these sheets over until you are 
told." When they all have their Practice Picture Test Sheets say to_ 
class, "Turn over your paper and fill in your Christian names and Sur-
name at the top of the page." As before, go round class and inspect 
sheets to see that the children.have done this correctly. 
-~. ~. 1. ricturo Test 1. Look at the fi~sf two pictures in the first row;_ 
-thes·e-· two pictures· go together in some wav and we have to find out how 
they go together. A cat is a kitten after it is grown up. The next 
picture is a cock. ~vha t becomes a cock when it is grown up? Does a coop 
(pointing) grow into a cock~?" (class answers) ''Ho~" "Does a rabbit 
(pointing) grow into a cock?" (class answers) 11 1'-:-ot" "Does a feather 
(pointing) grow into a cock?" (claE:3 answers) "No~tt 11 Does a puppy 
( point i n.o: ) gr ow in to a cock? " ( c 1 as s answer s ) "No L " "Doe s a chi ck 
(pointing) grow into a cock? 11 (class answers) "Yes t 11 ' 1So we put a line 
under the square with the picture of the chick." So round class and see 
t~at thev have all underlined the correct picture. 
"sa~r after me 'cat is to kitten' (class r•epeat) 'as cock is to chick' 
(class repeat). You see we must have the first two pictures before we 
know w~ich one to underline so in each case work out how the first two 
pictures go together." "Now let us look at the second row; how do pen-
ell and notebook go together?" (class answers) "Yes, a pencil writes on 
a note book, then we must think of what a piece of chalk writes on. 11 
(class answers) 11 :!0s, on a blackboard so we put a line under the f3quare 
with the picture of the blackboard - not under the pen, note-pad, ink, 
nor paint box." As b-:;foro, go round and see that all have done this 
correctly. 11 Say ·after me 'pencil is to notebook' (class repeat) 'as 
chalk is to blackboard' {class repeat)." . 
"Now do the next ono by yourselves. Sheep is to grass as boy is to ---
underline tho right picture by yourselvos." . "Yes, a sheep eats grassn 
and a boy eats bread, so you should all hav0 drawn a line under bread. 
"!'row see if you can do the next one. I am goin,:S to give you no he].-p 
at all with this one." After they have had time go round the class 
and :explain to any who have not underlined the picture of the boy lying 
down wh'r this is tho correct answer. Say to class~ "Say after me ' 
standing top is to. top 1 ~ring down' (class rep_eat) 'as standing boy is to 
h.oy lying down 1 (class repeat). Again I want to tell you how important 
it is to studv the first two pictures because unless we had done this;· 
we could not possiblv know which of the other fiva pictures.to underline. 
Now the last onG is rather trickv so watc0 out. See if YOU can do it." 
After they have had time to do this go round and explain to any who 
rave not done it correctl V Wh'"\r the clock showlng 10 Winutes to four is 
the one to underline.· 
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".:aY aft er me , ' 5 to 8 i s to 5 to £, r ( c 1 as s rep ea t ) ' as 1 0 to 3 i s t · 
10 to 4' (class repeat)v On the day of the real test vou will have 18 
mor0 of th0se to do by yourselves. T'he~r start ;;;asy ancl get more diffJ.-
cult. I want to t8ll vue agaln, bE: v0r·y caf'c:.f'ul to stut~y th0 first two 
pictu:r,es well befcro vou drav·! a lir1c under, the picture whicb you think 
is the 1.,ight ono." 
").row turn over to Pic.turs 'J.'ost 2. You see four pictures which 
tell a little storv the sam~ as vou mi~ht find in a comic strip in the 
novlspapcr, rut t1""~e pictvres are not 1~ the ri.~;ht order. 1'he puzzle is 
to fit:d out \'lha t the stor:r Js a'l-)('ut and to put nu·r:l::~r·9 in tbe little 
sqnar2~ .r-cnoatJ'. the pictures to s~.ow in v.rrat or·.-ler t'b·.) pict: ... res sh~ld 
he 1)Ut.;1 11 ~1::8 square r8ncatrl the ltr picture has bad the fizsure 1 
pUt ill Si dG 'it to l'Jel!) "{.TOU. ~'OVI What cl0 "~"TOl) think t~~j S · S tor V iS abOUt? ll 
(cl as$ ar-'swePs) 11 ' 7 8s, a moto.c-car accident. A car is telng dr·i ven alon 
an.-1 as· it roach·8S t1:e sid3 cf' a cli.f f' :l t .falls ov:;:;r, h:L ts the ground be-
neat1'1.~o and ·the amru1anc8 is sent fer trH:; in;iured. rpl~at is tt.e story so 
the figu~? 1 comes in the lt ttl ·: square r.cn .. at1; tl1::: fourth p:i_cture vthcre 
thev are dri vin, ... alonz, in the car. Tl:1.s has b:::,;;;n filled in for vou. al-
!'0ad"' .. r so vou don't have to wrl te an·rtl'~inc in that 1:1 ttle ~qual'c. The 
car then r-sacrss th0 side of the cl 1 C'f anguust soin;~ to fall ov·.:Jr so 
put a 2 in th3 little square t.:;neath ths ~pictu:eo. It .falls throu-.~ 
the air and is about to hit the ground so we put a 3 t:0neatl1 the~ 
picture. The ambulance is s,:n1t fo.r' and ccrr.ss alon0 to pick up the: in-
jured people, so we put a 4 b::3neath thr:;; first pictu:ee • 11 
"Gn the da\T of the real test you will have '10 mo:cG stor:t0s to woi.,k out 
for vourselves in the sama way as this has be~n done. tost of t~cm 
will hav~ more than four pictures and you must put th0 right numbers in 
all of the little squares of a story before it is counted as right. 
n?or instanc0, if in the story we have just done someone filled thCJ 
little squa.cGs like thls ~" Draw four squares on blackboard and put· 
1 in the fourth squa1.,e, 2 in the fi~.·st square, 3 in the second square 
and 4 in the thi.r.cl. ilrrha t WOUld be COUnted -WPong • a\ 
#owlet us look at PicturJ Test 3. Tn each row ther0 are 5 pictu 
ros: two of thcso ar;, alike in wrat tbey do oP in what tb·3V are usGd for 
Tre puzzle is to Cincl which of tr:.e two arealiks in :/:··hat they do or· in 
what thoY are usec1 for and to underlinG th:.;se t·wo." · -
11 Tn the fl2st row "'rou s::;.;; picturGs of a doz, hors.:::, cow, lio-r-. and goat. 
,,·!l!Jch two o:r. thesa ax'o uesrl for tne same thin::~? A cow and soat are 
~oth used for r:;iving ~"lilk so we draw t'NO lines - one benE:ath cow anrJ one 
b3neath goat. ~raw vo1~ linss 1ust ~Glow th3 ~cttcm line enclosing tbe 
pictures.'' . ·'!o round and sea that all the chil'_·;ren baV3 dons tbi--~.G'.cor 
re c tl "7. "1-:row ssJ :i.f ycu can do the s 0crnd row [>-.~ vour s~l ves. 11 
AftGr the class has had tim.:.: to do it .:;o £lounr1 and s0e if every child 
~as unnerlin-:d the 2nd and 5th pictur.:;;s. Tf ther::.; ars any who hav0 net 
done so explain to the class that tlie tea-cup and tea-pot both de the 
same thin;,. f")ecaus3 thev both hold tea. ,... . 
Say to cl ass: irTo underline kettle and tea-pot be cau_.;;.9 t.be'r both have 
handles v;ould bs wrong because th~ puzzle is to find whic-h two things 
do the samo thing - not which have the same thing. To underlin0 sau-
cer ana teacup is also wron:?:;. A cup certainly is put into a saucer, 
but tb:J~,don't d.othe same thine::; no:c are th0y used for th3 same thing • 
. To get vour ans\ver correct you must underline two pictures. In the 
roal test vou will have 18 other puzzles like this one to do." 
ATTENTION should be paid to the following details: 
(1) Remarks are to be entered in the spac~ provided on the cover of 
the Practice Test Pooklets. Such remark.~ 2hould include:- ion 
(a) How the child reacted to the test. (Leave blank if no react-
--(b) Child's performance in school. (Clever, mediocre or dull) 
- (c) Does he possess anv special aptl tudes. 
(d) Are the child's parent.s re la ti vel:r prosperous or poor. 
(Leave blank if they are averag~ or i~ information is not 
available) 
(e) Anv other remarks concerning chj.ld which you think rna "'.r be 
of interest. 
~r (2) After these Practice Tests have been rye~formed according to the 
instructions it is opticnal whether vou repeat the Practice 
Tests or in an"'" wav train the ·--~ildren in doing them, for it is 
felt that by the time the actual tests are presented the child-
ren cannot know too much about what the"'l:r are required to do. 
X (3) Tell the children that on the dav of the test each must come 
suppiled with at least 1 sharplv pointed pencil and no rulers 
nor erasers will be required. {There is no objection, howeyer, 
to them bringing a pemcil with an eraser fitted to.the end of it • 
. v (4) Emphasize that when tho test proper is taking place there must 
~ be no talking whatsoev~r, ovon to themselves, and·no looking· 
ovar each other's paper. 
* The chilrlron ~ight, for instance, be given practica 
with tho verbal analogios contained in tho Wost rnctian 
Rea~or Book TV pa3o 242. 
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There are several advantages in providing these 
Practice Tests before the test proper. The testing 
takes less time. The children learn how to fill 
,t 
1n the covers of the scripts. They lea~n what 
kind of thing toaxpect. The teache~s, being made 
to take part, became very keenly interested and 
made one very welcome. 
The hours of work at most of the elementary 
schools are from 9 to 12 and from 1 to 3.30, though 
1n two of the schools the times were half an hour 
earlier tmn this. As a rule one had to allow 
at least a quarter of an hour for the children to 
settle down. Usually the attendance is only 
about three-quarters of those on roll but, perhaps 
it was due to the practice tests being supplied 
beforehand, the attendance for the tests was much 
better taan this. 
Testing a school was each time quite an adventure. 
The scripts for the two and a half days testing of 
two schools at a time which usually started on a 
Tuesday were packed in paper parcels into the boot 
of the car the previous day. The four assistants 
were picked up at convenient places and we d-rove 
out into the country along, for the most part, 
excellent roads, through very beautiful scenery. 
Sometimes through rice fields whose small squares 
of young grass-green were like the squares of paint 
in a paint box. A-nd next to the rice fields~ 
"""' swamps of broobl headed sedges lit by the early sun, 
clothing the mud beneath with a golden quilt. 
Then perhaps through an Indian village where the 
white washed and palm thatched mud dwellings of the 
poor ooolie contrast with the pretentious conc~~te 
erections he builds when he becomes rich enough. 
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The road may lead through rain forests so matted 
and thick thet they are almost dark inside and thr-
ough some of which good progress would be mede at 
the rate of a mile a day with a cutlass to cut the 
~dergrowth. One may then emerge into one of 
the sugar cane districts. At the right season these 
gigantic grasses produce theiP. flowers, called 
arrows, which are white plumes borne proudly by 
each member of the multitude. Perhaps at another 
time the road is blocked, if it is narrow, by water 
buffaloes drawing slowlyj'b~ powerfully their burden 
of cut canes to the nearest factory: humped black 
cows with horns like sickles. 
The two schools we are looking for will not 
be more than a few m~les apart, for we alweys take 
two together. They may be in a small town o~ 
village or sometimes almost alone in a forest so 
that one wonders where the children come from. 
As you enter the school a bell rings and all the 
children stand and say, ''Good morning, Sir". It 
is a royal welcome and tends to be given each time 
you make your way in or out through the classrooms 
of those schools fortunate in possessing partitions. 
The children seem to like falling in with the te ad 
teacher's friendly drill, it is a diversion and most 
have not spoken to an Englishman before. Also 
there is a friendly and somewhat amused expression 
to be seen on the faces of some of the bolder 
children. This deference on the part of the chil-
dren must not go to your bead for as you are leaving 
in the car they hav~ nicknames for all of us. 
Sometimes when the testing is finished you are called 
upon to 'say a few words'. These having been said, 
one bead teaeher then called upon the whole school 
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to sing a song for, or to, me. It was, "Drink to 
me only with thlne eyes". After this displBy of 
affection during which J pondered the appropriatness 
of the song, followed hymns and the Lord's Prayer. · 
The head teachers, except in one Rom~n Catholic 
Girls' school where the head teacher was a nun, were 
none of them pure white. Some were apparently 
pure Negro or pure Indian and one was Chinese, the 
others were mix~res of these races with usually 
some European, Venezuelan, Portugese or Carib 
b~ood as well. In fact they were Trinidadians. 
As I have explained I made my first contact with a 
head teacher when I asked him permission to test 
the children. The next meeting was when I deliv-
ered the Practice Tests, but it was during the 2~ 
days testing that we rea11y got to lmow each 
other. 
On the opposite page is given Mr. Murrell's 
time table. Mr. George 's is very m~:ch the same 
but a slight modification was made so that the 
'-
'links Apparatus could be demonstrated at each 
school. For the "11 Schools Experiment" the 
typical procedure was for me to leave Mr. Murrell 
with scripts at one school to give the verbal 
instructions with one of the office boys to assist 
him supervise, and Mr. George with scripts at the 
other with an assistant. It is a fact that the 
Englishman on first arri~ing in. Trinidad does not 
understand the Trin1dadian dialect, an example of 
which will be found in the 18 at question of the 
last of the 19 tests. It is not surp~ising, 
therefore, that children who have not come into 
contact with Englishmen should not understand 
Engiish as they speak it. Though I have lived 
30 
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T I M E TA B LE Mr. Murrell 
A. M. (First Day) Time allowed for test TIME 
in minutes. Bracketed 
numbers are minutes 
for giving verbal 
instruct ions. 
M. H. J. I. T. 111 Ill 111 9.15 
Num. II Series 20 +(1) • 21 11.11 
Doesn't Belong 10 +(8) • 18 11.37 
Lunch 12.00 
p. M. 
Picture 36 +(15) = 51 1.15 
Space (Triangles) 40 +{10) = 50 2.06 
Synonyms \ 33 +{ 1) = 34 2.56 
3.30 
A. M. (Second Day} 
Proverbs 50 = 50 9.15 
Rows & Columns 18 +( 5) = 23 10.10 
Pattern Completion 10 = 10 10.38 




Links 20 +~20) = 40 1.15 
Recognition of 25 +( 5) • 30 2.01 
Figures 
Space. 4 30 +(10) = 40 2.36 
3.21 
A. M. (Third Day} 
English 75 = 75 9.15 
Arith. . (Mechanical) 40 = 40 10.35 
Aritb.. (Problems) 40 = 40 11.20 
Lunch 12.00 
for 27 years in Trinidad, I must confess that I 
cannot speak Trinidadian, so it was evident that 
the teats would have to be administered by my assis-
-tants, whom I had carefully trained for this purpose 
Mr. Murrell tended to put too much expression into 
what he said, Mr. George too little, but after a 
time I more or le ss e:{ualized them. 
While one of the first tests was in progress at 
one of the two schools visited in a day, and later 
in the other school, I made a rough plan of the 
desks, assigning in it numbers to each of the s-eats. 
The s-cripts were to be collected in the same order 
as the numbers showed in the plan. Then, when I 
received them back wfth the names of the children on 
them it was possible to relate a number on the plan 
with the name of a child. When I had completed the 
plan and either before or after the scripts had 
been collected I had a talk with the head teacher, 
or sometimes with a .. senior assistant if the head was 
not available, and asked him to help me with assign-
ing to each child its racial c-omposition on the 12-
point scale already described. As a rule t.he 
teacher lived near the school and knew the children's 
parents, so that a fairly accurate estimate was made • 
. ar from the teachers' demurring, they were very 
willing indeed to cooperate. I found a consider-
able amount of pride of race among them, so· infect-
ious was it that, isolated from other white men, 
at times I felt almost a s if I was lacking in not 
possessing a pigmented skin. By now I can myself 
form an estimate of a child's racial composition by 
inspection which is very close to the teacher 1s. 
The racial composition of each child was placed 
opposite its number in the plan so that without the 
child being aw~e of its being the subject of dis-
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cussion this information was obtained. In addition 
to estimating a child's racial make-up the head 
teacher provided me with its rank order in the class, 
its age from school records, any particular int-
erests and his estimate on a 3-point scale of the 
parent's prosperity. On my own account I had taken 
note of the sex and whether writing was done with 
the le f't hand. 
There ia a strong tendency for Trinidad children 
to copy from each other. Only having had teaching 
experience in Trinidad I cannot tell whether this 
tendency is stronger here taan elsewhere. A bright 
child frequently willingly helps its less bright 
neighbour, which makes copying more diff~.cult to det-
ect than if the dull ones were stea-ling answers. 
'$ 
Some of the tests did not lend themselves to cop~ing 
and during such tests marking of other scri'"ts was 
done. As the scripts had been collected in the 
order in which the children sat it was frequently 
possible to spot two consecutive scripts with the 
same wrong answers. The children were warned that 
if two such scripts were found each of the pair 
would get no marks. This certainly acted as a 
deterrent. But nevertheless if such pairs of scripts 
were found a decision would have to be made about 
which child did the copying. If this could not be 
decided both would score 0 fort he test. "c" was 
entered in the book where copying had taken place. 
I must here compliment one of the office boys, 
Placide, on his eagle eye for spotting cheats. 
Another thing very common in Trinidad, and I 
tt.'ncl 
suspect 1n Engl~ too, is the prevalence of guessing. 
' As is shqwn by an experiment I conducted with the 
boys of Q.R.C., in nearly all cases where a child 
does not know the correct answer it guesses. From 
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my teaching experience in Tr1.nldad this seems the 
obvious thing for a child to do, but I know that 
there are some makers of tests who will not admit 
that guessing takes place to anything like the 
extent I have found it does. 
The head teachers and a ... enior assistants shovred 
a keen interest in the testing and they were shown 
tit et'r-
each test as it was set. In spite of ~ almost 
niversal wisb. to retain the s-cripts shown them, 
owever, they were required to ret~n them and to 
ake no copies. As a result not a single script 
as left our possession. The head teachers, of 
(1. 
course, expressedAdesire to know the results of 
he testa and these were promised as soon as tbe 
arks were standardized and copies made. All of 
hem have received the "Normalized Scoresl of their 
children arranged in alphabetical order in their 
standards. 
The talks with the head teachers were by no means 
confined to the subject of mental testing. They are 
ature of mind and interested in education. But 
some of them are rather frustrated. ·In one of the 
schools in the centre of the Island there were the 
sual pictures of the Royal Family, Winston Church-
ill, Roosevelt and the Housesjof Parliament. I 
asked the head teacher whether the children ever 
saw any other p~ctures. He did not think they had. 
hether- there were any local newspapers for the sen r 
children ? He said, "No". He held the view that 
of the children who learn to read_, few after leaving 
school would come into contact with reading matter 
and that they would become almost as illiterate as 
if they had never been to school. A-nd this is my 
own experience. One of my servants, and she is 
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by no means exceptional, not only cannot read but 
when shown a perfectly naturalistic picture, will 
hold it upside down as likely as the right way up 
and will be as perplexed as the average person is 
when confronted with a cubist painting. 
MARKING THE SCRIPTS FOR THE 11 SCHOOLS EXPERIMENT 
Some of the marking was done while other tests 
which did not need much supervising were being 
given. The rest were marked on those days between 
the periods of visiting schools. In this way my 
four assistants, my wife and I succeeded in having 
all the 20 tests of all the schools marked a few 
days after the last school had been visited. The 
marking of a few tests at random was checked but 
there was not time for a complete checking. Each 
of us became specialists in the marking of certain 
tests. Marking keys were used wht'oh did not 
obscure the items so that after a short time the 
correct answers became memorized. This was found 
to be much quicker than using masks. 
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THE TESTS 
TEST o. Moray House Junior Intelligence Test 
(M.H.J.I.T.) 100 Items 
This test was not given to Q.R.C. and, except 
for pages 7 and 8, it js not given here. It is 
an "'omnibus teat" constructed f-or 11-year-old 
children in the United Kingdom and, not being 
designed to measure a single ability, did not have 
a place 1n the battery of 19 tests. One reason 
forgiving, it to the children of the "11 Schools 
~ 1')'e'Y"L7,e-n t 
EJE'fJPiment" was that it served as a good intro-
duction of the tests to the children. Since 
some of the items are of the same kind as are found 
in later tests theyserve as practice items. 
The 12-year-old children of 2 schools were 
tested with the complete battery and this test 
helped in the decision to continue with the childre 
of only the V, VI and VII standards in subsequent 
schools. The mean score in one of thetwo scnools 
on this test with 26 12-yesr-olda was 50.0 and in 
the other with 9 12-year-olds was 24.9. It was 
observed, however, that the s-econd school was not 
very inferior in the non-verbal tests but very much 
inferior in the verbal onea. Their mean in the 
"Proverbs" test was 0.2 as against the other 
school's B.o. It was in fact in this second school 
that it was observed that the children could. not 
read. It seemed clear that the children's low 
score in the s-econd school in the M.H.J.I.T., 
could be explained by assuming that this te~t 
demanded the a-bility to read. It can be further 
argued that if all the children of the first school 
had been able to read with better comprehension 
NOTE: In the Verbal Instructions for the teats 
(p} stands .for (po1ntipg} .• · 
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their score would have exceeded 50. On the basis 
of this'(lnd taking 50 ~to be the mean score of 11-
year-old children in the United Kingdom (?} it 
cannot be argued that the intelligence of the 12-
year-olds tested 1n Trinidad is inferior to that o 
children in U.K. But of course with s-uch a small 
s~mple no arguments can significantly hold at all. 
So far/as correlations of this test with others of 
the battery have been worked out it does seem to 
correlate with the tests of a verbal nature most. 
TEST 1. Geometrical Analogies (14 Items) 
(Pages 7 and 8 of M.H. J .I. T.) 
I constructed ttis test before I left Edinburgh 
in A-ugust 1947 and it was later made a part of 
M.H.J.I.T. The scores on it were abstracted from 
the sc~res on the whole test. The items are new 
and Q1 original feature of ~he/design of the test 
is that the third figure alone gives no clue as 
to the correct answer. Thus the relationship 
between the first two figures must be found before 
the correct answer i! obtainable, carrying out 
the true principle of snaJogy. For example (a) 
of the pract1ce~·examples does not conform to this: 
if the first two figures on the l~ft, the ~rge and 
the small square, were blocked out the circle alon.~ 
would reduce the possible alternatives to only two, 
namely the large circle and the small one. Now 
take the easiest item in the test proper: the 
third figure, the semicircle with the curved side 
down, gives no clue at allJa s to the correct 







(a) D 1s to 0 •s 0 is to 0 D ~ 0 D 
(b) 0 is to 0 M 6 is to 0 0 8 ~ ~ 
Answers.-Underline ONE 
61. 0 is to (]J as 0 is W D (] Q w 9 
62. 1\ is to /'f::\ a• 0 is to 8 m 8 oo 
63. 0 isto c() asO istu 0 -D [J 0 0 
64. [J is W D as 0 is to 0 0 0 0 0 
65. 0 is tc p as 8 is to CD 0 © 8 3 
GO STRAIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
56. 
57. 
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In this square the rows read aQfoss. The rows are 
--------------~--------
For example the first row SEQ is\aned Row X. 
\ 
\, 
A column reads up and down. The '-~_olumns are 1, 2 and 3. 
----~------------~~--------\ 
For example the. first column SEA is mi~led Column 1. 
\ 
\ 
Now write in the brackets the correct ans~\ers t 
\\, 
Which letter comes most often inside the sqt r\\1 
\ 
questions. 
vVhat is the name of the colun1n which djes not foh.n a word when 
read downwards ? . . / . . \ . · · 
\, 
\ 
( ............................ ) 
( ............................ ) 
58. \Vhat is the name of the row w · h forms a word? 
\ 
( ............................ ) 
59. \Vhat is the name of the colu 
\ 
\ 
which has not the letter E in it.? 
\ 
\ 
60. Write the ~ formed y the letters in colun1n 2 
ok over your work until you are told to stop 
END OF SECTION ONE 
( ............................ ) 
( ............................ ) 
NOT TURN OVER 








66.6 isto 6 as Q isto 6 0 0 Q 9 
67. /) isto ~ as n .isto (" u n u n 
68, ~ is Lo M as EB is to DJ] CIJ DJ] CD EJ 
69. g is!<> (()) M ~ i<to 0 <> 0 ~ ~ 
70. @isLoC) asz) isto 0 0 6 0 0 
f;\ \~ 
~'fl. D is to 6 M 6 is to Q 6 Q 0 6 
72·0 isLo D as D isto D ~ OCJD 
_73. 8 is toe •• B is to [[] rn 0 <> E3 
74. z isto D as g isto V 0 Z 0 (X) 
Look over your work until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNfiL YOU ARE TOLD 
For items 61-74, we are indebted to Mr B. J. BBDBLL 
9 
You see drawings below which are made up of small squares like the first drawing, 
marked A. Point to the drawing marked A. You have to write down how many small , .. 
sqqares, each the same size as A, would be needed to make up each drawing. 
\ 
look at the examples . ., Point to number 1. It is made up from four small squares 
' -like A~,so 4 is the answer. We have written 4 in the brackets under the drawing. 
'\, 
Now ~if ~on can do examples 2 and 3. 
squares neede~o not try any more just now. 
Write in the brackets the number of 
/ 
I 




~V (.1.) ( ............ ) 









81. { ............ ) 82. ( ............ ) 83. ( ............ ) 84:. '\ ........... ) 
Look over your answers until you are told to stop 
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
r. 
Does not Belong (Geometrical) set to 409 boys of -
gy.een 's Royal College (ages 10+ to 18+) on 
23rd•a January 1948. -
53 items, each cons1st1ne of 6 geometrical 
figures, were presented in booklets. Verbal 
mstructions were read by supervisors, in addition 
a-nd in case children wished to refer to them, 
instructions were printed on the covers of the 
booklets. The children were instructed that, 
"In each row (item) there al:'e 6 drawings. Five 
of these have something alike about them, but 
there is one which has not got this. The puzzle 
is to try to find out which is the d.I'awing 1n 
each row which has not got the thing the other 
five drawings have, and to underline this drawing.'' 
In the verbal inati'uctions Item Nos. 1, 2 & 5 
were worked out as ecamples. 25 minutes was 
allowed. This length of time proved adequate. 
The test was not intended to be a speed test. 
However, one of the supervisors regarded it as 
such and timed the boys of his form with the 
boys' knowledge. This form, and three others, 
~ 
to determinal practice effect, were/s-ett he test 
again two weeks later. After deducting the prac-
tioe effect the boys who had regarded the test as 
a speed test were found to have obtained scores 
e'Yl 
not significantly d1fferaet from whet they had 
obtained before, so that their original scores 
were allowed to stand. 
ANALYSIS 
The number of times each wrong response was made 
was determined. If a particular wrong response to 
an item was given 1n a large number of ossea the 
item was examined for an alternative solution~ 
and, if one was found, the item was discarded. 
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Answer Patterns, taking each~e group separately 
and also amalgamating 10 and 11 year-olds as these 
bad small numbers of children, were made and 
facility values(proportion of children giving 
correct response) and efficiency coefficients ( 
using total score as criter1.onl were determined 
for each item left in. Facility values were also 
determined for the whole school and the items 
ranked 1n order of difficulty. Those items which 
for no age group had facility values between ~8 
and .2 or efficiency value less than .54 (Item 25 
with efficiencies of 33 and 32 for 10, 11 and 12 
year-olds was left in} were discarded as being too 
easy, too difficult or correlating too little 
with the criterion. However, this does not mean 
that items which had facility values outside 
these limits or efficiency ceefficients re low 
.5'4 
r54 for a-ny age group were necess-arily discarded, 
provided that for one age group at 1e ast they were 
s-atisfactory. 
As a result of this 14 of the easiest items were 
found suitable for the 10, 11 &-;.12 year-olds; 
6 of the easiest were not suitable as tests for the 
13, 14 & 15 year-olds but the 2 next most difficult 
items were found suitable, making 10 items suitable 
as tests for the 13, 14 & 15 year-o1ds; the 2 
easiest items of these were found unsuitable as 
tests for the 16, 17 & 18 year-olds and the 2 next 
most difficult items were added, making 10 items 
suitable as tests for the 16, 17 & 18 year-o1ds. 
So that altogether of the 53 items presented only 
18 remained: (re-numbering) Nos 1 - 6 suitable 
for ages, 10 - 12, 7 & 8 suitable for ages 
10 - 15, 9 - 14 suitable tor all ages, 15 - 18 
suitable for ages 13 - 18, 17 & 18 suitable for 
ages 16 - lB. 
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But though an item may~unct1on efficiently 
a.~ 
through a particul~ range of ~ges it was desired 
that each child of the school should have the 
opportunity of doing every item - a child of age 
10 with the brain of a child of 16 should not be 
handicapped by not being allowed to attempt the items 
unsuitable for the 10 - 12 age groups to which he 
belongs. Nor should a child of 16 with the brain 
of a child of 10 not attempt the tests suitable 
for the 10 - 12 age groups. So that it was dec-
ided that the older boys should count all the corr-
ect responses to 1 t ems too easy for their age 
groups, though it is toi_:be borne in mind that only 
10 of these items (or 14 if he fall within the 
10- 12 mentala-ge groups} are testing him effic-
iently. The problem is not so easy when it 
comes to the younger boys. When an item becomes 
hard the probability of a correct response being 
vae result of guessing is increased. It is 
obvious that if the probability of guessing correctly 
is evenly distributed among the 6 alternatives 
of an item and the facility value is 1/6 the item 
is valueless. It, therefore, became necessary 
to disallow correct·responses to the more difficult 
items when these were probably the r-esult of 
guessing. 
The following gives the means of scores obtained 
on items 1 - 14 (the last which is suitable tor 
all age groups): 
Age groups Mean Mid point 
between means 
16, 17, 18 11.4 
13, 14, 15 10.3 
~. 
10.85-) .S. ·.- ;.·~, G'·'vt 
~ 
10, 11, 12 7.8 9.osJ 
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. . 1~I~( 
;~.'~/ 
so that if, for instance, a child scored 8 out of 
14 his score would be near to the mean of the 
10 - 12 year age groups, and it has been seen that 
these are not efficiently t~sted by allowing them 
to do items 14 - 18. He should, therefore, have 
any correct responses within this range cancelled. 
Accordingly the f allowing scheme of marking was 
adopted: For items 1 - 14 and a score •qual to 
or le ss than 
10 cancel correct responses to items 17, 18 
9 
8 
" ft fl 11 " 16, 17, 18 
15, 16, 17, 18 
The mean &-ges of each year group and the mean 
tt " tl " " 
scores using the above scheme wer~d-etermined and 
plotted against each other in the graph on the 
opposite page. The mean score for the 15-year-
age group was found to be significantly lower than 
v-e 
expected from the general trend of the our~. 
This is possibly to be accounted for by the changin 
types of entrance ~xams to the school set in the : ·:r 
past. 
New facility values were next found for the 
18 items based on, not the number from the whole 
passing an item, but on the unweighted facility 
values of each of the following age groups: 
10 + 12,~ 12, 13, 14, 16 + 17 + 18 (omitting age 
group 15 as it seemed to be anomalous), for each 
of these composite age groups would thus be made 
to contribute·~'equally to the estjmates of facility 
of the items. Otherwise, for instance, the ~rge 
number of children of 16 - 18 would mask the true 
facility of the easier items. The order of 
41fficulty of the items was slightly modified 
by this procedure and they were accordingly re-





m: CI 0 0 S 
Determination of Mental_Ages ~g_<;l I.Q'a. 
From the school point of v&ew Mental Ages are 
probably of more interest to the teachers than 
I· Q,'s and the latter mean more when they a re in 
reality quotients of Mental Aged i vided by Chron-
ological Age rather than when they are taken rel-
ative to an arbitrary mean and an a-rbitrary stand-
ard deviation. Accordingly an attempt was made 
to determine these. It should be emphasised 
that the Mental Ages and I. Q' s will be those of the 
population of Queen's Royal College. It msy well 
be that this is not representative of the popul-
ation of other secondary schools and it almost 
certainly will not be the same as the population 
of Trinidad. The item numbers were plotted against 
the facility values (arranged in diminishing order}. 
The point corresponding to Item No. 14 was found 
to lie to the left of the line representing the 
general trend, and it was decided to add to the 
scheme of marking: "equal to or less than 7 cancel 
correct responses to items 14, 15, 16, 17, 18". 
This lowered the facility value of Item No. 14 
with a slight rearrangement of items 12:, 13 & 14. 
A .final re-numbering of items was then done in 
which A, B, C, D, E were substituted for items 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18 for the sake of making clear 
to those marking the test in the future which correct 
responses are liable to be cancelled. The ammended 
scheme thus becomes: Fnr items 1- A and a~score 
equal to or less than 








" C, D, E 
11 n B, C, D,· E 
" " A, B, C, D, E 
The graph on the opposite page shows Item Nos. 
~ 









L I T Y 
in diminishing order). 
The assumption may be made that the average 
child scoring, say, 9 answers all the items 1 - 9 
and no more. That this is not so in the majority 
of cases is simply an instance of the fact that 
the average child is hard tof-ind. The ordinates 
e 
1n the graph are, therefor, taken to represent 
1\ 
also the s-cores. Thus the average child of 13 
(mean 13-6)wno is found to have a mean score of 
10.55 will be represented on the graph by the 
point 11 13-6, .555 11 ( .555 being the .facility value 
corresponding to a score of 10.55) and, being the 
average child, his Mental Age is also 13-6. Also 
the a veragt' chi]d of 12 (mean 12-6) who is fotmd 
to have a mean score of 8.09 will be represented 
on the graph by the point "12-6, .609" and his 
Mental A-ge is 12-6. Thus in one year the average 
child inc-reases in mental power to the extent of 
being ab~e to perform a test .609 - .555 = .054 
more difficult in facility value. A difference 
of .054 in facility value is, therefore, taken to 
represent an increase or decrease of one year of 
mental age. On~this basis the Mental Age scale is 
marked off in the graph, and the Mental Ages 
corresponding to each score made. These Mental 
Ages are entered on the graph at its points of 
construction. The mean score of age groups 
16 - 18 whose scores do not differ very much is 
12.52. This corresponds on the graph to a Mental 
Age of 15:7. This age was, therefore, taken to 
be the average adult mental age. Mental ages 
greater than~his are, of course, artificial, in 
that they are not based directly upon performances 
of average persons of those chronological ages. 
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yet, by using the divisor 15:7 one may obtain 
I. Q's consistent with those obtained at earlier 
ages. 
In order to assist in the computation of the 
Mental Ages and I. Q's of the 409 boys and for 
future use, the I.Q's being of the Binet type 
(i.e. M.~;c.A.), a nomogram was constructed from 
which, knowing a child's score on the test and his 
chronological age in years and months, his Mental 
Age and I.Q. are read off at a glance. 
Reliability of too Test 
The "split-half" method was/employed, the odd 
and even items being correlated, the coefficient 
L 
obtained being corrected to g~ve an estimate for 
the whole test by the Spearman-Brown fin.mula. 
In order to obviate the effect of age to a great 
extent upon the correlations· these were dare for 
each group separately (putting 10 & 11 year-olds 
together however) corrected by the Spearman-Brown ., 
ftamu,la and averaged by Fisher's "z technique". 
This was thought to be a quicker method than 
"partialling out" age and probably nearly as good. 
The average reliability coefficient was found to be 
.74. Considering that only 14 items were being 
effic~tly used for testing the 10 - 12 year 
groups and only 10 for the 13 - 18 year groups 
this reliability is not too low. 
The mean standard deviation of score was found 
to be about 3. Hence, from P. E. = • 6745 fW"(l - r\,) 
the P. E. works out to be £1. Hence, from the 
tables of Normal Fre.quency Distribution: 
P( I e(~l) = .5 = i 2 
P( le f~2) = .18 = 1/5.6 
P( Jel>3) = .043 = l/23 
P( J e }74) = .007 = l/143 
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Where the first line reads: "The probability of 
the error of score being either greater than +1 
or less than -1 is a half". Or, tak4ng the third 
line, and supposing a score of 10 to have been made: 
if we were to set to the same boys many other forms 
of the same test (correcting for any practice 
effect} once in 23 times would the boy scoring 
10 be expected to score less than 7 or more than 
13· (The probability that he would score in a 
single attempt ~ of these alternatives, say more 
than 13, is, of course, 1/46). Thes-e values 
of the probability are only approximate and cannot 
be taken as at all accurate with very small or 
very large scores. 
Distribution of I. ~·'s. 
The d1stribu~1on of the 409 I. Q's shown in the 
graph on the opposite page is very nearly normal. 
The mean I. Q. is 100.5, the Standard Deviation 
{after applying Sheppard's correction) is 20.67 
and the coefficient of skewness~1 is .026. 
· Connection~~between I. Q's obtained and I. Q. 's based 
on a mean of 100 and Sta-ndard Deviation 15 
Frequently nowadays and partly on account of 
the difficulty of obtaining reliable Mental Ages 
a-nd partly for uniformity I. Q'a have been made to 
lose their fundamental meaning as quotients and are 
taken to be standard scores with mean • 100 and 
Standard Deviation • 15. To relate the I. ~'s 
obtained here (I.Q1) with such I. ~'s (I.~tl the 
following formula is to be used: 
I • Qt • 100 + 15 (I • Q 1 - 100. 5} /20.67 
The following table gives the conversions worked out 





HISTOGRAM 0 F I.Q's 
r. Q, r.Qa I. Q, I.Q2 
160 143 lOO 100 
155 140 95 96 
150 136 90 92 
145 132 85 89 
140 129 80 85 
135 125 75 82 
130 121 70 78 
125 118 65 74 
120 114 60 71 
115 111 55 67 
110 107 50 63 
105 103 45 60 
40 56 
It will be observed that the higher I. Q' s become 
smaller and the lower ones greater. 
Note on the Efficienc;l (€ Dif':ficul t Items 
As was pointed out when the probability of guess 
ing ·correctly is equally distributed among the 
6 altermatives and when the facility value is 
about 1/6 the item is valueless, and very nearly so 
if it is less than .2. It would not be so if the 
1 
children omitted such an item if they co~d not 
reason out the correct answer but actually it was 
found that very few did omit any items. Tlrerefore 
it would seem to be a necessary condition for an 
of 
item with facility value~ about .2 to possess 
a high efficiency that the probability of guessing 
correctly should not be distributed equally among 
the six alternatives, i.e. that the item shall inc-., 
lude one or more w'ong and very tempting alternatives 
(ma~king sure that these are indeed wrong). For 
instance in Item 42 (original numbering): 
Age Group Facility Value Efficiency 
Coefficient 
16 • 24 • 28 
17 .18 .46 
18 • 32 .88 
be 
the fairly good efficiency of .46 is to~ accounted 
for by the unequal distribution of the frequencies 
of the wrong responses which were 8, 140,17, 34, 
51 
112 (the 3rd., drawing being the correct one to under- .. ~. 
•(~ ~: .. J/ 1 t; I·., 
.' .·'.....- --....,(., 
line). Evidently, for some unknown reason the (~/ \i·
1 
\ i '7 2nd. , and 5th. , alternatives proved tempting. ,.._ ~- /t, 
-----------------------------4 ·-,~)._s-~5~· 
Again Item (original numbering), anot~er difficu t 
item, had frequencies of 12, 129, 22, 63, 34. 
Here the second alternative was very attractive. 
On the other hand an item like Item 52 (original 
numbering) is certainly very hard and has baffled 
all adults to whom it has been shown and who were 
asked to give the reason for their answers. Its 
efficiency was too low and it had to be discarded. 
The distribution of wrong responses was 37, 66, 
57, 26, 21: too even and not providing a auffic-
" iently tempting w~ong response. 
It would obviate the inaccuracy inherent in 
Multiple Choice Tests due to guessing if the prob-
ability of guessing a correct response were less-
ened by each item possessing two correct responses 
both of which m~t be given for a score to be 
made. But the construction of such items is 
difficult in most cases. 
Norms 
The following table gives the mean score for 
the ages given obtained from the best ~urve through 
points plotted on a Score-Age graph, the mean 
standard deviation per ¥ear group was 2.94*: 









*A score of x S.D's above the mean corresponds 
to a "percentile score" of y: 
X y X y 
2~ 99 -! 31 
2 97 -1 16 
1i 93 -1~ 7 
1 84 -2 3 
i 69 -2i 1 
0 50 
By this is meant that if a person makes a percentil 
sco~e of 84, say, his place on a list of100 boys 
of the same age would be 16th., or 84% would 




See that you have copies of booklets. 3ay to class, ":Ls there 
anyone who has not got a sharp pencil?" If there is anyone lf.ind him 
one. Say to class, 11 You wj_ll each be given a little book of test 
puzzles, do not open it until you a.ee told." Give out booklets. 
Say to class.9 11 0n the line marked 1 ~:Jame' write your full name (I mean 
.?-11 your names); write your surname last and write in block l2tters 
[these are capital letters) so that they may be easily read. On the 
line marked 'Age' write in fi;ures your age before the word 'years'. 
On the line marked 'Date of bjrthday' write the date of the month, 
and the m~nth of your birthday. On the line marked 'Form' write 
down the form you are in at school. 
"No'VtJ open the book at t>.e first pace. The test has a lot of 
nu.mbereC:: rows of drawin2s o In each row there are G drs.wincs; fiye· 
of· these have some thin·~ alike about ther~l but there is one which has 
not ~ot this. The puzzle is to try to find out which is the drawing 
jn each row which has not got the thin~ the other five drawings 
have, and to underline this drawins. Let us look at Noo 1. Here 
we hav::: .::) drawin:.~s of squares; five of them are shaded_ but one is 
not so we draw a line under the square which is not shadedo Will 
you all do th.:::.t o Someone mi0ht say, r ~V'ny not put a line under the 
lar:::;est square because t~'1ere is only one larc;est square·o' ~Jut ti1is 
would be wrong for the question is to find out ho~ five squares are 
alike.9 and to underline the one which has not 60t this likeness. 
"Now look at No. 2. All the lines except one are standin3 upright 
but the last one is lyin-3 down so this is the one we underline. 
Will you all do this. Now look at Noo 5. Ea6h drawin~ has a 
cross on top of it.9 so that cannot have anythin~ to do with finding 
the right answer. But we notice that all the drawinzs except the 
first are made up of straight lines so we underline the first draw-
ing. Will you all do this. Again I must t~ll you that it would 
be wrong to underline the triangle with the cross on top of it say-
ing that this the only one with three sides, because we might equa-
lly well underline the diamond with the cross on top of it saying 
that it iS the Only One Wl th four SideS L~.n0 SO On.o If 
Go round the class and see that each child has underlined 
drawings of items Nos. 1, 2, and 5 correctly. Give explanations 
iNhere necessarv then sa·y: 11 I3e careful not to underline two draw-
ings in nny on~ row as bhis row will be-counted as wron;. If you 
rr.a~\e 3. m is ta1-:e and want to change your mind, clearly er os s the line 
you have drawn like thiso~r Draw a line on the ble.ckboard and 
C Y" () S .c:o -i t OUt ll' '~ e th l• .-. • f I I I I I I I I I _ ... •• .;J ... t'.. ~ .-:, • 1 1 1 J n 1 1 1 
":1ows ;,~os. 10, 41 and 4G have been crossed out o Lo not do 
t:1ese rov:s. ~!o"t.1. need not hurry r..s you will be given 25 minutes to 
the tee t which is plenty of t:..:aie Q r:evertheless, do not waste a 
lon=: time over any one row but sot on with the nexto Vifhen I tell you 
to st:1:;.__,t, start with ~~oo3 t£1en ~o on to 1:o.4~ :i\oo.5 you have already 
·don::: so ;o on with :r~o. 6 anci try to get as far as you can. '}lhe rows be-
come more difficult as you 30 ono You may not ask any questions at all 
durin~ the test, but if you have forgotten what you have been told you 
may look at the cover of your book where you will find the instructions 
printed. When you have fini:::hed hold up your hando AY'e you all· reaO.y? 
STA:iT!" 
Make a record, for future timing of the test, of the length of 
tJme taken b:r the boy who is 3rdo in finishing. 1l'ake time of starting 
and at 20 minutes say "5 minutes more''.. At 24 minutes say "1 .minute 
mnrc''. At 25 minutGs say 11 time li;Pi1, and see that no more writing is 
done. Collect booklets alphabetically putting blanks (if any) on top 
and seleo:tl:h!t:t··,you [?~'~--.bAck c ci9P'J&·.S· .· 
F·or ~ml:t:.1f.igg .-key see the botto~ :of~:.-page 44 
~~-· : ._:_ __ :;_ -~------'·.- -· ·- r·_:·:_ : __ ..... :,· . i: ·~. ; , . . . . - . ;_ ~- . 
For Norms see· the ·bottom.-- ot ·page·-sl· 
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TEST 2. Does not Belong (Geometrical) 
"11 Schools Experiment" {29 Items 
From the experience gained from the Q. R. c. 
results a shortened version of the test was 
prepared fo~ the elementary schools. 
Verbal Instructions 
Give out booklets. Say to class, "Fill in th 
cover of your book as your teacher has shown you 
Now open the book at the first page. The rows 
numbered 1, 2 & 3 your teacher has already shown 
you how to do. In No. 1 five squares are shaded 
so we put a line under the one that is not, like 
this (p}. You must reme~ber that we must always 
find out what is alike in five of the drawings 
and underline the one which has not got this 
likeness. It would be wrong to underline this 
drawing (p) because it is the la.rgest or this on 
(p) because it is the smallest. In No. 2 five 
lines are standing up but this first one (p) is 
lying down so we put a line under the last one. 
In No. 3 all of these (pj: are made w·~th straight 
lines and have a cross on top, but this one (p}i 
is made with a round line and has a cross on top 
so we underline it. When I tel·l you to start 
I want you to go on and do each of the rows numb-
ered 4 to 32 of this little book. You will have 
10 minutes to do this test. Are you all ready? 
STARTI At 8 minutes say "2 minutes more", at 
10 minutes say 11T1me up" and see that no more 
wr1 t ing is done. Collect booklets. 
60 
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Jn each ro·:~' there are 6 clrawinss. ::;lj_ve of these have something 
alike about theM ~ut there is one which has not got this. ~he puzzle 
is to try to find out which is the ~rawinz in each row which has not 
got the thin~ the other five drawings have, and to underline thi~ 
drawing. 
Let 1JS look at No. 1. Here we have 6 drawings or squares. ?ive 
o(' them are shaded hut one is not~ so we draw a line under the square 
which is not shaded. Someone r1i3ht say, "Why not put a line under 
the largest square because there is onl-r one largest square 111 But 
thJ.s would be wronE.,, fo.r the question is to find out how five squares 
are alike, an cl to under line the one which has not got thin likeness. 
~e careful not to underline two drawings in any· one row, as 
this ro~·.r will te counted as wrons. If you make a mistake and want to 
chanc;e your mlnd clearly cr{)SS out the line "!OU have drawn like this: 
LI_LLI/1/111 
TTTTTTTI T/7 
You need not hurry as vou will b~ given 15 minutes to do the 
test which is plenty of time. Nevertheless do not waste a long time 
over an~ one row but get on with tho next. 
Social Science aesearch Lab., 
TRINIDAD, PoW.I. 
:?aw sr:rRE on 
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MatriceE_~- (set to _t~e bo:.zs of' Que~~~~-RoLt:Q-_fpl~ 
~ 
on 8th. , June 1~48) 
This test consisting o!' new items is of somewhat 
the same form as Raven's Progressive Matrices, but 
n~e of the alternatives are the same as any of the 
9 squares of the "matrix" and none of them can be 
ruled out at once as absurd. 
This test was not subjected to such a compr&hensi~ 
Item Analysis as the last teat but answer patterns 
for each age group were worked out as a result of 
which only 22 items were retained for the scoring. 
A Score-Age graph was made and from the smoothed 
curve through the points norms (given at the bottom 
of the second page of Instructions to Supervisors} 
we]Je obtained. 
* The name "Matrix" has been dropped as it may be 
J. c. Raven's copyright. However, this form of test 
is not or 1ginally/due to him. 
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Q. R .C. 
S.S.R. MATRIC~S 
T"~'rSTRTTC'flT0.NS TC' SnPERVTSORS. 
Have short-sighte<i children in fr0nt. See that vou have 36- copies of 
booklets. Sa'' to class, "Ts there anvone who has not got a sharn pencil". 
If there is an,.rone lend him one. Sav to clas3 "vou will each be given a 
little book of test puzzles do not open it until you are told." 'Jive out 
booklets. Sav to class "Cn the line marked 'Name' write your full name 
{I mean all 'Tour names): write yovr surname (or title) last and write in 
block letters (these are caoi tal letters) so that they mav be easilv read. 
en the line marked 'Age last birthdav' write in figures your age before 
the word 'vear s' • On the line marked 'Date of birthday' write the date 
~ the month, and the month of your birthday. On the line marked 'F~m' 
write down the form you are in at school." 
Hav~ booklet opened at first page. Sav to class, "Now open the book 
s.t t!:e flrst page and look at the first drawing. You see a large square 
tpotntjng) divided into 9 small squa.C'es and the last of these (pointing) 
i.s 81ttpt:y. On the right (pointing) you see 5 small squares. The puzzle is 
to r::-1~ose 'Nhich of the 5 small squares would be the best one to put into 
ths c.;mpty square ( pointin~), and to draw a line under the square you chose 
If ~.TI)U J.c ok at the large square again, you see that the top small square 
0n the left (pointing) has a line in it. The next one to the right of it 
{pojnting) has 2 lines, and the next (pointing) 3 lines. ~ow lookat 
the small square on the left of the middle row (pointing).· It has·a small 
line in it. The one on the right of it (pointing) has two small lines, 
anr3 the next (pointing) three small llnes. Mow look at the small square 
on the left of the bottom row (pointing). Tt has one dot in it.· The one 
on the ri.ght of it ( ooint'i.ng) has two dots: what do You think the emptv 
square ( poi ntinp:) shouln have in it? (class answers). Yes, three dots 
hut how should the"~r be arranger1, rv the side of each other· or one above 
the other? (class answers). ves, bv the side of each other.'' 
"Let us make sure we are right by looking down instead of across, 
The f ~ rst column (pointing) has one long line (pointing) then one. short 
line (pointing) and then a dot (po. nting). The second column (pointing) 
has two long lines b8side each other (pointing), two short ·lines beside 
each other (pointing) and then two dots beside each other (pointing). 
The third column (pointing) has three long lines beside each other(point-
ing) and then three short lines beside each other {pointi!1-g). surely 
the ewpty square (pointin .. ) should have 3 dots beside each other as we 
said "befor8. So we underline the fourth small square on :the ri~t 
( poi :' ting) like this (drawing 4th. square on blackboard add underi}ning): 
~ill you all do this in your hooks. Now look at No. 2. ln the-nrsf~w 
cf 3:·~:-111 squares we see that there is a small triangle (polnting)"~ -that 
is ::t dcawing with 3 sides - a larger triangle (pointing), and a still 
lt:1.r·:~?r t.riangle (pointing). In the second r·ow (pointing) there are. square~. 
s 1:-: a 11 ( p o i n tin c ) , 1 ar g er ( p o in tin g ) , and s t i 11 1 ar ge r ( pointing ) ~: · In the 
thi _·d ro':: There is a small clrcle (pointing) and next to it a lar~_r,. what 
dC' vc·.~. thlnk the empty square (pointin~) should have in it?. (cla~.ans­
Wu!·;:.). Yes a larger circle, but vou notice that each drawing ·ha~.a dot 
with it. 
''Tn the first column (po1 nting) the dots are all under the:~wings 
in the sec0nrl column (point~.ng) thev are all al:'ove the dtaa'C.f.-ng·.s, ·;~d·in 
the thi rri column the~ are insj rle the drawings shown (po;tnt~I?gr. ·~~~~re 
shoulr1 the dot re for the large circle we think should go ~td.! t~~~;~~trd 
square. reneath it, above it or insi.de it? (-class answers)·_:·:·. Y~:t:1nsi e 
it s9 draw a line under the 3r~. square on the right, wher~·there~s a 
large circl0 wj th a dot inside it. ~row look at No,. 3 •. :~ere ~-·~arge 
square is not di videri into 9 small ones but there is stil~:~.·. s,ma.\.~ =:;;:eemptv 
square at the bottom corner (pointin:-'). Which of the smalSJ. squ~ on 
the right (pointing) would fit into the empt:r square s.o as*o. ma~-:the pat-
tern right? (class answers). Yes, the last small square.· ,oint~'!E) so we 
draw a line under it. 
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"Now loo}t at No. 4. The first and last rows (pointin.s) have two 
dots in each or the squares, hut in the first column (pointing) the dots 
are all at the ~ottom of the squares. Jn the next column (pointing) 
thev are half-way uo and in the last (notnting) thev are at the top. 
What do YOU thtnk the emotv square shoulr1 have in it':' (class answers) 
Yes, two dots a t~·the top; so draw a line under the last small square on 
the right (pointing). 
"Now look at No. 5. This 1 s rather a difficult one. As we look 
across the rows (pointing) we see that the lines get more· and more curve; 
or bent. As we~look down the columns (pointing) we see the lines get · 
shorter and shor:ter also, there are 3 dots in the squares of the first 
column, 2 dots in· the squares of the second column and one in the square 
of the third co1.umn. Theref·ore the empty square should have put into 
it a short , very curved line with one dot. Which square is the one to 
uncerl ine? (class answers) • Yes, the 3rd • square. 
it·:~'hen I tell you to start go on by yours elves to the end of the 
'bee:.~, drawing a 11ne under the square you think should best fill the e!:i-
pty space. Do ~ot draw a line under two squares of any row because vo~ 
~!ll b8 counted·wrong if you do this. You will be given 30 minutes 
whlcl is plenty ·of time. There is no need to hurry but if you find you 
can't do one go·on to the next. You will not score any more marks if 
you finish before you are told to do so. I do not want to know when 
you are finished but when you do, just keep your book in front of you an 
try to ·work out. those numbers you couldn't do •. 
"If vou want to change vour mind ab~ut which drawing is correct, 
cross out the line :vou have drawn like this: 
/Indica tin{?: on blackboard. 
/t/1111/l/11/ll 
I I I TTT/7 I I rrn I 
"You may ·tiot ask any questions at all during the test, but if vou 
have forgotten what vou have been told vou mav look at the cover of your 
book where vou:will find the instructions printed. Are vou ready,STAR 
Make a re~cord for future timing of the test, of the length of tim 
.for about a t!4jtd of the class to fir:.l sh - as judged. by the children's 
attitudes - ~thout letting the class know you are 1nterested in the 
time they are tJ~ing. 
At 25. U\tnutes say ''5 minutes more". At 2£ minutes say "1 min 
utc .r.1ore". ··A.~· 30 minutes sav "time up''. and see that no more v1ritin 
if: do!!e. C.o~~t the books and arrange in alphabetical order. Return 
2-~~ ;;s- copies.:;~ 
~7 
S. S. R. M A T R I X T E S T 
NAME 
Christian names in block letters surnarne (Title) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY years --· 
DATE OF BIRTHDAY 
--=--_,__-
Date Month 
FORM NAME OF 
------------------------------------------------SCHOOL 
TIMB ALL0'.!~D 30 N1INUTES. 
Tn the large square on the left of each row there is a small 
emutv square in the right hand bottom corner. The puzzle is to 
choose which small square of the five on the right would be best to 
put into the emptv square, and to underline the square chosen. In 
cases where the large square is divided up into 9 small squares the 
square chosen should be the correct one for completing both the 
last row and the last column. 
Numbers 1 - 5 are·for practice. In No.1 the fourth square 
is the one to underline, in No. 2 the third square, in No.3 the 
fifth, in No. 4 the fifth, and in No. 5 the third square. 
~e careful not to underline two drawings in any one row as 
thi$ row will be counted as wrong. If you make a mistake and you 
wish to change your mind, clearly cross out the line you have drawn 
like this :-
I I L I I I I I I 
711111777 
You need not hurry as you will be given 30 minutes to do the 
test which is plenty of time. ~Tevertheless, do not waste. a long 
time over anv one row, but get on with the next. 
24 
Raw SCORE on ~ Items 
Raw SCOR~ on Items 
Standard SCORE on Items ---
Social Science Research Laboratory~ 
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TEST 3. Rows and Columns 
( 22 Items) 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
And 
TEST 4. Pattern Completion "11 Schools Exp." 
(15 Items} 
The items of the previous test are of two kinds: 
The elements of the "Matrix" are related but separate 
anti ties. 
, The large square dep1 cts a pat tern. 
For the elementBry schools these two kinds of 
item were separated to make up two tests after 
rearrangement of the items and deletion of some. 
Verbal Instructions 
Give out booklets. Sa-y to Class, "Fill in the 
cover of your book as your teacher has shown you. 
ow open the book at the first page. As your teache( 
has told you, in the large square on the left of eac 
row there is a small empty square in the right hand 
bottom corner (pj. The puzzle is to choose which 
small square of the five on the right would be best 
to put into the empty square and to underline the 
-t l. 
square chosen.'' Go through the Prac'i"tsce Items 1 -
with the c1ass. No further instructions are 
necessary with Test 4. With Test 3 say to class, 
"You will be given 18 minutes to do this test". At 
15 .minutes say, "3 minutes more''• With Test 4 say, 
You will be given 10 minutes to do this test." At 
8 minutes say, "2 minutes more". 
81 
TEST;3 
S.S.R. ROWS AND COLTTMNS TEST 
Ni\.i-TE 
·-·c~hristian names in block letters 
AG"8 LAST BIR Tl-lDA Y vears ----·· 
i)ATS OF' BIRTHDAY 
--=-n-a~t-e-
SCHOOL ----------
TIME ALLOWED· 18 MINUTES. 
IN3TliUCTIOFS. 
3urname\Ti tle ~ 
In the large square on the left of each row there is a small 
3mpt:.r square in the right hand bottom corner. The puzzle is to 
choose which SMall square of the five on the right would be best to 
put into the empty square, and to underline the square chosen.· The 
square chosen should be the correct one for completing both the 
last row and the last column. 
Be careful not to underline two drawings in any one row as 
this row will be counted as wrong. If you make a mistake and you 
wish to change your mind, clearly cross out the line you have drawn 
like this :-
///11111/ 
I I I I I I I I I 
You ·need not hurry as you will be given 18 minutes to do the 
test which is plenty of time. Nevertheless, do not waste a lone 
time over any one row, but get on with the next. 
Raw SCORE ON Items 
Standard SCOR.E on Items 
Social Science Research Lahoratorv 1 
TR I~TIDAD, B • 1·V. I • 
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S.~.d.(TRTNIDAD) PATTEfU'J COMPLETION TEST. 
Christian names in block tetters .. ...> I Surname {T tle) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY years. ---
DATE OF BIRTHDAY 
--=n--a~t-e- Month 
STAHD&iD SCHOOL 
TII'·.'IE ALLOWED ii MINTTT"SS • 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
In the large square on the left of each row there is a small 
empty square in th,e right hand bottom co1•ner. The puzzle .is to. 
choose which small square of the five on the right would be best to 
put intc· the empty square, and to unilerline the square chosen. The 
square oLosen should be the correct one for completing the pat1Jern. 
Be careful not to· underline two drawings in any one row as 
this row will be counted as wrong. I.f :rou make a mistake and ~'ou 




You need not hurr~r as you will be ·given 12 minutes to do the 
test which is plenty of time. Nevertheless, do not waste a long 
time o~er any one row, but get on with the next~ 
Raw SCORE on Items ---
Standard SCORE on Items ----
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Tett 5 Recognition of Gigures 
.Test 6 Space Trtangles (Form) 
' 
Test 7 Space Triangles (Orientation) 
~est 9 Links 
It was intended that these tests should form a 
series: 
Test 5 was intended to call for ability to recognise 
shapes, the same way up butjdiffer~.ng in size, 
Test 6, ability to recognise shapes when they are 
·.turned round, 
e 
·Test 7, ability to recognise shapes turned ov~r 
(Mirror Images), 
Test 9 1 ability to visualise change in shape. 
Tests 5, ~ and 7 were given to both Q.R.C. end 
the elementary schools without alteration. 
Only the easier items of Test 9 were given to the 
elementary Schools. 
It must be borne in mind when reading the instruc· 
tions tb•t the elementary schools had done practice 
examples with their teachers before-hand • This 
accounts for the instructions to Q.R.C. being longer. 
Reco~1t1on of Fis;r:ures set to the boys of Queen's 
Ro_y_al Colle~e on 21st Jul:v 1948. 
~ean Standard Deviation per year group = 5.71 









I was rather surprised that no boys of this seoondar~ · 
aob.ool scored full marks on what I should have thougt t 
was a test too easy for them. 
92 
S.S.R. RECOGNITION OF FIGURES TEST 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUPERVISORS. 
Have short-sighted children in front. See that you have~5cop.ies of book-
lets, say to class "Is there anvone who has not got a sharp pencil?'' If 
there is anvone, lend him one. Say to class "You will each be given a 
little book of test puzzles do not open it until you are told." G-1 ve out 
booklets. Sa,r to class "On the line marked 'Name' write your full name 
(T mean all your names): write your surname (or title) last and write in 
.biock letters (these are capital letters) so that they may be easily read. 
on the line marked 'Age last birthday' write in figures your age before 
fue word 'years'. On the line marked 'Date of birthday' write the date of 
the month, and the month of your birthday, On the line marked 'Form' 
write d9wn the form you are in at school." 
Have booklet opened at first page. Say to class "Now open the book 
at the first page. At the top of the page you see an 'A' and to the right 
of it, the other side of the line, you see six drawings. Two of these 
have an 'A'. You see this drawing has an 'A' {pointing to the 2nd drawing) 
and so has this one (pointing to the last drawing.) You see also that a 
line has been drawn under both of the drawings which have an 'A'. The 'A' 
need not be of the same size as the 'A' on the left of the line {pointing) 
for .this one (pointing to last drawing) is much larger, but it must be ex-
actly the same shape and the same way up. Now look at the 'B'. Can any 
of you see which two drawings have a 'B' of exactly the same shape? (class 
answers). Yes the 3rd drawing (running round the 'B' with a pencil) and 
the 5th drawing (running round the 'B' with a pencil). So draw a line 
under each of these two drawings. Now look at 'C'·· Note that it is a-
bout three-quarters of a circle or round. In which two drawings do we find 
at least three-quarters of a circle? (class answers) Yes the 4th drawing 
.and the 6th {pointing) • So draw a line under each of the sa two drawings," 
"Now turn over the pages to the page with 'Z' on~t. You see the 
rows past ''Z.' have numbers to them (pointing) • When vou have done r z' 
go straight on with the numbered rows. These are ,just the same except 
that there are drawings instead of letters. You still have to draw 
lines under the two drawings to the right of the line which have the draw-
ing on the 1 eft of it • 
"VVhen I tell you to start go on bv yourselves putting lines under 
the correct two drawings in each row. You will only be counted right if 
both the correct drawings have lines under them. If you put a line under 
only one, you will be counted wrong and if you put lines under three.or 
more, you will also be counted wrong. If yourwish to change your mind 
about a line you have drawn cross it out like this :-
f111/l/l/111/ 
t77 777 7777/ 
(indicating on blackboard). 
You will be given 25 minutes to do the test which is plenty of time 
so there is no need to hurry, but if you find you can't do one go on to 
the next. You will not score anv more marks if you finish before you 
are told to do so. I do not want to know when you have finished but 
when you do, just keep your book in front of you and try to work out those 
rows·you couldn 1 t do. You may not ask any questions at all during the 
test, but if you have forgotten what you have been told you·may look at 
the cover of your book where you will find the instructions.pr~nted. Are 
you all ready? START t" 
Make a record for future timing of the test, of the length of ti~e 
for about a third of the class to finish - as judged by the children's 
attitudes - without letting the class know you are interested in the time 
they are taking. 
At 20 minutes say "5 minutes more". At 24 minutes say "1 minute 
more". At 25 minutes say "time up" and see that no more writing is done 
then collect the books and arrange in alphabetical order. See that you 
return all ·3 5 copies. .. 
TEST 5. Recognition of Figures "11 Schools Experiment" 
(42 Items) 
verbal Instructions -
Give out booklets. Say to class, "Fill in the co~er 
of your book as your teacher has shown you. Now 
open the book at the first page. As your teacher has 
explained to you in this test two drawings in each rbw 
must be underlined. He has shown you how to do the 
rows numbered A, B & c. At the top of the page you 
see an 'A' (pj and tothe riiht of it on the other 
side of the line you see six drawings. Two of these 
have an 'A' {outlining letter with pencil= o.p.) 
so these have been underlined for you. In the secon 
row these two have a 1 B' ( o.p)' so underline ttE m. 
In the third row this one has a •C' ( Q.p.) and this 
also has a 1C' ( o.p.) so underline these. Now turn 
the pages to the page with 'Z' on it. You see the 
r~s past 'Z' have numbers to them. When you have 
done 'Z' go strt.ight on with the numberJm.~ rows; thes 
we just the same except that they are drawings inst!ad 
of letters. You still have to draw lines under the 
two drawings to the right of the line which has the 
~aw1ng on the left of it. The letters may be large 
or smaller but always the same shape and the same wa 
up. Turn back to the first page. When I tell you 
u. 
:to start go on by yourselves plltting lines under the 
oorreot two drawings in each row. You will only be 
counted right if both the correct drawings have line 
~der them. You will be given 25 minutes to do the 
i test. Are you all ready ? START I At 20 minutes 
' 'm 
say "5 minutes more", at 25 minutes say "tiite up" 




S. S. R. RECOGNITIO!l1 0? PIGUHES TE.ST. 
NAME 
--~C~h-r~i-s~t~i-a_n __ n-.a--m-e-s~i~.n--1~)~1-o-c~·k--l~e-·~t~t-e-~-s-------- Surname (Title) 




IJ'TSTTIUC TT C~TS o --------
~ach of the fi.rst 26 iter~:s ste ..rts with a letter of the alpha-
bet. To the right of the line ther::; are 6 drawings opposite each 
lettero Two of' these possess the letter in exactly the same shape 
and the same 'way up tut it may ·ho J.ar'ser or smaller.. The puzzle is 
to underline bo ~h the dra.wings pc,ssessins the letter. The numbered 
rows after· 'z!- a..t~e ex&.c: tl y the sar.1e s excc}Jt that the two drawings to 
be underlined ~·e those which have the drawlng instead of the letter 
pn the left of the line. 
Items A··C are fo.1' practice 0 In 1 A: the 2nd and 6th drawings 
are already underlined 3 in tpt the 3rd and 5~h are the ones to under-
line, and in •er the 4th and 6tn ur0 the ones to underline. 
0ne drawing-underlined, or more than two (in anv row) will be 
counted wrong. Jf' ·you mat:~ a mistake and lJirish to change your mind 
clearlv cross the line vou have drawn like this :-
_/_ I l/-:' I !_I_:./ I I I I 
777 ' ;tfTT'; . 77--rt 
Vo1, nee cl not hurr""~r as ·\rou VJi ll be .;i ven 25 minutes to do the 
test which is plentv of time. ~evertheless, do not waste a longtime 
over anv one row, but get on with the next. 
Raw SCOBE on 42.Items 
" •j n 
standard 11 n n 
Social Science Research Lab., 
TRT"t\'IDAU, n. W. J. 
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Test 6. Space, Triangles (Form} 
and 
Test 7. Space, Triangles (Orientation) 
The same scripts were marked in different ways to 
produce the scores on these two tests. 
On the top of ee.ch page of the test are 6 triangles 
lettered A to F. A & B, C & D, E & F are pairs of 
mirror inages. The first 20 items consist of 
2 triangles each, the next 20 of 3 triangles each, • 
and since each correctly lettered triangle scores ~ 
mark the maximum is 100. 
For Test 6 either member of a pair is scored correct. 
Thus B when it should be A is scored right. 
For Test 7 the number of perfectly correct letters 
is counted. But as the maximum of these could onl~ 
reach what was scor·ed on Test 6 by an individual, 
the final score is the number of perfectly correct 
answers expressed as a percentage of the score on 
Test 6. This makes Tests 6 and 7 satistically 
independent. 
Tests 6 and 7 were given to the boys of Q.R.C., 
and they were found to be too easy for the older 
boys many of whom scored full marks. Date, 21st. 
July 1948. 
The principle of the test I believe to be new. 
~· R. C. Norms: Teat 6 Teat 7 Age Score on items Age Score 
21 - 60 
11.0 57.7 11.0 60.9 
12.0 64.6 12.0 66.0 
13.0 71.5 1~.0 71.2 
14.0 78.4 14.0 76.3 
15.0 82.6 15.0 80.8 
16.0 84.6 16.0 83.5 
17.0 85.2 17.0 84.6 
18.0 85.4 18.0 84.8 






S.S.R. SPACE TSST (TRIANGLES) 
INSTRFCTICI'TS TC sn~j~EVISf'f-L:. 
Have sho~t-sighte~ children in front. :ee that you have copies of 
booklets. Say to class, i'Ts the~e anvon0 who has not got a sharp pencil? 11 
T f there i s an v on e lend hi m one . Sa :r to cl a s .s , "You w i 11 ea eh be given a 
little book of test :;u zzles do not oper it until 'rou are told." rti ve out 
bC'oklets. Sa"~r to clasr, 11 ('n the line rrarked 1 Name' write vour full name 
(T mean all vour names): write vour surname (or t:itle) last and wrlte in 
block lette:t'S (these are cani taJ. letters) so that thev mav re easil-..r read. 
"n the 1 ine mar 1~."erJ 'Ap;e last 'hi.rt,,na,r' write in figures Your age hefore 
thG worr1 '"~"'"ears'. "n ·the 1-i ne rrarkerl '"'ate cf l-i_rtrr1a,r·' write the nate of 
the ynr-nths an,.~ the month of "~Tour ""'j_rthrla,r~ rn the li.ne marked '~orm' 
write down th'3 form vcYU are i_ n at school." 
TTBr,rs 1-20. nave hcoklet o>ene•; at fi_rst -oage. Sa: to clas!:· 11 Now 
0 ,en t~e ~ook at the ~irst ~age. At t~e too vou see a rcw or 6 ~rawings 
each with a little letter insine (pointing). Lock at the one with 'A' 
insi,-je .it ( pointin:)). TTnder it ':-ou see the same r1.rawin(~ (p-ointing) hut it 
is turned roun~ a little: never min~ how it is turned roun~ it is still 
marked 'A' • ~rnder that a:?:ain is an e-ther drawlng of 1 A 1 (pointing) turned 
round a little more, and if you look down vou see 'A' turned round to many 
different positions (pointing). Tn the one before the last in the 'A' 
column (pointing) vcu see 'A 1 turned round and larger. It is still marked 
'A' because it is the same shape as 'A'. In the last drawin; of the col-
umn {pointing) 'A' is quite small. Do you think you could recognize 'A' 
whichever wav it is turned and whether it is large er small? Well we 
shall see. Pow look at the drawing with 'P' inside in the top row 
(pointing). Under it vou see 'P 1 turned round into many positions (point-
ing) also large (printin~) and small (pointing). Try not to get 'A' and 
'B' mixed up when vou come to do the test, for no matter how 1 F' is turned 
it never turns into 'A'. It is true that if we cut '~' out and turned it 
over (indicatin; with the hand) we shculd get 'A', but vou must not think 
of the drawings turned over (indicatina with the hand) onlv turned round 
(making circu1ar movement with the hand), or made larger or smaller. The 
same thing with the other drwings marked C, D, E P F. Now look at the 
first drawing in the box (pointing), it is t~e same as 1 ~ 1 that is why a 
'B 1 has been nut in it. ~he seconrl arawing is 1 A 1 (pointing), the third 
is 'P 1 ( noi n t; ng) . l,~'ha t letter sha 1.1 we nut into the next drawing? 
(·"oint·i nrr) (class answers). ves 1 r'. ~~rill "'(rou all out a cani tal 'C 1 in 
that r~rawing. Alwavs ~Jse r.10ck,. that is caui tal letters. ~Nhat letter 
shall we ~r~nt in the next Arawinr {uointing) (class answers). Yes 1S' 
ro this. An0 in the next { ooi. ntin~) (class ans·wers). Yes 'D 1 do this. 
~n~ ~n the nevt fpointing) (class arswers). Yes '~' do this. vo~ see 
·that this last one i·s tr-e same as 'P' :in the tcp rcw (po-!ntins) but turned 
a little. '.":'he!'"! T tell You to start gc-- on "bv . .,ic··rselve.s Jrinting the 
right lette~ in each of the d~awings marked '1' to 1 20 1 • You rnav turn the 
book roun~ i~ v0u think it will ~elp vou, but T do not think it will. 
Take vour time an0 go carefully· if vou wish to change a letter cross it 
oot and write it a;ain, do not alter it. You will be given 10 minutes 
Which is olenty of time to do the test without hurrying, and you will get 
nr- mcr·e rr:ar·ks ff'r dcing it fast than for· doing it slcwl v. Still do :r:-ot 
waste tl~e over any but oass on to the next if you can't do it. Do not 
tell me when vcu have ftnisherl but ~ust keep the little beck in front of 
vou without turning ovef' the page. Are You all ready? START t" 
-
Make a record, for future timing cf the test, of the length of time 
for abcut a third the class to finish, as judged ty the childrens' atti-
~des without letting the class knew you are int3.rested in the time thev 
are takin'J:. 
At 9 rrir.u tes sa-.:.r n1 minute more". At 10 minutes sav "time up n, 
anr' see that ro more wrj_ting is done. 
TUR~ OVER 
10¥-
ITEMS 21 - 40. "Now turn over the page. You see the same six 
drawings at the top. Peneath these·a~e (pointing to the next line) draw-
ings made up of two of the drawings tn ~ne top row or one of the drawings 
twice over, turne-(rround but not turn~d over. The first (pointing) has 
'A' printed in one part because it is like 'A', and '$' printed in the 
other part. In the second drawing (pointing) th.is part (pointing) is 'A 
and this part (pointing) is 'D' turned round a little. What two letters 
shall we put into this drawing1 (pointing tc the third drawing) (class 
answers). Ves 'E' and 'F' (pointing to each part in turn) do this. 
And in this drawing (pointing to :(ourth drawing) (class answers). Yes 
'..B' an~ 'A' fp0intinr.: t0 each part in turn). v0l' see 'B' has been tur-
nen rol'n~ like this (iY'Idi_cat:lng b"~r tr.e hanr1) and •At has been tt1rnen 
roun~ like this (~ndicating again). nrtnt the 'B' and the 'A' in the 
correct narts. 'Vhat tw0 letters shall we put into this drawing (poin-
ting to the fifth drawing) (class answers). Yes· 'A' an~ 1 A1 • ~or vou 
see the lower part (pointtng) is easil .. ..- like 1 A' in the top row and the 
uryner 0ne fpotnt1.·n~t) is the same as '~' turned uos) de down. ~ut in the 
'A's. 
"When T tell "'rou to start gc on bv yourselves -prj_ntin.3· the right 
letters in each of the drawings marked '21' to '40'. Take your time as 
b~fore. You will be given 15 minutes, and remember to go carefully for 
there is ne purpose in finishing "before the time is up. Do not tell m~ 
when you have finished but just keep the little book in front of you. 
You are not a~lowe1 to look back to the last page nor turn over to the 
next, but you may refer to the instructions printed on the cover at any 
time during the test •. Are you all ready "START~" 
Make a record as before of the length of time for about a third of 
the class to finish. See that children do not turn over pages. At 13 
minutes say 11 2 minutes moren. At 15 minutes say "time up" and see that 
no more writing is ~one. 
_..., ITEMS 41 - 60. "1'row turn over the page. You see the same six 
(1r.A"-''ings at the ·top but turned round and of different sizes. "Penea.th them 
\pointing to the next line) are drawings ma(3e up or three of these or any 
drflwing of the top ~ow ma~T be used more than once to make up the three. 
Thie first (pointing} is made up of 1 D 1 , 1D' ann. '.B' so these letters have 
ne;en printed in the correct spaces. ~Vhat letters shoulo we print in the 
next drawing? (class answers). ves '~', 'B' and 'C' (pointing) print 
ttlese in. -: 
"When T tell yo1: to start go on b,.,. \T01:rselves 'CUtting the right 
three letters in each of the drawings marked 1 41 1 to •60'. You are not 
a[llowed to look hacl( to t~~~e two Dre.vious pages. Do not tell me when vou 
bave finished hut ~ust keep the little book in front of vou. You will 
Y,e gi.ven 25 minutes • Take vour time. Are vou all ready? STA;~T l" 
. 
; Make a record as before of the length of time for about ·a third 
·or the class to flnish. See that the children do not turn back to the 
·firs~ two page~. · 
At 20 minutes say "5 minutes more". At 25 minutes say "time up" 
and see that no more writing is done. Collect the books and arrange in 
alphabetical order.: Return all · copies. 
I .. 
~ ... ·· 
"11 Schools Experiment'' 
TEST 6. Space, Triangles {Form} 
and 
TEST 7 • Space, Triangles (Orientat1.on) 
verba 1 Instruct :tons 
Give out booklets. Say to class, uFill in the 
covers of your books as you have been doing. Now 
open the book at the first page. Your teacher has 
already shvwn you how to put letters into each of 
these triangles. I am not going to ask you to do t is 
first page again but turn over to the second page. 
At the top you see the sam~ six triangles again. 
Between the two lines you see five drawings without 
numbers {p). In the first two drawlngs of that row 
the correct letters have been printed in the triangles. 
What letter should go into this triangle ~ (Class 
answers). Yes 'E'. Into this one (p} ? (Class 
answers) Yes 'A'. When I tell you to start do 
those questions numbered 21 - 40, printing letters 
into each triangle that you see. If you have 
finished do not turn over the page until I tell you 
You will have 15 minutes to do the test. Are you 
all ready? START!~ At 12 minutes say "3 minutes 
more", at 15 minutes say "Time up", now turn over 
to the next page". 
"At the top there are the same six triangles but 
they are turned round in different ways. What letter 
should be put here (p)? Yes 'E'. In this (p) Yes ' '• 
And in this one (p) ? Yes 'C'. When I tell you to 
start do those questions numbered 41 - 60, printing 
letters into each triangle tinat you see. 
You will be given 25 minutes to do this test. Are 
you all r-eady? STARTJ " At 20 minutes say "5 
·.minutes more'', at 25 minutes say "Time up" and see 
that no more writing is done. Collect booklets. 
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S. S, R. S P A C E T E S T (TRIANGLES) 
NAME 
~C~h-r~i~s-t~i-a_n __ n--ames in block letters Surname (Title) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY years ---
DATE OF BIRTHDAY 
-=--~-Date Month 
Name of last School 
Standard or Form at time of leaving ---
TIME ALL01fiED 50 MINUTES. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Items 1-20 
Each of the drawings 1 to 20 consists of one of he lettered drawings 
in the to row, turned rou (but not turned er) and made larger or 
smaller Print (using ock letters) in h of the drawings 1 - 20 
the co ect letter, may turn book Time allowed 10 
minu 
Items 21-40 
Each of the drawings 21 to 40 is composed of two of the lettered dr-
awings in the top row (or one of them used twice) turned'round(but 
not turned over) and made larger or smaller. Print the correct let-
ters in the two parts of each drawing marked 21 - 40. You are not 
allowed to turn back to the previous page. Time allowed 15 minutes. 
Items 41-60 
Each of the drawings 41 to 60 is composed of three of the lettered -
drawings in the top row (or any drawing of the top row may be used 
more than once to make up the three) turned round{but not turned ove~ 
and made larger or smaller. Print the correct letters in the three 
parts of each drawing marked 41 - 60. You are not allowed to turn 
back to the previous pages. Time allowed ~5 minutes. 
Social Science Research Laboratory, 
TRINIDAD, B.W.I. 
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TES'l• 8. Mo~ay House Exp~rimental Space Test 4. 
(lOO Items) 
This test is due to Mr. T. Renshaw, a Ph.D. stu-
dent of Moray House who kindly gave me permission to 
00py it. It is a 3-dimenaional Space Test. 
After using this test and following the instructio a 
provided with it (given on page 111) in the first 
tour of the "11. elementary schools experiment" ar:d 
examining the results it was found that most childre 
did not know what they had to do. On this account 
the instructions were modified and the scores obtaine 
m tne first four schools were disregarded for the 
correlations. The ch:i.ldren of the rest of the schools 
understood better what the test was about but still 
th~ were a number who did not. The distribution· 
was unusual, but it is possible that understanding 
what is required should constitute part of the 
success of those who did well. 
l 
This test was not g~ven to the boys of Q. R. c. 
The following$ are the modified Verbal Instru·ctions: 
The drawings below show models which have been 
built with blocks. All the blocks are of the same -
shape and size. Notice that some of the blocks have 
been lettered. 
You have to find out how many blocks are touched 
by each of the lettered blocks and write the answers 
m the blank space underneath: 
For example, in the first model, block A touches 
4'Tlcl tlti~ o"he ,.,.., « r /fee( B at the st· ol.e of it-(}')._ 
two other blocks; this one below it {p),A And so we 
have written 2 below A in the blank space underneath 
the first drawing. 
See if you can find out how many blocks are touche 
by block B 1n the same model. Write the answer below 
B in the blank space underneath. Yes it touches 3 
110 
blocks. It touches block A (p}, the block under A 
(p) and this block on the left of it (p). ·so a 3 
should have been put in the blank space as you see 
here (p) • 
Now do the same for each of the lettered blocks in 
the second model. 
You should have put, A "2", B "3" and C "3" into th 
blank spaces as is shown here (pj, for; A touches 
this block on the left of it ( p) and C which lies 
partly on top of it, B lies on this block {p) beneath 
c (p) and touches this block to the right of it (p), 
c lies on block B (p) on this one (p) ~nd on A (p). 
Make sure that you have counted all blocks touched 
by the lettered blocks. 
Check your answers. They are:-
( a ee page 111) 
How read the Following carefully:-
1. All the questions in this test are like those 
you have just done. 
2. When you are told to begin, turn over to page 2 
~d start working at once. 
3. Work as quickly and as carefully as you can. 
4. You will be allowed 30 minutes. 
STOP HERE AND WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO BEGIN THIS TEST 
111 
TEST, 8 /12.. 
r.10RAY HOUSE EXPEHII.1ENTAL 
SPACE TSST 4. 
NAME 
-~C-r-hr_i_8-.t'""J!"'i-a-n-names in BLOCK LETT~S - Surname ( Tftie) 
A~E LAST BIRTHDAY years ---· 
STANDARD SCH00L --- ----·-------··- ·----------·--
TIME ALLO\'B:::_~ 30 I-'Ii'TUTE3 
RAW SCORE ON 100 ITEMS 
Social Science Research.Lab., 
TRI~IDAD, B.W.I. 
STANDARD " " n 
Page 1. 
The drawings below show models which have been built with blocks. 
All the blocks are of the same shape and size. Notice that some 
of the blocks have been lettered. 
You have to find out how many blocks are touched by each of the 
lettered blocks and write the answers in the blank space underneath. 
~o~ example, in the first model, block A touches two other blocks; 
and so we have written 2, helov.r A, in the blank space underneath the 
ftr s t dravd.ng. 
See if vou can find out how many blocks are touched by block B, 
in the same model. Write the answer, below R, in the blank space 
underneath. 
Now do the same fo:c each ·of the lettered blocks in the second 
model. 
... 
~~1ake sure that you have counted all blocks touched by the 
lettered blocks. 
Check your answe~Thev are :-
and hAIBicJ . 2 .3 3 
Now Read the Followin[; CarefullY:-
1. All the questions in this test are like these you have just done. 
2. When you are told to begin, trun over to page 2 and start working 
at once. 
3, Work as quickly and as carefully as you can. 
4. You will be allowed 30 minutes. 
STOP . .;'"SRE AND WAIT UNTIL YOU AR"S TOLD TO BEGIN THIS TEST •. 
Page 2. 
\1\lr i te in the blank space below to show how many blocks 
each of those lettered touches. 
Ren'lomber the blocks are all of the same sJze. 
Make any a 1 t er a ti ons in your answers c l_~::~·.!_·Y.:. 
A B 






A B C D 
F 
:fKPRN. To·. PAG.E 4 WITHOUT WAITINn TO BE. TOLD. 
1/6 
Page 4. 
.... The blocks below are all of the 
• , ,lo•:. • 
same size. 
STOP HER~ AND LOOK OV~ YOUR. WORK Ul'lTIL TIME. IS UP. 
Links. - Set to the boys of Queen's Royal.COllege 
on 2nd., February 1949 
(45 Items} 
The design of this test is new. A wooden · 
apparatus consisting of the parts shown at the top 
of page 122 had been constructed. By the use at 
small bolts different jointed frameworks could be made. 
An "X" could also be bolted to any joint or where 
there was a hole. The question is where does the 
"X11 go when a specified movement of another part 
(or other parts} is made. 
With the Q.. R. C. boys owing to all the Forms 
being tested at the 4ame time and because there was 
only one piece ot apparatus it was not possible. to 
show it working as was done with the elementary 
schools. So that two sets of Verbal Instructions 
were prepared, one when the apparatus was not 
available and one when it was. The Q. R. C. 
supervisors were given copies of the former, togeth r 
with P~actice Test Booklets so that they could 
familiarise themselves wit~he instructions they 
woul~ have to give and which were rather lengthy • 
. I was showing this test to an engineer friend of 
mine, and after a long time he gave all the answers 
correctly. However, his wife happened to glance at 
two of the most difficult of the items and immediately 
I 
and without apparent thought gave the correct answels. 
She claims to be not at all mechanically minded. 
It may have been due to luck that she pointed t.o th.1 
correct dots or sb4 may have chosen those dots Wh1Cj 
seemed to her to be the most unlikely ones, suspectfng 
a catch. However, I thought that perbsps some peop1e 
might possess the gift of see!llg at once in their m ds 
the apparatus as it changed its shape, instead of 
::-working out the -final posit. ion of the X by the ped-
117 
estrain method which 1 should adopt of laboriously 
worldng out the changes in position of each joint ar 
visualising the arcs described. So I thought it wo~ld 
be of intere~t to investigate whether some minds 
tended to use a Gestalt method and others, possibly 
those with training in geometry, to use an analytic 
one. In fact this seems to me to be a rat,her imp-
ortani consideration which must apply to mental tests 
generallY• The trained mind can be at a diaadvanta~e 
in a speed teat, because it tends to check each ansJer, 
and not to be satisfied unless it can be analysed. 
so I decided to test the boys of Q.R.C. in two ways. 
Thet were provided with coloured pencils and had to 
do as much as they could in 10 minutes. After this 
the coloured pencils were taken away and they continued 
for 40 minutes~using ordinary pencils. A complete 
e 
analysis of the results of this has not been mad~ 
but there were a few who scored scarcely any more i 
the 50 minutes than in the 10, and of these a few 
scored fairly high marks. A very few altered their 
10 minutes results and scored less in the 50 minutes 
than in the 10. 
Q. R. C. NORMS 
The mean standard deviation per year group = 6.0 


















Deviation • 7.4 
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S. S ,R. ( TR TNTDAD) t!NKS TEST /ltJ • 
.rUiRBAL INSTRl!CTTOt-TS TO STTPERVISORS (When the apparatus is not available} s;e that you have copies of booklets, Have short-sighted boys in 
nt See that no geometrical instruments are in use during the test, 
tro ;encils or pens are to be allowed. Say to class "As this is not 
0~1intelligence test but probably a test of Mechanfcal' Ability, you will -i 
all be told your scores • You must put away any geometrical instrum- C: 
a ts _ rulers, compasses, protractors .. you may have as you will not be -=a 
e~lowed to use them, Is there anyone ·who has not g~t a sharp pencil or Z 
a en?" If there is anyone lend him one, Give out booklets ( Have 
~o~kl~t open at the first page, Say to class, "These are puzzles about 0 
a simple piece of machinerv made of wood. It is made o:f four thin strip~ 
of wood (pointing to these in the lllustration of parts) with holes in ::0 
them (pointing}.. As vou see two are long (pointing), one is medium 
(pointing) and one is short (pointing). There are also two pieces of 
wood, one straight (pointing) and one curved (pointing). · There are slots 
in these (pointing) and small blocks of wood can be pushed al~ng these 
slots. The two larger blocks in each slot (pointing) can move easily m d 
they have a screw sticking up in the middle, the three smaller ones in 
each slot (pointing) are hard to move, and stop the larger ones from mov-
ing when they come up against them. · There is also a round piece of wood 
(pointing} with a screw sticking u.p in the middle. . This piece and the 
pieces with the slots in them can be fixed to a blackboard or table with 
~awing pins. Now look at the picture P1 (1). The round piece of wood 
(pointing) and the curved one with a slot (pointing) are to be thought of 
as fixed to a blackboard or a table, and a long strip is placed, as you 
see so that it has the s er ews of the fixed round (pointing) and of the 
mov~ble block in the slot (pointing) through the holes at the ands of it. 
~e other blocks·in the slot are pushed to the other end (pointing). Now 
the question is, Where does the point marked with an "X'' (pointing) move 
men the movable block in the slot is pushed as far as it will go along-
the slot? The arrow shows how the piece is moved and the tip of the • 
~row (pointing) shows how far the screw in the middle of the moving block 
will get when it· is stopped by the small hlock on the right (pointing). 
Which dot will "X" move to? This? (pointing to the nearest dot). This? 
(pointing to the furthest dot). Up to this ? (pointing to upper dot). 
Down to this? (pointing to lowest dot). Look at the picture Pl ( ii) 
(pointing), The strip has moved a little way. Look at P1 (iii), it has 
moved further, and now look at P1 { i v) (pointing) it has moved as far as 
it will go and the screw through the bottom end of the strip has got to 
where the arrow was. We see that the point "X" has got to the middle dot. 
So in Pl (i) (pointing) put a ring like this • round the middle dot to 
show that the "X" would go there if the strip were moved as the arrow 
shows. Now turn over the page and look at P2 ( i) (pointing). This time 
~ have the two long strips jointed at their top ends by a little nut and 
bolt (pointing to nut and bolt in drawing of parts). This is the point 
marked with the "X" (pointing). Where does "X'' go when the lower end. of 
the strip is moved as the arrow shows? You see the answer bl looking at 
P2 (11) and P2 (iii) (pointing). It does not move at all. So in P2 (i} 
. make a ring round the point marked "X" like this (illustrating ) , I 
want you to remember this very carefully when you are doing the test: ~ 
the lon stri s are used in the curved slot the top .oint will alwa s 
s a~ s • oo a po n ng • ere o _ s r~ps move, an , by 
Ioo lng at P3 {ii) and P3 (iii) (pointing) we see. that the top point 
marked with the "X" stays still, as I said it would do. "X" is the answer 
to this question too. But when we use the strai ht slot the to oint 
till not stay still. For turn over the page an look at P4 • e "X" 
wl11 move right across when both strips are moved in the direction of the 
~rows, as P4 (ii) and P4 (iii) show it will do, and the dot on the right 
is the one to put a ring round. In P5 the strips are move·d both together 
to-ards the middle of the straight slot. P5 (ii) and P5 (111) sho~ that 
the ''X" rises straight up to the dot at the top. Some of the questions 
you Will find verv easy but others are difficuit. T.urn over the page •• 
PG is a difficult one. In this all four strips are used. The dot to put 
a ring round is the lowest one as P6 (ii), P6 (.iii) and P6 (iv) show. . 
Remember while doing the test that in each question vou must draw a r~ng 
round the dot where vou think the "X" will go when the blocks have been 
moved in the slots as shown by the arrows. If the "X" does not move dra~ 
a ring round it. Also remember that the top point will never move when 
the curved slot is used but i·t will when the straight slot is used • ~ 
- , -
12-0 
''When I tell you to start, first of all vou will be given ex .. 
actlv· 10 ?o-'inutes to do the test as fast as vou c·an using the blue pen .. 
cil vou have been provided with. While doing the test quicklv like 
this try to imagine how the apparatus would change i~s shape for you 
will have no time to work out where the "X" will go 1n any other wav. 
"When the 10 minutes is gone you will be told to stop work 
and close booklets. You must do this at once and the blue pencils 
will·be collected. You will then do the whole test over again using 
ordinary pencils for which you will be given another 40 minutes. If 
you wish to change your mind about a ring vou have made clearly cross 
it out and make another one, but do not cross out a bl~e ring with an 
ordinary pencil. . 
"If you finish before I tell vou to ntop I don't want to 
know but go on trying. Are you· all ready? START!" At 8 minutes 
say "1 minute more" at 10 minutes say "stop working" and see that they 
all close their booklets. · ' 
· After collecting the blue pencils say to class, ''When I tell 
you to start re-open your booklets and do every question over again 
using ordinary pencilD. If you already have a blue ring round a dot 
o~ an 11 X:' and you still think that is the right place for the ring, 
make a r~ng in pencil round the blue ring vou have already made and 
do not on any account rub out or cross out the blue ring.· 
"Are yotJ all ready" START~" At 35 minutes say " 5 min-
t " . u es more at 40 minutes sav " time up" and see that no more writ-
ing is done. Coll€ct b0oklets seeing that vou get back co~ies. 
ADD~~TDUM 
After :~he words .' Give out booklets ' insert ·-
' and blue pencils then .say to class, "?ill i~ what 
is required on the cover of your booklet~ ' 
.ll..j 
.S. S .H. ( rrH T~rJDAD) LT~1Y.S TEST 
Pr&ctj_ce Tests ?ooklets for Supervisors. To be returned. 
PARTS 
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p - 1 ( i i ) 
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Q. R.C /2_6 
S.S.R. (TRINIDAD) LINKS TEST 
NAME 
--:C:-.-h-r...,lr-s~tr-i'%""a_n _ n_a_m_e_s-..,i~n-...b--tl_o_c rk...-....r'l-e-rt_,t_e_r_s_ Surname (Title) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY years ---




TTMB ALLOW"SD ~minutes for RED pencils 
·and another 40 minutes for L~AD pencils. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The apparatus consists of the parts as shown in the first figure - 4 
wooden slats with holes, 2 long, 1 medium and 1 short, two pieces of 
wood, one straight and one curved with slots in them in which small 
wooden blocks can move. The two larger blocks in each slot which 
have screws sticking up in the middle can move freely; the three 
smaller ones move with difficulty and act as stops. There is a 
circular piece of wood with a screw sticking up in its middle. The 
slats can be bolted together with small nuts, bolts and washers. 
F.ach question consists of determining, without using geo-
metrical instruments of any kind to which dot the point marked with 
the "X" will go when the movable blocks are moved in their slots· in 
the directions indicated by the arrows. The tip of an arrow shows 
the' position reached by the screw· of a block when it comes against a 
stop. The question is answered by making a ring round the dot to 
which the "X" w'ill move. In the cases where the "X'' remai-ns sta-
tionary or comes back to its original position, the ring is made 
round it. 
The various parts of P1 - P6 illustrate the motions. It 
will he observed that when the curved slot is used the top point 
never moves. ~his is true for all the questions of the test, 
Social Science Research Laboratory, 
TRINIDAD, B.W.I. 
/C 
Score for ee- mins. 
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r - 1 (i) 
F - 1 ( ii) 
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TEST 9. Links ( 23 Items) "11 Schools Exp." 
After obtaining the order of difficulty of the 
items ·from the Q.R.C results a battery with about 
palf the number was tried out on the Central Island 
schools and from this, after further a-nalysis, the 
battery given here was made. For the 6 Practice 
Examples the apparatus was demonstrated on the 
q,"' blackbor'ed {the standing parts having been stained 
black}. It was found possible to make these dem-
onstrations to as many as 100 children at one time. 
-
139 
TEST;Cj S .S .R. ( rrBINT0AD j LIN?.:3 T"?ST 
VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS TO STTPERVISORS (When the apparatus is available) 
nave a blackboard ava.~ i.abl e. Fave short sighted children in front. 
see that no geometrical instruments are in use during the test, only 
pencils or pens are allowed. Say to class,_ "Your teacher has not shown 
you this. You must put away any geometrical instruments - compasses, 
rulers, protractors - you may have, as you will not be allowed to use these. 
rs therA anyone who has not got a sharp pencil or pen? (if there is anyone 
iend him one). These are puzzles about this simple piece of machinery 
which is made of wood (exhibiting the four strips and the two slotted pieces). 
You see here are four strips of wood with holes in them. These two are 
long (exhibiting). This one is medium (exhibiting), and this one is short 
(exhibiting). Here is a curved piece of wood with (exhibiting) with a slot 
in it. These two small blocks of wood with screws sticking up in the 
middle can move easily along the slot (demonstrating). But these three 
other sms.ll blocks are dirticult to move (demonstrating that ·they move with 
difficulty}. Now look carefully at what I am doing. 
Sat up appa.r:atus as in P1. Say to class, "~·:on- opan ycu.r beck& at the 
first page. Do you see that PI (pointing) is a picture of what I have on 
the blackboard? Now where will the "X" go when I move the bottom end of the 
strip as rar as I can to the right? Let us see (moving it). It goes here 
(making a mark under it on the 91ackboard\. Swing back the strip). Now look 
again at the picture Pl. You see that the "X" would go to the middle dot 
(pointing} ir the strip were moved as shown by the arrow. So we make a ring 
round this dot. Will you all draw a ring round this dot in your books 
like this (illus~ating in booklet. Seethat the class does this). The tip 
of the arrow (pointing) shows how far the screw in the small moving block 
of wood will get before tt is stopped by one of the blocks which are hard to 
move •' Each question will re, "Which dot does the "X" go to when the moving 
bloc'~, or sometimes both blocks move, is pushed as shown by the arrows. 
"Now look at what I am doing again (set up P2). Notice that this 
/, 
I 
·strip (pointing to strip on right) is held·at its lower end by these .tnro 
small blocks (pointing). T.his other block (pointing) will stop this strip 
(pointing to strip on left ) from moving too far to the right. When I swing 
'this strip round (pointing to strip on left) where will the "X" go? (swing 
the strip round). You see the "X" does not move. (Swing strip several times 
end le•ve in lert hand positfon). (Cont'd overleaf). 
)Ill 
so in your book put a ring round the "X" like this {illustrating in 
booklet). I want you to remem: ~r· thls:. At all times ir. the teat , when the 
'curved strip is used, the toE ..E_21nt will stay still. This do•s not mean that 
·~ 
the !'X" would stay still, hecause the "X" may not be at the tpp point. 
n·i~ow look at this (setting u"'J P3). When both strips are moved together 
as the arrows show where will the "X, go? (pause). Well I said it would atay 
still and you see 1 t does ( swinging both strips together. Swing se·reral times 
and le•ve as in P3) • So the answer is again "X" and you must draw a ring ~ound 
"X" for P3. 
"Now look at what T am doing again. I am now going to use the straight 
WMt__. ....... , tn, ..... T r;;. r- 'T 
slot (setting up P4) • ~ Where will the "X" go when I move both a:trips in the 
direction ot thearrows in P4? (pause. Move strips). It does not stay still 
because the straight slot is being used, but it moves evenly to the right, 
neither up nor down. (Move strips back.}. You see the dot to put a ring round 
is th1 s one on the right (illustrating in booklet). 
"'How l,ook at this (setting up P5.) When the strip~ sie (bot~ pushed to t~e . 
,11"-t.~~ n-J~j ~ 
middle ..,where will the "X" go? (pause. Move a trip~). The "X" go..ea- etre:f.gll: .u~. 
fi1o this asTeral times} J So this 1a the dot to put ~~ ping roupd (Ulustratlng· 
in booklet) • 
"Some of the questions are very easy adrl so~e are .ve~x_ dirticul ~. 
t!i ~ ~/t::(t ~ t~i :.r;:_ ~ ~ f J)1 ~~~ 
I am now going to show you a di.fticul t one (setting up r6). A I doub·t; if ariy 
of you could tell me where the "X" will go this time. {Put dots on the black-
board in the approximate poai tions shown in P6, and reel eve answers :·ipointing 
'i v...c.b,t ... ,, .Li-.4....;-/ 
) 
to dots Aaa children answ.er). Well let us see who was right (making movement). 
"Remember while doing the teat that in each question you must draw a 
ring round the dot where you think the "xn will go when trJ.c blocka have been 
moved in the slots aa ahown by the arrows. If the "Xndoes not move draw a ring 
ttound 1 t. Alao reaembe~ t~~ -~1:!~- ~o_p ~oint will never move when the curfta ~io! 
is used. If you wish to change your mlnd about a ring you have made, clear.ly 
).,, k<. ·-t ~~~~ 
I 
cross it out"arid make another one. (When first twenty-four items only are used 
aay,) "You will have 20 minutes for the test. rr you rinish _beror,this, I do 
not want to know, but go on trying. Are you all ready? START 11 • 
At 18 Minutes ~ say, "2 alnutes aore!', at 20 minutes say "time up" and see 
that no aore work is done. Collect booklets. 
S. S t n. LINKS TEST ( 'rrtr. rr.LJAD 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY }~ vears 
DATE OF BIRTHDAY ~ .. ·t c.h<~tl ~~,~-j Jq '!.(;; 
Date Month 
STANDARD y;-··· 
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TRINIDAD, P .W .I. 
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piCTURE TESTS, TESTS 10, 11 & 12 
The drawings were made in black and white on paper 
or "scraperboard" and taken to the Trinidad Governmeht 
Printing Office, Lithographic Section, to be repro-
duced. An "offset" lithographic process was used 
hie~ was not so satisfactory as the line block process 
ould have been for my drawings, as white lines tendbd 
0 fill in. I was present at the printing and on 
any occasions I had to have it stopped because the 
oopies Yf.er.e not good enough. Fresh "printing off" 
on t~e plates had to be done a number of times. It 
ook altogether about three months to get t~e booklets 
out after the drawings had been made. 
The tests were set to Q.R.C. and to the elementarj 
schools, but for the latter., to make the teat easier, 
: art of Picture Test 2 (TEST 11} wa-s filled in as 
··raown here {I regret that I have no unfilled in copi a 
l~t). The Verbal Instructions to the ~.R.C. 
supervisors are given on page 148. The following 
are the .Q..R .c • Norma: 
, R. C. NORMS 
Age Test 10 Teat 11* Teat 12 
11.0 12.5 8.5 8.8 
12.0 13.0 10.0 9.7 
13.0 13.5 11.2 10.3 
14.0 14.0 12.5 11.0 
15.0 14.5 13.6 11.9 
16.0 14.75 14.5 12.4 
17.0 15.0 15.0 12.7 
18.0 15.0 15.2 12.9 
s.o. based on 2.4 3.5 2.9 
13-year-olds 
Test 10 was evidently too easy for all but 10 and 
year-o1ds. 
11 
. in Test 11 
*For Q.R.C. ,. only each item quite correct scored 2, 
~ Item 7 the alternative, 2., 4, 1, 3, 5 scored 1. 
ft>;y-
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I~!STRHC~IONS TO SUPERVISORS. 
Have short-sighted boys in fr·ont. See that you have 35copies of book-
le'ts. Sa v to class, "Is there anyone who has not got a sharp pencil 
or a fountain pen containing ink? 11 · If there is anyone lend him a lead 
pencil. Say to class, "You will each be given a little book of Picture 
Tests." Give out booklets then say, "Write your age in·years after the 
wortl 'Age' at the top of the front page, and afte·r the word 'Form' write 
down the form you are in at school. Next, write your full name (I mean 
all your names) after the word 'Name' ; write your surname last and 
write in block letters (these are capital letters) so that they may be 
d 11 . easil v rea . 
~p.~..!.-~_I.Q~!rrl~ .T~~T_!_o:. Sav to class, "This is an Analogies 
Test. The first two pictures go together in some wav and the third pic-
ture must go with one of the five pictures on the right in the sam_e way 
as the flrst two pictures go together. The chosen picture on the right 
is to be underlined. . 
"Looking at the first row, a cat is a kitten after it is grown up so we 
must look for what becomes a cock after it is grown up. The answer is 
a chick and a line shoulcl be dravm under the square containing the pic-
ture of the chick for we can say : 'cat is to kitten as cock is to chick'. 
In the second row we can say : 'pencil is to note~book as chalk is to 
blackboard'. ~e careful to look at the first two pictures very close-
ly because the third picture by itself could not possibly give us the 
correct answer. Do the next three items by yourselves but do not look 
past the thick line drawn across the page. 11 After the class has just 
had time to do this say, "These are the answers you should have got:-
Standing top is to top lying down, as standing boy is to boy ly-
Sheep is to grass as boy is to bread. ( ing down. 
1 5 to 8' is to 1 5 to 9 1 as 1 10 to 3 1 is to 1 10 to 4'. 
"More than one picture underlined will be counted as wrong. If you 
make a mistake and wish to change your mind, clearly cross out the line 
Kou have drawn like this :- ////////// (Demonstrate on Flackboard). 
'You .need not hurry as you will be given l~~minutes to do the test which 
is plenty of time. Nevertheless, do not waste a long time ove~ any one 
row but get on with the next. When I tell you to start do the next 16 
items by yourselves. They start easy and get more difficult. I want 
to tell you again be careful to study the first two pictures well, be-
fore vou draw a line under the picture you think is the correct one. 
"If vou have finished the 3 pages of this test before the time is up do 
not turn over .to the next· page but look over the answers you have al-
readv given. .~o talking - t6 vourselves, neighbour nor me - will be 
allowed during the test. Are you all read:r? STARTl" 
At 1!0minutes sa't.r "'2minutes more". At ~lminutes say "time up". 
·~· 11 Turn over to "PICTURE T~ST 2. This is a Sequence Test. You ---.--:------ _____ ,. -
see four pictures which tell a storv the same as you misht find iD a 
comic strip in the newspapers. but the pictures are not in the right or-
der. The puzzle is to find out what the story is about and to put·num-
bers in the little squares beneath the pictures, to show in what order 
the pictures should be put •. The four pictures above the thick line tell 
the story of a motor car accident. The car is going along the road in 
the last picture; it is just going over the eqge of a cliff in the second 
picture: it hits the ground below the cliff in the third picture and the 
ambulance comes alon& in the fourth picture. A 1 should theref-ore be 
put in the little square beneath the fourth picture,. a 2 be~eath the 
second, a ·3 beneath the third and a 4 .beneath the first picture." 
"As you will see most of the items of the_test have more than four pie;.. 
tures. An item·will be counted as r'ight only if all the numbers-are 
put into the little squares correctly. . 
"If you make a mistake and wish to change your mind, clearly cross ·.out 
the number you have written and. write .the number you· now wish to write 
outside, to the right of the little square. If you wish to change,say, .. 
a 3 to, a 4, do this :- 1_;-J ·. ·. .. · 




"You will be given 1~ minutes do this test and if you have fin ... 
ished the two pages beforle vou are told to do so, you may look over 
your answers but do not turn back to Test 1 nor turn over to Test 3. 
Are you all ready? START~ n 12. 
At 'i~Ominutes say 11 ~l.minutes morc 11 • At 1~ minutes say 11 Time up". 
lo 
· r'Turn over to PICTTTRE TEST 3. This is a 'Two Alike' Test whictl 
means that two of the objects pictured in each row are alike in what I 
the'r do or in what thev are used for. You are required to underline 
these~wo pictures. Draw your line ~ust under the frame containing 
the pictures. 
11 Look at the first row. A cow and a goat are both used for giving us 
milk_. and in the second row a cup and a t·3apot do the same thing - they 
both hold tea. You will ~e given 12 minutes to do this test and if 
you have finished hefore vou are told to do so you may look over your 
answers, but do not turn back to Tests 1 and 2. Are you all ready? 
.STAr"tr~ 11 At 10 minutes say 11 2 minut·3S more". At 12 minutes 
say 11 timo up" and see that no more writing is done. 
Collect booklets putting blanks (if any) on top and see that yov return 
35 copies. 
TEST 10 • Picture Analogies. (16 Items) 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
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enoil writes in notebook and chalk writes on black-
p R 
board or pencil is to notebook as chali is to black-
bo~rd, so the picture of the blackbotrd is the one t 
~derline. In the next row sheep eats grass and boy 
eats bread; or sheep is to grass as boy is to bread, 
80 underline the picture of the bread. In the next 
row standing top is to top lying ·down as standing boy 
1s to b~y lying down. In the next row 5 to 8 is to 
5 to 9 as 10 to 3 is to 10 to 4. I want to remind 
you when you are doing this test how important it is 
to study the first two pictures because unless you d 
this you could not possibly lmow which of the other l 
five pictures to underline. When I tell you to star 
do the rows numbered 1 - 16. When you have done No. 
16 do not turn over the page until you are told to do 
80 • You will have 12 minutes to do this test. Are ! 
you all ready ? START l " A-t 10 minutes say "2 minut s 
more" at 12 minutes say, "Time up, now turn over the 
page to the next test". 
TEST 11· Picture Sequences. {10 Items) 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
The children had received instructions from their 
teachers before the test proper and had worked on 
1 practice example. 
The practice example and the first 2 items of the 
test were borrowed from Moray House, the others are 
all new. An artist friend of m:!ne, Mr.a. E. R. Pashl y, 
made rough sketches for item nos. 6, 7, 8 and 10 
hich I made suitable for reproduction. For these 
e£ementary schools certain of the squares had numbers 
put in, so as to make the test easier. Some of the 
items are very difficult without this help. For 
instance most adults to whom I have shown the test 
have been floored by Item 9, though they all agreed 
when shown the intended answer that that was the 
correct one. This test took me more time to make 
than any of the others. The drawings are not of 
simple articles, but depict action. And since 
I fancy myself as a student of mathematical perspec-
tive, I had to take a week over making the dra-wing 
of the classroom in item 5 (which is very badly 
reproduced here). My second .Assistant Mr. George 
was my model for Item 4, though he does not smoke. 
hrbal Instructions 
8Aa your teacher has told you these rows each telt 
a story the same as you might find 1n a comic strip 
~ the newspaper but the pictures are not in the rigft 
ol'der. The puzzle is to find out what the story is I 
about and to put numbers in the little squares beneath 
' the picture to show in what order the pictures should I 
go. You have done the one with the motor car accident 
with your teacher. A 1 has already been put in the 
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fourth picture to help you; the car next reaches the 
side of a cliff so put a 2 into this square ( p) ; 1 t 
then hits the ground so put a 3 into this square (p) · 
t~e ambulance comes for the injured so put a 4 into r 
thiS square (pi. When you are doing this test you will 
see that some of the numbers have been put into the 
little squares in order to help you. These numbers 
which have already been put in you must think of as 
part of your answer, that is, as though you had put 
them in yourself. When I tell you to start do the 
rows numbe-red 1 - 10 and if you have finished before 
time is up do not turn over until I tell you. 
You will have 12 minutes to do this test. Are you all 
ready? STARTZ" At 10 minutes say "2 minutes more", 
at 12 minutes say, "Time up, now turn over the page 
to the next test". 
TEST 12. Picture, Two Alike. { 18 Items) 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
All t~e articles depicted in this tesu are quite 
familiar to all the children. This was confirmed 
by.the head teachers. Functional relationship 
must be apprehended, "DO" or "~ED FOR" are stressed 
Verbal Instruct ions 
"As your teacher has told you, in each row there 
~e five pictures two of which are alike in what the 
~or in what they are used for ~The puzzle· is to 
ind out which are the two alike in whet they ~ or 
1n what they are used for and to underline these two 
In the first row underline the cow and the goat beca,se 
they are both used for giving us milk. In the second 
row underline the cup and the teapot because they bo h 
155 
:4.0 the same thing - they both hold tea. When I tell 
fOU to start do the rest of the rows in the little 
book numbered from 1 - 18. RememberJ Some of the 
pictures are put there to try and catch you, so you '11 
bave to think well before underlining the two pictures. 
you will be given 12 minutes to do this te~t. Are 
youallready? ST.ARTJ" At 10 minutes say, "2 minutes 
more", at 12 minutes say, "Time up", and see that no 
more writing is done. Collect booklets. 
1---
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NAME ........................................................... . ················································ Christian names in block letters Surname (Title) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY ....................................... YEARS 
DATE OF BIRTHDAY ......................................... . 
Date Month 
STANDARD....................................... SCHOOL 
Time Allowed 36 minutes 
INSTRUCTIONS 
PICTURE TEST I 
The first two pictures in each row go to~ether in some way. The next picture goes with one 
of the five pictures on the right, in the same way as the first picture goes with the second picture. 
The puzzle is to find which is the picture on the right that the third picture goes with, and to under-
line it. In each of these puzzles we can always say when we have the correct answer: "The first 
Ficture is to the second picture as the third ~icture is to ...... the picture you have underlined." 
In the first row we can say, " A cat is to a kitten as a cock is to a ? ......... " Chick is the right answer 
because a cat is a kitten after it is grown up and a cock is a chick after it is grown up. So the picture 
of the chick is the one to underline; draw the line just outside the bottom of the picture. In the 
next row we can say, 11 Pencil is to notebook as chalk is to ? ............... " Blackboard, because a 
pencil writes in a notebook and chalk \\'Tites on a blackboard. In the next row, 11A sheep is to grass 
as a boy is to bread." In the next, "Standing top is to top lying down as standing boy is to boy 
lying down.'' And in the next, 11 5 to 8 is to 5 to 9, as 10 to 3 is to 10 to4 ". Be careful not to 
underline two pictures in an] one row as this row will then be counted as wrong. If you make a 
mistake and wish to changE; your mind, clearly cro~s the line you have drawn like this: ///////// 
Time ajlowed-12 minutes. 
PICTURE TEST 2 
These rows of pictures each tell a story the same as you might find in a comic strip in the 
newspapers, but the pictures are not in the right order. The puzzle is to find out what the story 
is about .and to put numbers in the little squares beneath the pictures to show in what order the 
pictures should be put. Some of the numbers are already put into the little squares in order to help 
you; these numbers which have already been put in, you must think of as part of your answer, that 
is as though you had put them in yourself. Look at the row above the thick line; it is the story 
of a motor-car accident. The fourth picture which has already had 1 I ' placed in the little square 
beneath it shows the car being driven along; it then reaches the edge of a cliff, so a I 2' should be 
put in the little square beneath the third picture; it falls over and is about to hit the ground so a 
• 3' should be put in the little square beneath the second picture; lastly, the ambulance is there 
to take the injured, so I 4' is put beneath the first picture. All the numbers in any row must be 
correct for that row to be counted as right. Suppose ) ou have put a 1 3 ' but want to change it to 
a I 4 ', clearly cross out the ·1 3 ' that you have written and write the • 4 ' beside the square like 
this f114. . 
Time allowed-12 minutes. 
PICTURE TEST 3 
In each row there are five pictures ; two of these are alike in what they do or in what they are 
used for. The puzzle is to find which of the two are alike in what they do or in what they are used 
for and to underline these two pictures. The lines should be drawn just beneath the line framing 
the pictures. In the first row .the pictures of cow and goat should each be underlined as they both 
do the same thing-that is they both give milk which is drunk by us. In the second row,he pictures 
of the tea-cup and tea-pot should be underlined because the~ both do the same thing-they both 
hold tea. You must underline two and not more than two pictures in each row before your answer 
can be counted as right. 
Time allowed-12 minutes. 
Score on Picture Test 1, .. "f.~~.!.t..'.:: ......................... · ..... ~ ............. .. 
S P. T t 2 -~:.-s r 11 core on 1cture es ·"'''1 ........ .,~ ... ............................................. . -·-Score 011 Picture Test 3~ ... f..f.?..?: .. !~ ........................................... . 
G.P., TR./To.-ll2ll-750-ll/48 
TEST; 10 1!ES'P 1 
··"··.1. .\\ •. ll.l 
tl.. \t."~.'\1/ ... 
o ~ : ' '-Z . 0 <:3 D'- . 0"" : 00, Gl @8' 7 5 7 5 7 5 
f. \ I J. ., 9 J/h»Jilhlitt -,..,..,. 
~ :._ ~-·~- ,, ·~,.,.,.;,., 
....... ::--.. ,.'>- :::- ~ -~ 
TURN OVER 
3 0 i Q) ~~ 
~--1--.lo:..L[~ 
4 :,' •' -- !J. fi 
. .. 
7 
•• > ·· . 
._. ~l 
1-\ ~ ~ 1f( .)a. 
10 
11 - =· 
'I' ·nO 
- [)0 r-LL _l_ ' 
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TEST 13. Numerical II. Continuation of Number Serie 
(37 Items~ 
and 
TEST 14• Numerical I. Arithmetical Restorations 
( 43 Items} 
These two tests were so designed that the 
attainment :i.n ar:lthmet ic required for answering an 
item correctly should be far less than the ability 
to do so. In this way it was hoped to test 
Numerical Ability without its depending on 
"Schooling". 
TEST 13. 
The Verbal Inst~uctions were the same as the 
Instructions on the Test Sheet, but the first item 
was explained as a practice example. 
The test was given to the boys of Q.R.C., and as 
some of the boys learn Higher Certificate mathematics 
the range was from very easy to very difficult indeed. 
I did not expect any of these boys to obtain full 
marks, and none did. Though most of the items on the 
second page were beyond the capabilities of elemen-
ta:ry school children, still I saw no point in print in 
~ abridged copy a-nd gave them the whole test, as 
the probability of guessing a difficult answer corr-
ectly is vepy small. It would be of interest to any-
one who doubts whether children guess when they do 
not know the answer, to see the scripts of this test. 
A very large proportion of the children went past 
those items they got right and finished the whole 
paper giving ridiculous answers, numbers at random 
and without discernible reason being put in the brac-
kets, none of which happened to be right by guesswork. 
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Mean Standard Deviation per year group = 6.84 









TEST 14. Numerical I. Aritb..metical Restorar:lons 
(43 Items} 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
This test was not given to the boys of Q.R.C 
The Verbal Instructions were the same as the 
Instructions on the Test Sheet. 
Quite good scores we-re made in this teet and 
p~actically all the children understood what they 
had to do. A few of these elementary school childr n 
obtained full marks. 
~----------------------------------~-------------r---
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TE 5 T; 13 
S c R ( Tl1 IT-TJ,. .. !· 1.)) 0 U t t L • • • • .i..J .&.~ N n .M E R I C A L T E S T II 
Surname ( '.J.li tl e) 
AGE LASrr ~IRrrHDAY ___ . ysars 
STA1:1DAED 
(or· F0E~n------SCHOOL 
You have to f:ind out what shouJ rl be the next num'ber in the line 
and then write 1. t in the br acko ts at thG end of each line. 
Time allowed 40 minutes. 
l. 2 3 4 r· iJ 6 
10 9 8 7 6 5 
1 2 4 8 
2 4 6 8 10 ~2 
3 6 12 24 48 
20 18 16 14 12 10 
80 40 20 10 
0 ": 3 5 10 15 21 28 ( 
1 4 6 9 11 14 
20 19 1'7 1·1 10 ~ ( 
1 2 3 
,.. 
? 14 15 30 ( c 
10 18 25 31 36 .40: .· ( 
-.· ... 
~ . 
1 3 7 15 31: ' ( 
40 32 25 19 14 . ( ' ) 
2 3 5 9 17. ,: :( . ) 
IJf 
1 2 r· Q 10 17 26 37 ( ). 
1 2 3 5 8 13 
50 49 46 4.1 34 
12? G3 31 15 
1 1 2 5 12 2? 58 
1 1" C, 21 28 33 
0 32 4!3 56 60 
50 ~:59 30 23 18 
2 3 7 16 32 
1 4 10 22 46 
2 1 1 rz. 9 23 53 V 
100 68 52 44 40 
3 4 6 10 18 34 
1 0 0 t"'-c_. 8 22 52 
1 2 t) u 4 8 32 
1 I"' c.- 14 41 t:. ,) 
7 13 :22 35 54 83 
.2 6 10 18- 32 
2 4 7 12 21. 38 
1 4 8 16 16 32 16 64' 
.i6 23 30 35 34 
70 72 75 78 79 74 55 ( . 
0 2 . 1' '2 2 3 4 6 9 14 22 
.·>;. 
JC~~P VOTTR D.4_ <'~ S TT1'JTTL Y('P AHE TOLD "TTM~ TTP" 




Christian namef3 in Pr:ocKLETTT~RS Surname (Titrey--
AGE LAST BIRTF:CAY years ---- STANDAI1D 
DATE 0~ BIRTHDAY 
iSaC-e-
("?'ORM) ------
idc)r.th ~CHOOL ___________________________ ------- --
In these sums some of the figures are missed out. Beneath each· 
firnrre r:1issed oL.~..; t'herc; i~~ a s.~-".tc·r·t line, o On each ·sbort llne 
write OPE o.f the figu.1·es (U;1,2~3,4~f.);:-6;7-;8,9) to m&ke the sums 
correct-;- Work down each coj 1:r.:r.-:rJ be Pore going on to the next. 
Time allowr;d ~5 m·r~utes. 
i 
A D D T T T () ~T S :~:; TR A C TT ('T-T r ·~ TT L T T P L T C A T I 0 N 
2 4 8 3 
5 2 1 0 
7-G n-
3.1 4 2 
2 6 7 
5 ? 7 \] 
4 2 3 
t3 1 6 2 
7 6 8 5 
2 7 
3 6 1 
6 0 9 
3 4 8 2 
1 3 6 4 
4 4 6 
5 3 2 7 
3 2 2 
----=---
8 5 8 5 
6 4 8 
3 1 7 
9 7 0 2 
7 4 8 
4 3 
9 9 0 
4 3 2 1 
2 5 7 
6 9 -.--
9 1 0 
2 ;: 4 
3 1 - --· --
0 0 0 




2 5 8 
6 8 1 
1 0 0 1 
3 -------
5 




3 0 5 
8 0 8 
4 ---3 2 


















'7 8 4 
3 6 - ---5 2 3 
7 6 0 
2 4 
8 2 0 
'Z 
u 3 6 
7 4 
0 0 0 




2 3 0 6 
8 6 2 
3 4 8 
2 7 
9 
3 0 0 -
5 1 
3 9 8 
1 1 
1 4 
























8 5 4 
6 7 3 
2 
1 4 . 4 
2 8 
2 
7 9 2 
4 2 
8 6 6 
2 8 
4 
1 7 4· 8 





2 8 6 8 











0 2 2 
5 5 .9 
8 
4 0 4 d 
8 7 
6 0 3 
7 6 
7 1 0 
1 1 2 
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TEST 15· 
TEST 16• 
Arithmetic Teat (Mechanical) 
(21 Items) "11 Schools Experiment" 
and 
Arithmetic Teat (Problems} 
(19 Items) "11 Schools Experiment" 
The Verbal Instructions were the same as the 
Instruct ions on the Test Sheets. 
The children were provided with paper for workin. 
but blank spaces were also in many cases left in th 
question sheet for this. Their papers for working 
were collected, the principal reason for this being 
to discover cheating. 
TEST 15 
After studying the children's textbooks and talki 
ing the matter ,ever with one or two experienced tea 
I 
chars I arranged the ser1.es of items in order of di f-
iculty, so that every child could be exte cted to 
score a omething and no child would score full marks 
In this I was very nearly successful: 5 children 
out of the 575 scored 0 and no child scored full 
marks. The test was not set to the boys of Q.R.C. 
TEST 16 
My problem here was more difficult. The 
teachers' advice was useless. They seemed to have 
quite exqlted ideas about the children's abilit~es 
in arithmetic, a-nd, from the results obtained here 
I should say that few would have scored any marks 
on an arithmetic paper one of the teachers pr~pared 
jeu.Y 
tor me. Nor would this paper have graded theAchil-
~en who did succeed in getting marks sat1sfactor11~ 
as a child who scored on one question might be expect-
ed to score on all the rest, given enough tim~. 
171 
The teacher too was hopelessly out in the times to 
be allotted tothe questions. I do not regard testa 
of attainment as set in Trinidad as good measures 
of ability. And from my long experience with 
exam papers set by secondary school teachers and 
the School Certificate and Higher Certificate exam-
inations, I may say that I have not much regard for 
them either. 
In setting a paper on prbblems in ar:tthmetic one 
is up against a problem oneself. A problem, to 
be a problem, should not have been done before. Nor 
should its like have been done. This means that 
one should not go to one of the children's textbook 
at all unless it is to see what to avoid. 
In the paper given here I have not been able to 
obey these restrictions, and the results show that 
the test was too hard. 
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T ES ~IS 173 
S .S .R. ( ~rR INIDAD) ARIT1.-:J-·1ETIC TESrr ( Hechanical) 
NAME 
·--~C::-:-hr-1::-. s-t-:--r-i _a_n __ n_a_m_e_s---::i-n---=0:--::L::-0-::-C~K~~.. -L,.,...,E~T.,..,..T~!i'--..:.Jt,.._R_S_ [~urname ( Tftle) 
Date ~'lonth 
STANDARD SCHOOL --- -------------------------------------------------
You will be allowed {~0 mlnutes for th:ts test, lncludinr; filling in the 
above. Save time and do not copY out those questions, for example 
Question 1., which are marked with an asterisk .;z., where spaces are left 
blank on tr~is sheet for working. Do the working for the other wuestions 
on th3 blank sh:3et given 7ou, but write all answers down on this sheet 
where it sa vs 11 Ans. 11 One mark for each answer quite correct and ·written 
in the prop_Gr pla~ on this sheet. No marks for a wrong answ~r or one not 
writ ten in the proper place. ·dhen you have finished look over your work. 
1* Multiplication 2 4 3 
7 9 
Ans = 
2.;~ Division Ans = === 
4 1) 1 1t 7 6 
3~} 5 3 + 2 1 ::::: Ans "'1· ?3-
4-''· Addition 11 r:- 5.0 9 .. '± 
2 6 • L~: • 8 2 
Ans = 
5~:· Express as a. decimal 
f'raction 
6.3 
Ans so = 
6~~ Express as a vulf:ar 2 \..) .,:l 
fraction 2 ~ 1 ~ 
3 • 5 
Ans = 
7. ~ind the average of 
27, 35, 40 Ans == ____ _ 
8. Multiply 23 .·~ by 12 .11 
Ans = 
9. Divide .3003 by 4.2 
Ans = 
==========,~===== 
10~:- 23% of ~30. 00 
=~ Ans 
11. Twelve men earn c.: 360. 
if/hat will 21 men earn? 
Ans ::: e, 
======= 
12. Simplify 6 x 5 - 4 x (3 + 2) 
Ans ======== 
1 17. ·..-. ·?ind the s5_mple interest on 
~120 for 4 years at 4;); 
Ans == ~-· 
::!:==:====== 
14. 7ind the L.C.M. of 28, 30, 35 
Ans = 
15. Simplify. 
,., 1 7 5 ..:; 
4 8 13 of 12 • 
2 .5 • 2 2 5 
b + ? 3 - 5' of 6 
Ans. = 
16. If 4 men can reap 10 acres in 30 
days, working 6 hours per da;r, 
how many days will it take ? men 
to reap 28 acres, working 
8 hours per da •r? 
Ans = 
======= 
17. ~ind hy fact~rizing the square 
root of 176,1 
Ans = 
====== 
18~:- ?ind the square root of 76 
correct tb one decimal place 
)7 6 







X + - = 18 
5 
Ans = ==== 
20. v~lhat yearly income wOu !d. b~ , 
derived from investing £2610 in 
3~: stock a~ 87? 
Ans = =£=========== 
21. lilind the compound interest on 
~-300 .at 10~~ for 3 vear s, the 
interest being compounded 
annually •·: = "" Ans • · ======= 
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S. S .H • ( TR IJ.TIDAD) AR TTm!tETTC ~ST {'Problems) 
Surname (Title) 
AnE LA~:T BIRTHDAV ___ years 





Tif:lE ALLOW1~D : 40 j,:inutes includin-.:; filling 
up this cover and reading· these instructions. 
IFS7r\ UCTIO!;! 3 ~ 
Do not waste time over any one question if you find it difficult but go 
on with the ne7:t. Do the v1orking on the blank sheet given vou, but 
'hTitc all answers down on this sheet where it savs "Ans." One mark .for -- . 
each answer quite correct and written in the proper place on thj_s sheet. 
l'.To marks for -a_ wrong--answer or one not wr i ttenrn- thf} proper place. If 
vou have finished all. vou ·can do hefore time is up, look over your work 
to see that you have made no careless m!stakes. 
1. P.ow many,pencils at 3~ can I buy for a shilling? Ans 
2. J~ne had. twice as much rr.onev as :Dick. Dick had 10( 
more than 1.Iarrv. Harry had 5o~·. rrow much c1id they 
have altogether? 
e. 
!\." Ans <tP (/. 
--=====:::::£:::: 
3. 3utter is 74~ per pound. If I boubht ~pounds how 
much ~han0\:; sYlonlf~ J ;:J~t .f .i'C'Pl a. ~~~ • 00 note? Ans __ $~==== 
I 
4. Jn a class of 50 chj_ldren 14~·; were boys. Pow many 
0irls were there? Ans============= 
5. I had 26 orange0. I gave 6 to Vary and divided what 
rematned equally between .T0hn, Dick, Earry and ·George. 
gow many oranges did I give to George? · Ans============= 
6. A room is twice as long as it is wide. It measures 
24 ;rards all round. '.Vhat is its area? Ans====s~q=·=y=d=s 
7. Fow many tlle s 5 !' x 3tt are required for a sqlJ~re 
court each s:i.de of which rrteasu.res 20 feet? Ans====== 
8. J.f a man gains 20~ bv -selling egzs at $1.08 per 
dozen, how wuch % woulrl he gain by selling them 
9. 
at $g.75 per hundred? 
• _l 
My father is 3G years old anrl my a.:;e is 12. In .. 
how many years time will my father 's age be twt:9e 
mine? ~ 
Ans ====== 




10. A cistern can be filled from 2 taps connected to 
different 1Nater supplies. T1·)e wat3r from one tap 
can fill the empty cl stern in 10 1ninute~s. The 
water .from the other tap can fill the empty ci.s-
tern in 15 minutes. How long will it take both 
taps tu.rned on together to fill the empt·y cistern? Ans mins. 
11 . I r ~ 4 4 i s p a. id r or 3 goat s an o 2 pigs and $ 41 i s 
paid fo.~·· 2 goats anr. 3 pigs, wr"tat ls the price 
====·=·· 
of a pig'~ Ans ~ 
12. A bottle and a CO!'k cost 2·ld :-:: . . ~he bottle costs 2d 
more than the cor•k. I·Tow much does the cork cost? 
13. In school 
2 of the s c~~~olar s cirls and the a 3 are 
rest boys. Jf 
2 of the girls and 1 of the a1·e -9 4 
boys are absent, what fraction of' the whole nurn-
ber of scholars is present? 
14. The dia6ram shows the ground 
pldn of a circu~ t0nt!' dim8DS ·· 
ions being given in yards. 
~n.at area does the tent cover? 
I 
22 / 
(Take If -· --;.; ) 
15. The average· of nineteen results is 16 t11at of' the 





ryind the tenth result. Ans 
16 •. Two cvclists each cvcling a~ the rate of 10 m.p.h. 
are approacting eac~ other. ~~en thev are a mile 
apart a fly whi.ch has settlad on the nose .of one 
of them flies off at the ~a~e of 20 m.p.h. and 
~ettles on the nose of the ~thJr cvclist. It im-
mediately flies off again at the same rate and 
settles cin the nose of the first cyclist again. 
It keeps on doin~ this, alwa~s flying at the rate 
of 20 m.p.h. and settling fbr an instant on the 
noses of each cvcli~t in turn. Eow ~·ar does the 
===· 




A bottle contains a 32% so~ution of sugar. Half 
is thrown away and tho bot~le fillect with water. 
This is done three more times. After the fourth 
time what is the p e.c c•3n tage of sugar in the 
bottle? 
If I walk from A to~ a~ 5 m.p.h. and back again 
to A at. 3 m.p.h., what has been mv average speed? 
At what time betweer. 3 otclock and 4 o'clock are 






past 3 o'clock 
·~ 17. Verbal Test I. Synonyms. ( 49 Items) 
This test was designed for Q.R.C but I have not 
nad an opportunity of setting it to them yet. 
As the chance of guessing right was small the 
unabridged teat was glven to the eJe mentary schools 
No Verbal Instructions were given. 
A dictionary and Roget's Thesaurus were largely 
used for constructing this test which is mostly a 
vocabulary test. It is to be noted that the words 
in a line are none of them very different and con-
siderable judgment must be used to underline the cor-
d. 
rect two works. A draft was made and copies circu-
lated to, Mr. J. A. Wharton, a barrister; Mr. R. M. 
Hamer, Principal of Q.R.C., and Dr. B. Hamilton, 
a novelist a-nd English master a-t Harrison's College, 
Barbados. They were requested to do the test. I 
discarded those items where there was not agreement 
between the four of us. 
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vou are to underline the TWO words in each line which have nearly 
the same ~eaning as each other. The first two are given as examples, 
Young, Little, Pretty, Good, Soft, S111all. 
Large, Square, Tall, Round, ~~t, Long. 
1.Truthful, Good; Polite, Pr·etty, Hard-working, Beautiful. 
2 • P o 1 it e , Pr et t y, Tidy, C 1 ean , ~J eat , S·mar t . 
3.Loud, Bad, Noisv, Mad, Playful, Strong. 
4.Good, Rich, Wealthy, Large, Important, Strong. 
5.Pleasant, Funny, I~~erry, Cheerful, Comic, Smart. 
6.Right, Humble, Good, Handsome, Good-Looking,, Polite. 
7 .Brave, Strong; Adventurous, Courageous, Severe, Rash. 
8.Poor, P-eGging, Owing, Raggod, r1iserable, Penniless. 
9.Swampy, Soft, Moist, Slipperv, Rainv, Damp. 
10.Dishonest, Cruel, ~ad, Wicked, Selfish, Cross. 
11.Lazv, Stupid, Tired, ~oolish, Dishonest, Bad. 
12.Interesting, Peaceful, Humorous, Courteous, Intelligent, Brainy. 
13. nagged, ~lack, Dirtv, f}r easv, Soiled, crumpled~. 
14.Idle, Drowsy, Lazv, Stupid, Still, Tho:ughtless·~ 
15. Hard-working, Good, rlever, Truthful, Brave, Skilful. 
16·.Real, nood, Likely, Right, Corr act., Certain. 
1? .Low, Shor·t, Small 1 . Shallow, Rr ief, Minute. 
18.High, Long, Deep, L~ge, ~road, Tall. 
1.9 .-~oft, Tired, Weak, Feeble, Lame, Ill. 
TURN OVER. 
-2-
20.0val, Wavy, Spir~l, ~ound, Hollow, Circular. 
21.Active, Agile, Fast, Alert, Keen, Swift. 
22.Good, Courteous, Polite, Mild, 7 air, Friendly. 
23.Probable, Hopeful, Reasonable, Possible, Likely, Certain. 
24. Grumpy, Angrv, IndJgnant, Glum, TTnfor giving, Hasty. 
25.Difficult, Laborious~ Annoying, Complicated, Impossible, Hard. 
26.Dishonest, TTntruthful, Cunning, SlY, TTntrustworthy, Criminal. 
27.Determined, 0hstinate, rrnyielding, Persevering, Hard, Stubborn. 
28.Steep, Vertical, Curved, Sloping, Slant, Crookod. 
29.Careful, Tidv, Thoughtful, Alert, Cautious, Slow. 
30.Quick, Strong, Energetic, Keen, Active, Ind.ustrlious. 
-
31.Wet, Tender, Juicy, Slimy, Soft, Pulpy. 
· 32.Hideous, Plain, Frightful, Foul, Coarse, Awkward. 
33.Impatient, Mad, Upset, Fierce, Dangerous, Perilous . 
. 34.Bright, Smooth., Shiny, Polished; Clear, Glossy. 
35. Impossible, Absurd, Ridiculous, Unlikely, W.r ong, Uncertain. 
36.False, .ni~honest,_ Insincere, Untruthful, Faithless, Unfair. 
3? .Loyal, Truthful, Friendly, Patriotic, Faithful, Trus-tworthy. 
\ 
38 .Joyful, Triumpha~t.,· ·.::~or~unate, Prosperous,' Successful, Lucky. 
39.Kindlv, Cha.ritable,':nenerous, Wasteful, Bxtravagant, Hospitable •. 
40.Gaudy, Dowdv, T~w<Iry, Vulgar, Odd, TTncouth. 
·, 
41.Conventional, Contin,:U,al, Occas_ional, Usual, ~requent, Ordinary. 
42.Proud, Insolent, Foa,s·tful, Vain~ Pompous, Haughty. 
43.Exemplarv, Creditab_~e-; Laudable, Commendable, Dutiful, Admirable. 
44.Clever, Wise, Intel~~ctual, &~udite, Sagacious, Studious. . ':·,;. . 
- · 45 .Ambiguous 1 Myster~o~s, C_ir cui tous, Illogical, Inconceivable, Indirect. 
46 .Distinc'ti ve, Evid~enH, .: Definite, Obvious, Distinct, Recognisable. 
' . 
' ·. ' . ~. 
47 .Restive~ D:i.sobediehp;,-, Lawless, Insurgent, Mutinous, Insubordinate. 
48 .:Paradoxical, Enigiilat~·~,.: t!nauthentic, Conjectural, Disputable, Hypothetical. 
49.Contemp_tuous, Bumpt:ikus,· Cynical, Critical, Ironical,. Disdainf\ll. 
Verbal Test Il. Proverbs (Story} (38 Item ) 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
This was designed to test Reading Comprehension. 
Though the use of proverbs in mental tests is not new 
I. believe this way of using them is. 
First of all I constructed a Multiple Choice 
proverbs teat of 62 items in each of which a proverb 
is given, followed by 5 sentences one of which 
expresses the meaning of the proverb, but none of 
which, to a child, would be ruled out as absurd at 
first glance. This is an example: 
25• BETWEEN THE DEVIL A~D THE DEEP SEA 
Out of the frying pan into the fire - - - - - - - -( I 
Dont fall between two stools - - - - - - - - - - - ( ) 
Of two evils choose the less - - - - - - - - - - - ( ) 
Every choice is bad - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -( ) 
Where bad's the best naughtl must be the choice - -( ) 
The child was to put an (R) into the brackets to 
indicate his choice. 
But having made a long list of proverbs the neater 
and more interesting way of using them given here 
ocoured to me. It also has the advantage of 
~faring so many choices that guessing is greatly 
reduced, but perhaps the greatest advantage is that 
a situation is built up to which a proverb will 
apply. Reading comprehension is required for 
(' 
this· as w111 as for the selection of the applicable 
proverb. 
A simple 3 page story was written about a boy who 
bought a bicycle, had it stolen from him at school, 
recovered it, and his doings at school. Opposite 
each page of the story were printed about 17 numbered 
proverbs (the meaning of the word is explained in the 
story). During the course of the story there are 
blanks for the filling in of the number of the prover 
appropriate to the situation built up. Scarcely any 
proverbs would be familiar to the children. 
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S. S. R. {TRINIDAD) VERBAL TEST II 
PROVF.RBS (Story) 
NAME 
~~~~--------~~~~--~--~--Christian names in BLOCK LETTERS !"1~.rname (Title) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY years 
DATE OF BIRTHDAY 
~D-a~t-e- Month 
STANDARD --- SCHOOL ----------------
TIME ALLOWED : 50 Minutes including 
filling up this cover and ~eading 
the tollowing · :- ·· 
A proverb is a .wise saying. Its re~l meaning need n()t only have to 
do with the things said in it, but if ita real mean~ng is understood 
it can be used for ,m~ny of. the things which happan,to us every day. 
For example, the Proverb ttKill not the goose that lays. ·t:p.e golden 
eggs. 11 need have nothing to do with a goose -~r eggs:;at .. all. i~ means 
"Do not destroy what brings you good." Again, the·proverb ''New 
brooms sweep clean." need have nothing to do with brooms~ rt maa.n~ 
that just as a new broom does its sweeping w·ell, so a· new :servant 
works well at first. 
When you have filled in the -qetails asked for a~? ~ead the above 
carefully, open the book and, go on with. the test. .. 
·, Social Science Research Laboratory, 
TRINIDAD, B. W .I.· 
RAW SCORE ON. ··39 ITEMS 





LIST OF PRO~R?S ~OR THE OPPOSITE PAGE ONLY 
You will not ~eed to use all the proverbs o~ this page. If you wish 

















A fool and his money are soon parted. 
Do not count your chickens before they are hatched. 
Half a loaf is better than no bread. 
A friend in need is a friend indeed •. 
' 0 • 
All is not gold that glisters. 
Lrok after the pence and the pounds will look after themselves. 
Its fio U$8 lockinG the stable door when the horse is stolen. 
A hird in tne hand is worth two iri the bush. 
The e·arly bird catches thG worm. 
Honesty is··~ho hest policy. 
He knows which side his bread is buttered. 
A sorrow shared is ha+f a. trolible, 
A j~y ~hared !s·~ joy made double. 
Yill not th~ goose that lays the golden eggs. 
A young idler, an old beggar, 
CheQpest is dea~est. 
:I:·. 
TSLLIFn TALES OFT 0? SCHOOL 
My father borro,.r.rerl a book tram the librR.r~r with many proverbs in it. 
Prove. rb s ar G ·v.,-·L ..... J t:\ • r,l :4 '•.(·~ -1.1 {,'C' •• ...I "··· .. , ... ·, "\a.J;) I lil<e them 
0 ted .- n -\·'V) C) ,-yyr,,"'\ ·~ ·'i .L ('.:> ,- ,-. .\ pr lD .; v~~...., C .... .!.~ _ ':-' ·- t.· •• _Jr.t:_,C, one night I 
•• Yl 'l c..,_-·-\ ~. 
I wanted to bu~r-9 wr.dc.ll. I J."-2.d Sf'0n st ttle ~-~~opo It -;,y~s, a nice bicycle 
and I f81 t th:-J. c another boy mit;~!_t bvy it bf}fore me if ·t did not get 
up early,. I v1as thinki.ng, I expect, of the proverb~ which ycu see 
on the pr~.e.:e • +-oppOSl·,.,e. (Look there and "rou see ''g. The early ·bird 
catc~'1es the rrormn). I had saved u~ some money, small· change at a 
time~ just as the proverb says one should do.. (Firid the most 
l 
-:.>~sui taole proverb on th3 pa8e opposite and put 1 ts numb~r on ·the line. 
Write the cnrrect number on all the little lines in thls story. The 
proverbs for each par;e arc on the opposite page· to the~ .. one you are-
reading). I GOt up f;arl y a-r..d vihen I rf-B)~·,hed the ·shop· I saw another 
bicycle as V!ell as the one I had C!een h0fcre ~ T}d.s on~ wa·s. much 
, ·• 
the proverb and bou(;ht t~e b8t.tt=,r one l' I d:L(1n r t pr-ty. for· the bike 
before getting i::he m:1.n in the ~h;.:p to let 1118 try it out.? because it 
might have h::-~C:.:. r.;ometr~ing the matter.· wlth it, and ·I shou.l3. hav'3 lost 
mv money, e.s in -oro"!Pr'b • T:tr; shar-J:::t?6psr a.llowed:-.me to do this 
•J t • ... __.. ~:' . ~ 
father W8ll and get$ R.. lot of bu.Giness f1~c~ him and,~ows \~rho he can 
- .... -.· 




~.. ' ~ 
Well I p9.id the rran and joyfull~r mRde off on my new /b~fke-. 
When I got to school on my b'ike I 1ett it in yard and 
went into the 612ssroom deciding to usual as 
I didn't wish to end my days living on ch&rity. ) . ·When 
not W~1ere I 
had left it, and I bitterly regr0t.tBd not bnying ~-:'th~@i.11'-:Cor lt. It 
.·~- <:::~:'.\}'··.. . 
I came out of school, to my horror-, I found the 
friend about what had h:1ppenaa 3 
) 0 r: to~~--'~:Y hest 
. , , :>~fff,~S>' ·:· -.. . -, _ 
• ,:fi.e;-~t~~:cin't just say·-
·. ,,.·;,;~.;:\:~~:·.·. : .. . \ ·. 
was no use hu.ying a ('.hfd n now~ ( Pro iJ8I' h 
be .was sorry but at once o.f'fevecl to help~ ( Prov~¥~?:"1~~';;::~.:·:_.·· He lent. me<· 
LIST OF PROVERBS FOR PAG7 2 ONLY 
You will not need to use all t~e proverbs on this page. If you wish 
to use the same p~overb twice you may do so. 
16. More haste less speed. 
17. He that will steal an egg will steal an ox. 
18. Little sense in the head makes much work for the feet. 
19. ~etter late than never. 
20. It takes two to make·a quarrel. 
21. His bark is worse than his bite. 
22. Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today. 
23. Might is right. 
24. If a donkey brays at you dont bray at him. 
25. Once bitten twice shy. 
26. Learn wisdom from other's folliese 
27. Everybody .,is wise after the event. 
28. Out of sight out of mind. 
29. Neither a lender nor a borrower be, for loan both loses itself 
and friend. 
30. He that 'does you an ill never forgives you. 
Page 2 
hiS racing bicycle. We 
I 
were nuch close friends that we had no need 
to pay attention to the provarb 
The school is at the end of a road, so that I thoue:.,ht If I cycled 
fast I might catch up with the thief. And, sure en ouch, I did after 
0oin[·: about half a rnj_le. I knew the boy. He had stolen things 
before, but only small things, still Proverb • The boy stopped 
and at first tried to frighten me by shouting loudly that he wanted to 
fight me. ~ut I knew that he was no good at fighting. (Proverb_ ), 
and J was not afraid. As I had got the bike back everything seemed to 
be all rigJ1t, for Proverb 
I then h'3.'~. to wheel 1-·oth bicvcles back home. I th0ught of riding 
mine and v.rheellng the other to be quicker, but decided that as this 
might make me fall off and hinder me more, I would wheel both alqng, 
walking. (Proverb ) 0 As I started off the boy shouted things at 
me but I didn't shout back as (Proverb ) • l:Jhen r got home my father 
said I had been very stupid not to buy a chain. This advice was easy 
to give, but I was too polite to remind him of the proverb My 
mother said I was very late and I am afraid I did tell her proverb 
After lunch I rode ~y friend's bicycle round to him and, after 
thanking him for lending it I told him how I had got my bike back. 
He said that he would go and buy a chain for his bike seeing.what had 
happened to mine. He was doing what proverb __ says. The cycle shop 
was a little out of my way but I thought I would-walk round to it and 
buv the lock and chain at once, and not put off doing this until some 
other tim8, as the proverb __ tells one. Vet it.would,have saved me 
time and trouble if I had onl~ thought a moment and gone home first 
and cycled to the shop. This was just like the proverb When I 
got home I had to hurry to get to school in time, ··and this time I 
locked the bike up. I had had it stolen once, ~nut never again. 
(Proverb ) • 
·when I sot to the classl"loom and settled down to my lessons I forgot 
all about my bicycle and what had :happened, ·just.: like proverb -...- , 
until I found the very hoy who had stolen the bi_ke h:J.ttir.g me from 
behind. He could have no thins again~ t me i cut I ·:ramembered the 
, .. ,proverb •· 
LIST Q"G' PROV"PBRS P'OR PAGE 3 CNLY 
You will not nead to use all the proverbs on this page. If you wish 
to use the same proverb twi~c you may do so. 
31. His heart was in his toots. 













Spare the rod and spcil the child. 
To give a dog a bad na:r.1e and hang hlm. 
You must not oxpect o:d hGads on young shoulders. 
VVhat is sauce for the g0ose is sauce for the gande:r"'. 
Two heads ~re better ~han one. 
Early to bed and early to rise makos a man healthy woalth:r 
and wise. 
That is wel: spoken is well taken. 
You cant ma~e a silk ours0 out of a sow's ear. 
~ 
Many bring ~he rake b~t few the shovel. 
Give a fool enough ro~e and he will hang himself. 
Do not wear cut your welcome. 
One is not se soon healed as hurt. 
To cry·out before you a~e hurt. 
46. No one knows vhere the shoe ~inchus but he who wears it. 
47. Between the cavil and the deep sea. 
48. Little is done when everyone iS master. 
49. Never hit a man when he is down. 
50. A. drowning man will clutch at a straw. 
Page 3 
If I turned round to hit him hack I m~ght be seen by the teacher and 
if I dirin: t I ;;:houl·l g'o on getting hit. I was like the proverb • 
I thoucht of the prove~b anrl made up my mind to take no notice of 
the hoy and let tha taac~er catch him. It was not long before the 
teacher did see him. 1'lhen .. the teac:.-1er called hir1 out to· cane him I 
could see bv the boy's f~ce that he had lost his courage, or, as the 
proverb says _ • He started making excuses to the teach8r for, 
( ~r overb ). nut in spite of the teacher seeming not to liko what he 
was saying and, not heedins the proverb , he went on talking. :P.,:t t 
when he 8a'.V it was no further use he started to bawl, l:i.ke proverb __ • 
'Rut the teacher is a very fa5.r man and tre~ts us all alike. (Proverb_). 
He heJ.ieves in using the cane where necessary and when he thinks it is 
good for us. (Proverb ). A caning takes such a short time to eive 
but you feol it a long time aftar, as the proverb says. I was sorry 
for the boy, though he knew best. how he felt, as the proverb _·says. 
I like the teacher for not giving the hoy a talking to, after he had 
caned him. Tte knows the proverb I expect. On the whole the teacher 
does fairly well with most of us. There are sorne, though, who ar~ toe 
bad for much to be done with them. ( Prov~rb. ). And some are given 
a lot of extra teaching but wont learn, (Proverb )o .. 
After school we had to get the classroom ready for a concert which 
some people were giving that night. The chief difficulty was to get 
boys to move the heavy desks and benches, plenty offered to carry the 
lig'l.t things. This was just as in proverb • We started by our-
selves, but some thou~ht the desks should go here and others there 
uritil our head-teacher arrived. (Proverb ). However, later he 
called in the Assistant Teacher to discuss where the desks should go, 
for he realised that Proverb 
I had a good tea and my friend and I went out for a ride. I 
invited him back to dinner with us, and showed him the bo-olf of proverbs. 
~hen he read proverb __ he said he must be going. I was sorry he 
went, but I got to bed early and got up early the next day all the 
fresher. (Proverb ). ~roverbs are always true, 
TEST 19. English ( 76 Items) 
"11 Schools Experiment" 
This was designed as a teat of attainment. 
I was misled in setting the second question on 
Naming Clauses, for very few indeed of the children 
could score appreciably in this. 
The third question which consists of a letter wr·itten 
in the local dialect was composed with the assistance 
of my staff. Any alternative which made good or 
even coloquial English was accepted. I did all the 
marking for this myself. The "Rights" for this ques-
tion were divided by 3. 
I intend to try and get this third question 'trans 
lated' into other West Indian dialects and into 
frican dialects as well if I can. 
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NAME 
~C~hr--=-i-s·-:-t-:-i -an_n_a_m_e_s--.ir-n~B=-==L~O~C"':':K:--:-L=E=-T=TE=-=R~S~ Surname (Title) 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY years 
DATE OF BIRTHDAY 
~Da~t~e- Month 
SCHOOL Standard -- ------------------------------
TIME ALLOWED : ONE HOUR ·. \ 5 M\ N S· 
including filling up this cover. 
RAW SCORE ON NAMING PARTS OF SPEECH ---
·n lt ,, CLAUSES 
" n " CORRECTING MISTAKES .;. 3= . --
" " '' TOTAL 
Social Science Research Laboratory, 
TRINIDAD, B. W. I. 
NAMING PARTS OF SP~ECH 
• 
Pu~ ~into the brackets at the ends of the ·sentences the names of the 
Par·-t~s of Speech of the words underlined. Do not write the whole of 
the name of the Part of Speech but: 
Instead of noun 
" " verb 
'' " pronoun 






Close the door. 
Ho has enough bread. 
( 
( 
He learns quickly for he 
is clever. --- ( 
He went past me. ( 
I should like to have stayed 
only I had to go. ( 
' He is a close friend. ( 
He knew it all the while. ( 
I . 
The procession went past. ( 
! know~ he is clever. ( 
This is the man whom I saw 
yesterday. ---- ( 
Stand close to me. ( 
The cake is cooked enough. ( 
He did it for me. 
Give that back to me. 
He did it while I waited. 
A calm comes before a storm 






write ,, ( n ) 













) That man is good. 
) He did it onl:Y for me 
• 
I want to better myself 
) 
)! He fell on his back. 
I have had enou5h. 
} I took the only choice. 
) The sea is calm. 
) You can do 1 t better 
j than I • 
) 
) 
They say it will be fine 
tomorrow. 
The day is pas~. 
~ did you say? 
He is.better than you. 
That is what I meant. 
·Calm yourself. 
























The gambler wants to back 
a horse-~n·the·race.- ( 
• 
The man that .. went up the 

















Here is a list of the names of 14 clauses, each with a number: 
Noun Clauses 
1. Subject to verb 6, Adjectival clause 
2. Object to verb 
3. Object to preposition 
4. Complement to verb 
5. In apposition to noun 
Adverbial Clauses 
7. Reason or cause 
8. Result or effect 
9. Purpose 
10. . Condition 
11. Contrast 
12. Comparison 
13. . Time 
14. Place 
The clauses underlined in the following sentences are of the kinds 
given in the above list. In each sentence you are to find out the 
kind of the clause which is underlined and to find its name on the 
list. Put the number corresponding to the clause into the brackets 
at the ehd of each sentence. For example : 
This is the book which I read. ( 6 ) 
"which I read" 1s an Adjectival Clause. Find Adjectival Clause on 
the list, its number is 6, so a 6 is put. into the brackets in this case. 
He.will be clever if he works hard. 
He worked hard so.that he became clever.· 
We know that he is clever. 
The statement that he is clever is true. 
He is clever because he works ha.rd. 
He works as well as he can. 
He works where he can. 
That he is clever is well known •. 
They can do well if they try. 
He .is clever in what·he does. 
The man wn6 works hard is clever. 
They know that he works well. 
He is clever although he does not work hard. 
He work~d hard so.that he might be clever. · 
He can dp it because he is clever. 
· He works well when he tries. 
He is what is called clever. 



















Here is a lette~ written by Carlton to John. It.has many mistakes 
of spelling and grammar in it. Each mistake is underlined, and there 
are brackets above the wrong words. You are to correct the English 
by writing in the brackets the words Carlton should have written. 
You need not always write the same number of words as those underlined. 
For instance look a.t the first line of the second paragraph; ~'did go" 
should be "went", so "went'' has been printed in the brackets as an . 
example to show you what you are required to do. 
( ) ( )( ) 
149, !!• vincent ~· 
( ) 
belmont. 
10th.j Sept., 1948. 
( ) ( ) 
dear john, 
) 
I did studying you all the time, but I din't have time to 
( ) ) 
drop you a line quicker. 
(went ) ( ) 
The other day we did go ~ Manzanilla and I ·had to 8? barefoot 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) 
for they ~ me father where he did working, and we dqnt have plenty 
( ) 
money again. 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
When we did meet up there a fellow did get drunk and take 
( ) ( )( ) { ) ( ) 
he own knife and sive heself a big cut like as if he ~ mad, and the 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 
balance of the people ~ out of the bus, and a mister ~ and bring 
) ( )~ ) ( .) 
a police as he was the oniiest body to ~ h:i.m,down. 
( ) 
When the police 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) 
di~ come he~ George pretty shirt and· tug him_out of the bus, but 
( ) ( ) ( )-{ \ }( ) 
George brother start to say, "Let so him. And too besid~s, is the 
( 
next man that is drunkn. 
{ ) ( ) ( ) 
When you see Clyde .tell~ that I~ his belt from~ and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ): 
! .8.£ bring it for ~ on s.unday for I does be feeling tired during the . 
. week .. 
( ( ) ( ) 
I has a big crab I did get there and my mother tell me she 
( ) ( ) 
~ cook it for.~ next Sunday. 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
I did get the message that you did give ~ brother to 
( ) ( ) 
bring come give me, so I did fix up everything for I knew you would 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
be vex if I .din't done as you did tell me. If you could come in 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
town Satooday we would finish talk about the thing we did talk about 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
when you did come by·me, for I am still studying it plent¥• 
( ) 
Yours trulif. friend, 
( ) 
carlton 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF THE "11 SCHOOLS EXPERIMENT" -
Before this analy~is is presented it should be 
strongly emphasized that no attempt has been made in 
this investigation to determine supe~iority in menta 
ability between the sexes or races. It is not claimld 
that the samples of children chosen are representatite 
' . I of the World s Negroes and Indians, and I do not believe 
it would be possible to select such samples. I have 
been con~erned with the problem of determining the 
ractara involved in the mental processes used in 
the perfor-mance ofthe tests. Where sex or race diff r-
ences are mentioned these are qualitative difference 
in mental form. ·A Negro boy, a Negro girl or an 
Indian boy may all three score the same in a test 
but it does not follow that each adopts the same 
methods of reasoning. It is these differences which 
are investigated here. 
It should be noted also that the possession of a 
"factor" does not imply necess~ily superiority or 
inferiority tothose not possessing it. A fact~ 
indicates variability in one performance linked with 
va~iability in another. If one group possessed a 
disability (ability) varying from individual to 
individual manifesting itself in some of the tests, 
w 
a factor might emerge which ~ould not be found in th 
group without this disability (ability) 
THE TEST-S CORES 
After correcting the scripts of the children of a 
school the following information was entered in the 
~k book: Reference Number of the School (I -XI), 
Name of School, Standards tested, Dates of teS'ting, 
Sux-name of each child, Initials, Age, at time of 
test as given by the child on his script and as 
entered in the school register, Stand~d, Racial 
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On' Sex, Raw Scores in Moray House Junior compositi 
Intelligence Test and in the 19 tests of the battery 
(a n0 tt indicating that cheating had taken place). 
AlsO to each child was assigned a reference number. 
For each test frequency distributions of 1he Raw 
Scores were made, without grouping, for each school 
separately, and, by adding these, grand frequency 
distributions were obtained for each test. Table I 
gives some idea of the distributions of Raw Scores: 
TABLE I 
Test No. Maximum score Mode 
obtainable 
194 
M.H.J.I.T. 100 Roughly Rectangular 
12. & 2-i 1 14 
2 29 13 
3 25 17 
4 15 11 
5 42 23 
6 lOO 65 
7 100 60 
8 100 7 
9 23 9 
10 16 10 
11 10 ,':4 
12 18 6 
13 38 6 
14 43 20 
15 21 9 
16 19 4 
17 49 12 
18 38 7 
19 76 28 
The distr ibution for Test e was very skewed. 
From the mode at 7, up, there was a gradual trailing 
oft or scores, one child obtaining 87 and 30 over 594 
It seems as if even with the instructions modified, 
most of 'the o hildren did not grasp what the test was 
about, bu t that when they did they could give an 
adequate performance. The assumption is made in 
all Menta 1 Tests that the ab111 ty a onoerned is 
distrt})ut ed nol'mally, that the Raw Scores tte-m-
selves simply serve to place the children in Ol'der 
or merit (See Multiple Factor Analysis, Thurstone, 
PP• 367 - 368). Indeed this is tacitly assumed 
. 
linear correlation coefficients are cal-
whenever 
cule.ted· A bivariate norrral distribution has line 
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regression lines, so has a bivariate Poissonian 
distribution (See Statistical Mathematics, A. c. Aitken, 
pg• 95), but two unlike distributions would in 
general lead to curved regression lines and no 
l~near correlation coefficients are possible. In 
the case of Test 8 the raw scores seem to indicate 
two things: The ability to understand what the test 
is about and the ability to do the test. If the Raw 
scores could be resolved into two independent compo1ents 
each might serve to place the children in order of jerit 
in these abilities. But this is not possible without 
further experiment; nor are the abilities independeJt; 
fort o do the test depends on understanding what onihas · 
to do. This dependence I think accounts for the ske ness. 
By forcing all the scores into a normal distributio 
one is making one distribution do fort wo abilities, and 
we cannot say that the Normalized Scores represent 
single order of merit. This may account for the 
peculiar results obtained from this test which will 
be pointed out later. In Test 13 the top score was 26 
and this score mare correctly than.38 represents the 
maximum score obtainable. The same shortening 
range occurs in Test 16 where thetop score was 15 bu 
only 5 children scored more than 11, in Test 17 wher 
the top score was 32, in Test 18 where also the top 
score was 32 and in Test 19 where the top score was 
59. The distributions in these tests are far less 
skewed than that for Test 8. 
Cumulative distributions were then found and by 
the usual procedure scores which are called here 
tt normalized scores" with M = 100 and s.n. = 15 were 
obtained. No account was taken of age since this 
was such an immeasurable quantity, so that these are ot 
TABLE II 
CONVERSION TABLE 
Test o. Moray House Junior Intelligence ~est 
..--
1 2 3 4 0 5 6 7 8 9 
~ 
0 - - • - - -, - - - 54 
10 57 5~1 60 60 61 62 63 84 65 67 
20 69 70 71 71 72 72 73 74 74 75 
30 76 77 78 79 79 80 81 81 82 83 
S" 
40 84 821 86 87 88 89 . 90 91 92 92 
50 93 93 94 94 95 95 96 97 97 98 
60 98 99 99 100 101 101 102 102 103 103 
70 104 105 105 106 106 106 107 108 108 109 
80 110 111:~. 112 113 114 114 115 116 117 118 
90 119 121 123 125 1_26 127 129 133 134 137 
100 143 
Test 1. Geometrical Analogies 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 69 78 85 89 92 94 95 97 98 100 
10' 102 105 110 115 125 
Test 2. Doesn't Belong 
0 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a· 9 
! 
0 - 54 57 57 59 65 69 73 76 79 
10 83 87 89 94 98 101 106 110 115 118 
20 122 126 131 135 138 143 
Test 3. Rows and Columns 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 - 57 62 66 71 74 77 79 81 83 
10 84 86 89 93 96 101 105 110 116 121 
20 127 132 140 
Test 4. Pattern Co~pletion 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 54 61 66 71 75 78 81 86 90 94 
10 99 104 109 116 123 134 
196 
197. 
Test 5. Recognition of Figures 
~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-
0 - - - - 54 59 62 68 72 75 
10 77 79 81 84 86 89 91 93 95 97 
20 99 101 103 105 108. 110 112 114 116 118 
30 121 123 125 127 130 132 134 139 143 
Test 6. Space Tri D!lgles (Fer m) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7- 8 9 
20 - 54 57 57 57 57 57 57 59 60 
30 61 63 64 65 66 67 67 69 69 69 
40 71 73 74 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
50 81 82 83 84 85 86 88 89 90 91 
60 92 93 94 95 97 99 100 101 103 105 
70 106 107 108 110 111 112 112 113 115 116 
80 117 119 120 121 122 124 125 126 127 128 
90 129 130 131 132 134 135 137 138 138 140 
lOO 146 
Test 7 •. Space Triangles (Orientation) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
20 - - - - ~ - - - . 54 57 
30 57 57 57 57 57 57 59 61 63 65 
40 67 69 71 73 75 76 78 80 81 83 
50 84 86 ' 88 90 93 94 96 97 98 100 
60 101 102 103 105 106 107 108 110 111 112 ~ 
70 113 114 115 115 116 117 118 118 119 120 
80 121 122 123 124 125 125 125 126 126 127 
90 127 128 131 132 133 134 137 140 140 141 
lOO 146 •.. 
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Test a. Moray House Space Test 4 
-·: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 0 -
0 - 59 68 74 78 82 86 89 92 95 
10 96 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 104 105 
20 105 105 106 107 107 108 108 109 109 110 
30 110 111 111 111 111 111 111 112 112 112 
40 112 112 112 113 113 114 114 115 115 115 
50 115 116 116 117 118 119 119 120 120 121 
60 112 123 123 124 125 126 126 127 127 12~ 
70 128 128 129 131 132 133 133 134 135 135 
80 135 135 135 138 139 .<139 140 146 
Test· 9. Links 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 54 61 68 74 79 84 88 91 94 98 
10 102 107 111 115 119 122 125 129 133 140 
Test 10. Picture Analogies 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 - 57 63 69 75 79 84 89 93 97 
10 101 105 110 115 121 127 140 
Test 11. Picture Sequences 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 66 73 80 87 94 102 109 116 125 134 
10 141 
Test 12. Picture Two Alike 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. 
0 60 69 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 109 
10 114 118 123.130 135 141 146 
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Test 13. Numerical II (Series continuation) 
"'"' 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 63 73 81 86 88 91 94 97 100 102 
10 103 105 10? 109 111 112 114 116 118 120 
20 123 127 130 133 139 143 146 
Teat 14. Numerical I (Restorations) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 57 60 60 61 62 64 66 67 70 74 
10 76 78 80 81 83 85 87 89 90 92 
20 94 96 98 100 101 102 104 106 108 110 
30 112 114 116 118 121 124 127 130 131 133 
40 135 141 143 146 
Test 15. Arithmetic (Mechanical) 
0 : 1 2 3 
I 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 61 69 75 81 87 91 95 99 102 106 
10 109 113 117 120 123 129 134 139 146 
Test 16. Arithmetic (Problems) --
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
' 
0 59 73 83 92 101 108 115 119 123 127 
10 130 133 138 141 143 146 
Test 17. Synonyms 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
_.le ........ 
' 
0 57 62 65 68 72 75 79 83 87 90 
10 93 96 99 103 105 109 112 114 117 120 
20 123 126 128 131 134 139 140 141 143 143 
30 143 143 .146 
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Test lB. Proverbs (Story) 
~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 
--
0 ·69 '75 78 81 83' 85 88 91 94 96' 
10 98 100 103 105 107 109 111 113 116 118 
20 120 122 124 126 128 130 131 132 133 135 
135 137 141 
I 
30 -
Test 19. English 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 54 57 57 57 57 57 57 61 65 67 
10 67 69 71 74 76 78 80 82 83 85 
20 86 88 90 92 93 95 97 98 lOO 101 
30 103 104 106 107 108 109 llQ 112 113 114 
40 116 116 117 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 
5 
50 126 127 129 131 133 135 13~ 137 141 146 
to be thought of as I.Q' a. The conversion from 
Raw scores to "Normalized Scores" is given in 
Table II. From this table the Normalized Scores 
for each child in each teat were determined and 
entered on the opposite page of the mark book in 
different coloured inks for the different racial 
groups to make it easier to p~epare Tables III, 
IV & V. The blank spaces indicate absences or 
that the scores were disallowed on account of 
cheating. The many blanks for Test 8 are due to 
cancellation of scores in this test in schools 
I - IV on account of the instructions being mod-
ified after these schools had been tested. 
From the scores in the mark book also two copies 
of the normalized scores (minus 50)* were made 
school by school and standard by standard with the 
children's names entered in alphabetical order. 
Cne copy was sent to the head teachers of the school 
concerned and the other to the Director of Education 
with the following letter: 
Dear Ml' • Hog ben, 




16th., November 1949 
Enclosed are the standardized scores of the 575 
children in the 11 schools in the Mental Tests which 
I set a few months ago. 
By "standardized scores" is meant this:· 
The average, or ~' scores of the children of V, 
VI, VII Standards of the 11 schools in the experiment 
is 50 in each teat. The dispersion of the scores 
about this mean is also standardized (the Standard 
Deviation being 15). Thus if a child scores, say, 
62 1n one test and 62 in another he has done equally 
well in both. This could not be said of ordinary 
school marking where the means are different and also 
the dispersions. Thus in school marking 62 might · 
be good if the mean were 45, and bad if it were 75; 
or, if in school the means happened to be the same, 
62 would be very good if this were the score of the 
top child, but not very good i~the top child scored 
95. 
* 50 was subtracted to make the scores range from 
0 - lOO which made them appear to the teachers like 
the examination marks familiar to them. 
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TABLB·v 
):r \' ._ :- I.B. Continued. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
372 81' 89 -a~. 89 116 86 92 115 106 84 110 109 100 94 74 95 101 96 105 85 373 103 92 . a?: 86 94 103 110 96 104 102 97 94 105 114 98 113 108 93 109 106 3?4 112 110 106~ 105 134 125 107 107 110 119 101 102 114 103 127 106 123 114 111 11t1 3?7 86 69 · · a·9~ :11o 99 102 86 107 96 122 79 94 69 97 98 113 101 79 88 74 3?9 88 94 . eff:::::?? 99 103 95 100 112 ?9 97 116 85 105 78 91 108 90 91 78 380 92 100 . 89~;. 86 109 97 74 81 68 122 93 94 95 105 100 91 108 75 81 78 
382 89 69 1o1> )~6 104 103 91 93 106 79 84 94 109 88 104 91 92 68 94 80 384 104 102 110~105 104 110 92 97 112 94 105 94 109 118 102 106 108 90 94 101 
385 92' 85 122 ~\139' 104 99 101 115 101 79 79 80 95 102 100 117 101 93. 9G 88 
388 89 6'9 ·ss: -~~:?ii· 71 79 106 90 86 Si.i: 84 73 90 94 106 99 92 93 83 92 
405 123'125 118.;~.£-32· 134 114 119 123 134 140 127 125 109 133 135 129 127 117 109 119 
407 106 89 101·~~~9 99 97 107 00 89 94 115 94 118 73 116 106 101 90 81 95 
i ~10 121 115 1·1s~:~t~1 123 132 115 94 82 133 115 125 114 114 114 113 119 120 122 .. 
421 114 100 i-oe<~f21 -i 23 9? 97 111 78 133 110 102 100 91 121 96 1()5 
424 100 110 . 89·.:::.:93. 116 95 108 103 86 107 101 109 85 91 87 87 88 
425 94 69 101::~?'·>8'9 90 81 78 86 115 98 9? 109 95 91 102 lC9 101 109 se 95 
426 79 97 1 o&::r~i83: 9 9 77 90 112 96 115. 84 80 90 91 89 81 101 90 69 ·so 
42? 103 110 1ot.:-,~~f:ts , s 9 123 125 107 100 115 105 116 123 86 94 87 92 105 103 85 
4'41 8? 9? 7 ~-:··::rl~11. 75 108 107 83 100 10? 93 94 7'5 103 . 92 87 83 87 69 80 
478 74 78 76 ',Y2:.89 . · 99 81 84 111 100 74 79 87 95 81 S4 ~~g 92 83 81 71 
479 81 92 
·~l'~iiig: 
86 89 78 103 111 84 87 ~0 88 87 106 101 87 83 69 
451 92 100 105 83 101 92 115 94 95 114 112 102 108 103 91 78 
482 99 102 108 80 86 92 98 115 102 109 94 101 99 101 99 98 83 
483 101 110 l.22)_:fo1·,:. 104 108 77 93 99 91 121 109 114 97 112 113 108 103 107 103 
490 114 105 e9\~l:Ss'·t16 103 71 111 107 115 102 75 127 124 109 115 93 107 109 
491 9? 78 .9a·->·:'{S4:'104 81 112 90 104 97 102 85 91 98 91 83 87 88 80 
~92 110 115 -·.98 ~-116.: 109 112 103 86 115 115 109 10'9 105 112 95 115 112 94 104 
493 103 10'5 .. 7 3:~J~Q~,:~·.l,-23 84 126 102 111 91 97 102 85 105 116 95 1'01 103 98 100 
494 110 ·125 126:1-t-0.-116 114 116 96 103 98 101 125 135 105 114 106 108 99 105 lOO 
504 ·. :-c,i*~"&gr 16i ?4. 111 110 117 115 69 95 507 89 111 95 111 79 125 105 90 95 92 87 69 92 
509 114 100 122\;~i\Yf~_;gQ 112 101 94 106 98 110 109 85 112 110 117 115 90 116 124 
514 83 69 -~-4-:-~~~~:~_7:~:. 90 105 112 g3 89 91 93 87 95 73 96 109 91 
516 109 125 101 :-~t-10~~-~09 105 105 86 92 107 140 109 105 118 121 95 108 112 103 120 
520 113 115 110/tt(f/_.:'~4 i14 117 112 117 115 110 134 114 100 112 106 108 72 88 103 
525 98 105 .. ~87~;.::~::~9.3:'):~:-90 91 79 88 107 94 79 94 95 81 110 99 108 7S 85 103 
527 105 115 118=o·--1~cx:-lo9 99 11? 97 82 125 101 109 114 116 130 106 108 109 94 90 
529 103 '110 ' ~9-~t::~*fiit>-~9 ?5 94 88 103 98 105 94 75 100 96 99 96 
531 94 1 oo -. 9_4·,: -~(}1/:·: ... ·:rts. 97 71 84 74 111 93 94 100 91 89 95 83 93 85 85 
537 95 110 ·i·oe·~--i:2d;:,.its 101 92 103 86 111 110 116 100 73 96 87 92 96 91 86 
538 61 s 94 <;;~s: f::':ss s 1J.6 98 101 84 75 102 69 86 102 81 73 83 78 86 7 . . . ::,;:··· ;. £~-~--~---- .. · 9 
1-10 
I .B-.,- Continued. 
0 1 2 3 "4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1? l8 19 
117 121 . 118 111 83 106 101 100 85 
118 ?1 104.110 115 85 81 73 83 103 
121 97 69 87 89 71. 110 80 83 97 94 95 105 87 95 92 8? ?8 100 
122 95 97 101 81 86 93 ?5 76 119 79 116 109 103 94 99 92 83 91 106 
123 85 92 101 66 99 105 85 84 88 75 94 85 97 87 75 92 93 88 82 
132 97 89 115 96 94 .. 84 103 132 89 69 103 94 102 101 90 S4 103 
135 97 89 110 101 ?8 118 113 119 93 91 95 105 108 102 108 99 85 97 
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J.37 106 105 101 105 116 105 140 122 110 116 114 102 100 95 115 126 85 100 
139 79 89 65 81 78 86 92 98 93 73 75 88 57 99 92 83 75 71 
144 86 78.101 96 109 95 110 118 69 '94 ?5 100 87 97 115 65 75 82 
148 140 123 139 96 8? 101 81 97 
156 106 105 110 105- 116 116 122 134 115 87 118 103 98 91 101 109 113 110 
158 90 102 106 116 104 121 100 120 101 116 109 114 83 95 101 83 78 90 
159 70 98 89 86 86 72 95 97 79 80 69 63 89 87 83 79 69 76 
164 77 78 84 70 69 9~ 78 100 
249 93 92 106 89 90 101 97 94 102 91 93 80 85 81 90 113 101 87 78 95 
250 .125 110 122 110 116 121 120 81 119 107 110 116 123 130 116 109 123 114 111 117 
251 121 105 101 ?4 99 101 119 105 10'7 91 115 87 90 120 124 11? 127 112 118 116 
252 121 115 106 132 109 121 116 93 122 125 110 102 118 127 127 123 130 93 118 113 
254 105 110 110 93 116 .103 92 54 110 125 101 94 118 94 98 99 101 75 116 85 
255 108 115 69 .127 104. 99 61 101 109 85 91 104 83 111 
256 97 78 76 93 99 105 106 101 110 107 89 102 95 .107 106 99 83 68 85 100 
·258 102 95 83 101 8q 84 88 93 111 ?9 89 87 100 91 102 91 101 96 96 95 
259 90 89 115 84 86 93 88 111 86 122 105 102 60 73 112 106 101 87 106 
263 112 125 87 116 104 110 105 88 115 119 115 141 80 107 83 106 101 112 109 


































Moray House Junior Intelligence Teat. 
1 general test. It was t.he first set. 
Geometrical Analogies. Analogies in 
which geometrical figures are presented. 
Doesn't Belong. 5 geometrical figures 
have something alike, the 6th., P~s not 
got this likeness. 
Rows and Columns. One of 5 squares 
containing geometrical figures has to be 
chosen to complete a larger square. 
Pattern Completion. Similar to the abo~ 
but the large square contains a pattern 
to be completed. 
Recognition of Figures. A geometrical 
figure such as the letter, A, is to be 
recognised the same way up in more 
complicated figures. 
Triangles (Form). Triangles are to be 
recognised when turned round. 
Triangles (Orientation). Another marking 
of the same test measures ability to 
distinguish between mirror images of 
triangles. 
Moray House Space Test 4. In 3-dimens-
ional drawings of blocks the number of 
blocks which lettered blocks touch is to 
be determined. d. 
Links. The woo~en apparatus attached to 
the blackboard. To determine ability in 
visualising change of shape. 
Picture Analogies. 
Picture Sequences. 
Picture, 2 Alike. In what they do 
or al!e used tor. 
Numerical II. Series Continuation. 
A series of numbers is to be extended to 
see whether the pattern of the series is 
grasped. 
Numerical I. Arithmetical Restorations. 
Sums with blanks left are to be completed. 
Arithmetic (Mechanical). An arithmetic I 
.paper of attainment in arithmetic proces es. 
Arithmetic (Priblems). Similar but with 
problems. 
Synonyms. Words with the same meanings 
are to be underlined. This is largely 
a vocabulary test. 
Proverbs (Story). This is to test reading 
comprehension. 
English. This is a paper on English 
attainment consisting of questions on 
parsing, clauses and correction- of looal 
dialect. 
At the time of test construction it was intended 
that they should fall into groups, each measuring a 
mental ability. Thus, roughly speaking, Tests 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19 were to measure school attainmen • 
Tests 13 & 14, native number ability. 
Tests 10, 11, 12 to see whether certain children 
excelled when the material was presented in the 
form of pictures. 
Tests 5, 6, 7, a, 9 to measure Spatial Ability or 
the power to visualise shapes - possibly connected 
with Mechanical Ability. 
Tests 1, 2, 3, 4 to test pure native ability to 
reason, divorced from the above special abilities. 
Whether this a priori grouping will hold or what 
is the actual grouping obtaining is my present 
research problem for which a recently devised 
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statistical technique, called Factorial Analysis is 
being used. One of the practical uses of this 
analysis is the construction of a short battery 
taking about 2i hours instead. of 2i days to give, 
which might be used for various purposes, With a 
population unexplored by previous mental testing 
this preliminary analysis seems necessary. 
I have sent copies of the scores to ·the head 
teachers concerned, with suggestions about how they 
may help them, and a warning about telling the 
children of their results. 
NOTE --
Yours sincerely, 
"a'1 stands for a-bsent 
~c~ is when one child has copied.from another. 
When it has been impossible to decide which 
has cheated a "c" is entered for both. · 
The Director of Education, 
Trinidad". 
Unfortunately I have mislaid my copy of the 
letters sent to the head teachers. They were very 
s+milar to the above but in addition they contained 
suggestions about how the scores might help in the 
teaching. The head teachers were asked to express 
their views on the testing and stamped addressed 
air letter forms were enclosed for this purpose. 
The following are extracts from their replies: 
"Tests 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 proved to be almost true to 
those who scored high - good at handwork - some wit 
aptitude to become motor mechanics." 
"The greater number of those who scored low, apart 
from those naturally backward, were irregular at 
school, mal-nourished, and from poor environment -
sugar cane estates." 
•r think this type of work is likely to be valuable" 
-
"Children who were selected as the best pupils at 
the upper division before arrival of your results 
proved to be the very ones who have excelled in the 
tests.• 
ttThe tests are useful in that they help in the 
classification of pupils according to intelligence. 
The results will be quite useful to us in determini 
the general ability of each child and in what dir-
ection special training can be given.• 
"Your results are true to the abilities of all the 
boys tested except in the case of --------- whose 
scores in 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 are baffling.• 
"Your work seems ~remendous." 
-
"Your research must prove of inestimable value to 
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I " educationists generally. 
"This type of mental tests is inevitably valuable, 
but there should be an aim in view. My humble 
opinion is that these testa should be conducted on 
a large· scale in the West Indies in general b~t at 
Trinidad Barbadoes and Jamaica in particular ·• •• 
These are my humble observations. ·If I have erred 
I beg to be excused." 
THE CORRELATIONS 
Each computer was supplied with a copy of each 
of Tables III, IV and V. All the data possible were 
used. That is to sa.y a child did not have to do all 
the tests f-or his scores to be used. If with two 
tests being correlated a score on one came opposite 
a blank on the other naturally this score could not 
be used, but it was used when it came opposite a scor 
for another correlation. It was felt that a great 
deal of data would be wasted and less reliable 
coefficients obtained if this procedure was not 
adopted, but it meant that the N's varied from one 
correlation to another and the S .n• s had to be wo:rke 
with each. 
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The diagonal method was used. Forms, an example 
of which is put in here, were duplicated. fx. , fy 
N,~X,£Y, L.(Y- x} .. ~X~, -z_y-z-, ~(Y- X)'].. were all 
subjected to independent cheoka. The subsequent 
working out by 4-tigure logarithms was checked by 
Mr. Murrell. The 171 correlations for each of these 
populations N.B., N.G., I.B., are given in the upper 
right hand halves in Tables VI, VII & VIII. In 
the lower left hand halves are entered the N's used. 
Some idea of the Sampling Errors to be expected is 
shown in Table IX worked out from Table VII of 
Statistical Tables, Fisher and Yatea. 
TABLE IX 
ry. 000 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
50 +185 279 371 460 545 627 706 783 858 
-185 -087 016 122 233 348 467 592 722 
70 +155 251 345 435 523 608 691 771 849 
-155 -056 046 143 262 375 491 611 736 
90 +136 233 328 419 509 597 681 763 844 
-136 -037 056 171 280 391 505 623 745 
110 +123 220 316 409 499 . 588 673 758 840 
-123 -024• 079 184 291 402 515 631 750 
130 +114 211 307 400 491 581 668 754 837 
-114 -014 089 194 300 410 522 637 755 
150 +106 203 299 393 485 576 664 750 835 
-106 -006 097 201 308 417 528 642 758 
P is the population correlation coefficient. 
N is the nwnber in the sample • 
• 1 is the probability of a sample correlation 
exceeding the upper of the pair of numbers in the 
table. .1 is also the probability of a sample cor-
relation being less than the lower of the pair of 
numbers. 
* 
! A table giving checked values for fx. for all 
columns of Tables III, rv & V were prepared. The ~·s 
andthe ; 1 s were checked against these, deductions being 
made for unpaired scores, so that with the N's ~heck 
it was possible to make sure that a tally had not been 
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Checks: 
(1) Check each N 
(2) r(X~Y) =!X-lY 
I X- ZY ~ -----(:5) L(X+Y) = l"X+LY 
LX+L"Y ::: 
2 2 ~ . 
( 4) !"(X-Y) +'f( X+Y) = 2 ([X+ty2) 
2 r 
2:(X-Y)+r(X+Y)~= --L x2 + r Y~~= 2 ( l:x2-,.i._Yz;-
-.... 
;r 
== A + 5 - Q \[4AB ___ 
A + Ntr - (~X)z 
B ~ N !Y2 - ('t y )2' 
c 2. I(X-Y)2 :: N 2 (X-Y) -
Signature of computer 
TABLES VJ., VI_J:, and VIII 
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TABLE VIII 
INDIAN BOYS Correlations And Sample Sizes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
1 408 508 552 327 236 137 160 430 594 452 327 418 524 244 502 318 360 407 1 
2 107 464 244 353 217 167 169 263 366 285 292 280 277 291 297 226 321 384 2 
3 107 107 402 389 233 343 025 332 500 571 412 426 386 329 411 250 306 321 3 
4 107 107 118 307 130 220 165 362 456 446 266 261 413 328 448 318 382 167 4 
5 . 10'7 ~:07' l!8 .. l17 346 097 102 203 385 373 196 174 169 1~8 268 224 376 270 5 
6 106 106 112 112 111 269 104 073 185 194 090 140 141-018 096 200 387 213 6 
7 106 106 112 112 111 112 082 091 128 174 056 085 157 057 072 059 101 095 7 
8 59 59 63 63 63 61 61 -097 147 202-078 230 040 220 221 055 259 209 8 
9 91 91 102 101 101 97 97 59 300 247 131 266 215 124 221 266 042 100 9 
10 107 107 113 113 112 112 112 61 97 467 372 355 388 350 489 384 470 444 10 
11 106 106 112 112 111 111 111 61 97 112 290 227 174 145 240 160 259 219 11 
12 107 107 113 113 112 112 112 61 97 113 112 199 277 203' 261 336 278 232 12 
13 106 106 106 106 106 105 105 58 90 106 105 106 389 419 559 313 337 381 13 
14 107 107 119 119 118 112 112 63 102 113 112 113 106 540 523 264 343 411 14 
15 102 102 113 113 113 106 106 59 96 107 106 107 101 114 723 368 588 588 15 
16 102 102 114 114 113 107 107 59 97 108 107 108 101 115 115 387 591 512 16 
17 106 106 112 112 111 111 111 60 96 112 111 112 105 112 106 107 496 479 17 
18 106 106 118 118 117 111 111 63 101 112 111 112 105 119 115 116 111 594 18 
19 102 102 114 114 113 107 107 59 97 108 107 108 102 115 115 116 107 116 19 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Correlations upper right., S'ample Sizes lower lef't. 
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TABLE VII 
NEGRO GIRLS Correl~tions ~nd Sample Sizes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
1 455 654 572 407 252 388 140 528 633 530 456 641 586 518 505 546 550 601 1 
2 108 437 352 486 226 466 291 492 488 438 445 547 580 468 461 278 483 501 2 
3 107 107 625 576 343 308 226 585 595 547 380 528 603 536 464 383 444 582 3 
4 106 106 113 508 221 374 202 554 624 483 416 496 499 336 366 325 356 428 4 
5 106 106 113 112 228 252 133 697 557 457 342 565 561 623 474 406 598 611 5 
6 108 108 107 106 106 311 328 282 324 144 178 314 327 360 221 240 306 473 6 
7 110 108 107 106 106 108 155 S65 335 338 266 454 338 295 285 293 316 314 7 
8 83 83 87 86 86 83 83 293 263 204 406 108 159 141 216 090 226 332 8 
9 100 100 106 105 105 100 100 85 537 462 412 557 547 462 407 434 409 532 9 
10 107 107 107 106 106 107 107 84 99 589 582 602 635 536 465 501 598 670 10 
11 107 107 106 105 105 107 107 83 99 107 510 468 595 419 420 495 530 476 11 
12 107 107 106 105 105 107 107 83 99 107 107 423 466 366 431 450 476 595 12 
13 107 107 106 105 105 107 101 83 100 106 106 106 683 537 498 462 534 633 13 
14 106 106 113 112 113 106 106 86 105 106 105 105 105 691 603 457 539 620 14 
15 101 102 108 107 107 102 102 82 101 102 101 101 101 107 605 469 616 692 15 
16 102 102 108 106 107 102 102 82 102 102 101 101 101 107 111 449 606 569 16 
17 103 107 108 106 107 107 107 83 101 106 106 106 106 107 103 103 606 577 17 
18 103 103 110 109 110 103 103 83 102 103 102 102 102 110 105 105 104 708 18 
19 102 102 108 107 107 102 102 82 102 102 101 101 101 .. 10~ 1X1 112~:-103-._105 . . c 19 
1 2 s 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18-- 19 
Correlations upper right, Sample Sizes lower left. 
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TABLE VI 
NEGRO BOYS Correlstions end Semple Sizes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
1 503 561 408 494 218 167 327 330 625 422 318 435 490 480 534 456 427 481 1 
2 137 436 570 455 255 274 020 198 410 245 319 319 488 441 457 387 366 483 2 
3 134 134 544 594 336 189 133 274 480 488 257 376 422 343 401 346 312 390 3 
4 134 132 143 484 395 031 292 381 394 463 268 384 370 324 346 203 256 278 4 
5 134 132 143 143 470 270 330 331 438 438 360 426 425 385 426 312 283 409 5 
6 139 137 136 136 136 250 338 208 219 267 079 226 253 072 170 121 137 133 6 
7 139 137 136 136 136 141 381 177 175 085 040 178 142 106 202 206 030 243 7 
8 111~111 117:115-118 113:.113 309 246 418 218 219 051 116 188 074 122 094 8 
9 127 125 134 134 137 129 129 117 338 318 230 215 253 258 239 158 161 208 9 
10 133 131 131 134 131 135 135 108 124 435 308 386 476 328 477 437 446 404 10 
11 136 134 133 134 133 138 138 110 126 134 244 302 306 351 373 262 333 376 ll 
12 136 134 133 134 133 138 138 111 126 134 137 275 349 270 357 382 483 474 12 
13 137 135 132 132 132 137 137 109 125 132 135 135 561 536 600 383 464 490 13 
14 137 135 146 146 146 137 139 118 137 134 136 136 135 628 606 457 530 566 14 
15 130 128 138 139 140 132 132 113 131 129 129 129 128 141 690 514 565 706 15 
16 131 129 139 140 140 133 133 113 131 130 130 130 129 142 143 514 537 657 16 
17 138 136 135 135 135 140 140 112 128 134 137 137 137 138 131 132 590 671 17 1 
18 132 132 143 141 141 134 134 115 132 129 131 131 130 144 136 137 133 692 18 
19 128 128 138 137 137 130 130 112 128 127 127 127 126 139 140 141 129 136 19 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Correlations upper right, Semple Sizes lower left. 
-------------------~--·---~--------~' 
FACTORIAL ANALYSIS 
Thurstone's "Complete oentroid method" was used 
and five factors were extracted in&ech or the sample! 
of' the populat1ons of Negro Boys ( N .B.), Negro Girls 
( N .G.), and Indian Boys ( I.B •). The loading a on thesr, 
togeth•r with the communalities obtained and the origf 
inal guessed communalities (in brackets), are shown 1~ 
Tables X, XI and XII. The guessed communalities. Fo 
the Negro Boys the oommunalities for the first factor 
whioh were used were estimated by Medland 1 s method, 
using 4-test grouping, as described in The Factorial 
Analysis of Human Ability, Godfrey H. Thomson. For 
the othel' factors the communal1ties were adjusted by 
taking the highest coefficient in each column. Commu -
alities were also estimated from the same 4-test grou 
pings by the formula, h; = ~(~ ~ ~~ /r23 ~~~), a modif-
ication . ·at Spearman 1 s 3-test formula given in Thura-
tone's Multiple-Factor Analysis. Sinoe it was found 
that the communalities estimated by these methods war 
no nearer the communalities actually obtained than 
we~e the highest coefficients in the columns, it was 
decided, for the s:tke of e-xpediency, to use these hig~ 
est coefficients for the other centroid analyses. 
It is to be noted that the greatest discrepancy 
between the guessed an~ound oommunalities occurs 
with Test 8 for the N.B•s .617, .355 was estimated by 
Medford1 s method. The estimation by the method of 
Spearman, modified by Thurstone was found to be .340, 
and the highest correlation coefficient in the column 
was .418. The communality of Test 8 will be dealt 
with at length later. 
Determination of the number of factol's toEEtraot. 
In all cases Guiltord's, Burt's and McNemar's criteria 
were used as recommended by P. E. Veron in "How Many 
Factors?" With Guilford the product of the 2 highest 
loadings should not tall much below the s.E. of zero 





1. Geometrical Analogies 
2. Doesn't Belong 
3. Rows and Columns 
4. Pattern Completion 
5. Recognition of Figures 
6. Triangles (Form) 
7. Triangles (Orientation) 
8. M. H. Space 4 (Blocks) 
9. Links (Wooden Apparatus) 
10. Picture Analogies 
11. Picture Sequences 
12. Picture, 2 Alike 
13. Numerical II. Series 
continuation 
14. Numerical I. Arith 
Rest orations 
15. Arithmetic (Mechanical) 
16. Arithmetic (Problems) 
17. Synonyms 
18. Proverbs ( St~y) 
19. English 
TABLE X 
FACTOR MATRIX F0 (Unrotated) 
Centro1d Factors 
I II III IV V ~ 
'731 +106 -078 -119 -197 605 ( 630) 
635 +045 +230 -232 -222 560 ( 585) 
660 +251 +1 '71 -246 -046 591 ( 620) 
610 +324 +29'7 -21 '7 +290 696 ( 538) 
692 +284 +144 +061 +057 588 ( 538) 
396 +365 +l40 +165 +135 355 ( 357) 
302 +196 -097 +323 -301 334 (287) 
372 +368 -364 +370 +272 617 (355) 
433 +227 -106 +087 +081 264 ( 318) 
668 +111 -166 -152 -108 521 ( 572) 
577 +224 -104 -064 +162 424 ( 430) 
493 -149 -193 -116 +218 364 (365) 
644 -179 +169 +215 +061 525 ( 537) 
699 -256 +232 +046 -054 613 ( 564) 
689 -388 +143 +110 -081 664 (712) 
'743 -297 +086 +115 -088 668 ( 668) 
621 -329 -188 -140 -165 576 ( 585) 
648 -430 -159 -170 +170 691 ( 630) 
749 -427 -124 -063 -085 769 ( 750) 
S~ ot Squares (or relative '7.116 1.517 .635 .622 .536 9.890 
contributions or Factors to 
sum ~: c~mmunal1ties !£ x ~ r l ., 
II ~ 1 2 _3 _4 _5 _6 7 _8 _9 10 _11
7 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
~ I ~ l ~: .x~-y--l-~:· 
I " )\\ ; "' r ,. "' ~ ; ,. 








Non-geometrical + 12 
I I ' I 
~lthmetio English + 12 
.A number underlined indicates a loading greater than ·•200; that 
.is .it lies in the upper third or all the loadings. · 
A circumflex accent indicates a loading less than .114; that 




1. Geometrical Analogies 
2. Doesn't Belong 
3. Rows and C o 1 mnns 
4. Pattern Completion 
5. Recognition o~ Figures 
6. Triangles (F'orm) 
7. Triangles (Orientation) 
s. M.H.Space 4 (Blocks) 
9. Links (Wooden Apparatus) 
10. Picture Analogies 
11. Picture Sequences 
12. Picture, 2 Alike 
13. Numerical II. Series 
continuation 
14. Nmnerical I. Arith 
Restorations 
15. Arithmetic (Mechanical) 
16. Arithmetic (Problems) 
17. Synonyms 




FACTOR MArrRIX F0 (Unrotated) 
Centroid Factors 
I II III IV V 
752 +152 +180 +129 -103 648 (654) 
663 -063 -134 -261 -211 569 (580) 
740 +293 -095 +126 +186 693 (654) 
651 +391 -124 +194 +032 630 (625) 
710 +196 -080 -258 +197 654 (697) 
434 -228 -246 +098 +210 355 (473) 
491 -054 -196 -067 -261 355 (466) 
338 -271 -322 +300 -036 383 (406) 
723 +232 -282 -083 -095 672 (697) 
798 +122 +096 +195 +040 700 (671) 
680 +142 +139 +092 -148 533 (595) 
641 -151 +082 +279 -236 573 (595) 
761 +128 +072 -188 -084 643 (683) 
796 +099 +155 -177 +051 701 (691) 
732 -1D4 +131 -250 +309 721 (692) 
676 -149 +157 -175 +066 539 (6o6) 
631 -076 +309 +075 -094 513 (606) 
744 -268 +254 -026 +047 692 (708) 
831 -230 +094 +084 +181 791 (708) 
8. 903 -23&- • 638 • 608 • 484 11. 366 
•733 
,,_-A ___ /\..,..1~-----...., r A A A ""'-------.......,_, 
III 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19. 
I ,_,_ ___ __,1 
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Non-geometrical (except 1) 
I 




2. Doesn't Belong 
3. Rows and Columns 
4. Pattern Gompletion 
':PABLE XII 
:B,ACTOH MA'rRIX :P 0 (Unrotated) 
Centroid Factors 
I II III IV V 
725 +205 -178 -051 +156 
558 +140 +133 -069 -102 
667 +303 -106 +151 -112 





5. Recognition of Figure~ 497 +237 +235 -108 -172 400 (389) 
6. Triangles (Form) 346 +138 +418 -111 +243 385 (346) 
7. Triangles (OrientRtion) 264 +204 +141 +255 +148 218 (343) 
8. M.H.Space 4 (Blocks) 240 -171 +294 +266 +063 248 (259) 
9. Links (Wooden Apparatus)386 +269 -314 -106 +190 367 (430) 
10. Picture Analogies 
11. Picture Sequences 
12. Picture, 2 Alike 
712 +121 -064 -107 -134 555 (594) 
521 +343 +096 +095 -084 414 (467) 
423 +114 -148 -199 -213 299 (336) 
13. ~umerical II. Series 582 -204 -136 +113 +121 
continuation 
14. Numerical I. Arithmetic 596 -125 -266 +058 +046 
Restorations 
15. Arithmetic (Machanica1) 620 -560 -106 +165 -;~63 
16. Arithmetic (Problems) 
17. Synonyms 
728 -401 -212 +109 -082 






18. Proverbs (Story) 
19. English 
684 -289 +265 -141 -070 647 (594) 
639 -369 +186 -222 -083 635 (594) 
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n/( N - s + 1}, where r;~ is the sum of square· a of 
the loadings for factor~, n is the number of teats in 
the battery and N ia 1he size of the sample. "When 
half the loadings fall below 2 S.B. _the a ignificance 
of the factor as a whole should be suspect." With 
MoNemar ,a;= er ;4/( 1 - h~}, where er- is the S .D. of resid-
uals (not including diagonal entries) after s factors 
have beensctracted and b?s is the mean oonnnunality 
tor the s factors extracted. OX should hot fall 
below 1/vN which is the S.E.· or zero r. For F·actor V 
and the 4th., residual matrix~ the following are the 







Burt No. of loadinga McNemar 
2 S.E. greater than 
2 s.x. ~ 
Negro Boys .086 
Negro Girls .098 
Indian Boys .098 






It should be noted that the N's used were approx-
imations, as they varied within each matrix on account 
of some children having been absent from some o.f' 
the tests. 
It seemed nece~sary to extract as many factors as 
are warranted, for should the levels of significance 
of the same factor appearing in m of the 3 populations 
.yn. 
be p its level of significance would become TT P• , .. '."'('(\.o 
* 
Also tor the purposes or comparison of the populations 
a factor might be very s-ignificantly present in one, 
but it would be of interest to see if it appeared 
at all in another. 
Before rotation was carried out a rough analysis 
of the ~esults so tar obtained was made by a method 
due to BUl't. In this the tests are grouped according 
to the signs of their loadings in all but the first 
* CS'f' fort he 3rd., residual matrix was .097 so that 
·it was unnecessary to determine or for the 4th., and 
with all the criteria for b Indian Bbys the 5th., 
factor would seem suspect. 
factor, each group determined by one factor is 
similarly subdivided according to the next and so on. 
The natural order to take is II, III, IV. This was 
tried out, but withthe Negro Boys and the Negro 
Girls no meaningful classification was found to 
emerge. So that the order of the dichotomies was 
modified to give the:results shown below Tables 
X, XI and XII. With the N.B 1s, III & IV were reverse 
with c-ontributions of .635 and .622 respectively 
to the s-um of the communalitiea, and with the N.G's 
II & III were reversed with contributions of .733 
and .638, to give meaningful results. If the 
contributions to the sum dt aommunalities of factors 
II, III & IV had been the same, the order would be 
optional. Small loadings were transferred as ind-
icated to the other branch :.of a dichotomy if this 
made the meaning clearer. Only in one case was it 
•. 
found necessary to transfer a loading of moderate 
size: Test 8 with the I.B 1 s with a loading of -.171 
in Factor II. It does not follow that this loading 
must be regarded as insignificant, but in the 5-
dimensional space it would not be impossible, one 
would think, for this test to be associated with s-ome 
of those of opposite sign; only rotation would solve t s. 
This analysis ~eveals a first dichotomy into 
Geometrical and Non-geometrical, with Picture testa 
associated mo~e with the Geometrical with the boys 
and with the non-geometrical with the girls. Gener-
ally it would seem that perhaps teats containing 
geometrical figures present something more novel to 
the children than the other tests. The Geometrical 1 
all three populations become subdivided into Space 
and Non-space. The Non-geometrical naturally divide 
into Arithmetic and English with the boys, and little 
distinction is to be found between the Numerical Tests 
13 & 14 a·nd t-he Arithmetic Attainment Tests, 15 _& 16. 
Howeve~, with the girls th~s distinction is round and 
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Non-geometrical divides· into Non-schooling, including 
Tests 13 & 14 and Schooling including Tests 15 & 16 
with English· 
ROTATION 9F AXES 
To determine what are the abilities possessed by 
the populations studied was the main object of the 
research. In order that the analysis should have 
meaningful psychological interpretation, rotation 
·or axes was next carried out. By this time, I 
think the reader will know the tests by their ref-
erence numbers. The teats are arranged in an orderly 
sequence so that I do not think that it will cause him 
any bother if from now on I omit the names of the tests. 
For the rest of the analysis Thurstone 1 s symbols ar·e 
.. 
used as given in his Multiple Factor Analysis (M.F.A.): 
The Centroid Factors are, I, II, III, IV, V. When the 
subscript m is used it referato these. r is the rank 
of the Reduced Correlation matrix (in this case = 5). 
Fo is the matrix giving the loadings, aj¥>1. , re.t'erl'ed to 
these axes, where j (=1,2 ••••• 19) refers ro the testa. 
A is a matrix which postmultiplies ~ to rotate the 
axes to the oblique ax_es (Reference Vectors} normal to 
the hyperplanes through groups of the tests, A, B, C; 
D, E of t-he oblique factor matrix V; thus V = F0 J\ • 
Or after c rotations VC = Fa/\ • (However, my subscrip-
ts to A •• B, unlike Thurstone's refer to the number 
of times an axis has been rotated). Tbe subscript 
p ( =1,2 • • • 5) reter·s to these Reference Vectors, 
V# being the loading of test j on the pth., Reference 
Vector. 
The Primary Vectors which are the oblique axes forme 
by the intersection~ of the b.yperplanes are symbolized 
by Tt ( = 1,2, 1 •• 5) and T is the matrix of the 
PrimB.l'y Vectors xe.f'erred to the. Centroid axes·, ttW\ being 
an element of this matrix. The loadings of the tests 
reter.l:'ed to the Primary Vectors are n9t given s-ymbols in 
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M.F .A., but tif seems the obvious symbol to employ. 
TA = D where D is the diagonal matrix which norma11~es 
the rows of 1\1 when it pr~multiplies it. D also is the 
matrix of cosines of angles between the Reference Veot 
ora and the Primary Vectors. 
The first method tried was, "A successive approx-
imation method of rotation" (M.F.A. pg. 378 ff.) 
which Thurstone describes as "simple as to the num-
erical work, which can be easily done by a clerk . 
without instruction in factorial theory". It was not 
the advertised s ... implicity which appealed to me, howeve , 
as much as, having followed the theory of the method 
very closely, and not having found that very simple, 
I felt I should like to see how it worked in practice. 
Besides I thought that here must be a purely mechanica 
way of rotating the axes without regard to the nature 
of the tests. I was disappointed, however, to f.ind 
that I quickly lost two dimensions in s..pite of my bavi~g 
used Guilf·ord' s, Burt' s and McNemar 's tests which showed 
that there should be 5. 
I, thereupon, decided to use the Met hod of Extended 
Vectors as .fully d-escribed in M.F.A. on the first 
attempt after aarrying out 5 seta of rotations and 
obtaining the t ollowing 1\ matrix for the N .B' s: 
TABDE XIV 
A ( N .B 1 s) 
As Bs- C.s- D.r E_, 
I 2±)4 311 316 346 640 
II -096 737 (Y7"f -752 -753 
III 009 271 -932 264 • 
J.V 951 ~5 -162 494 • 
V -009 -003 017 -001 151 
I arrived at a Simple Structure in that eac~row of 
V had at least one zero and each column had several 
aeros, and there were no significantly negative load-
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ings. But the correlations between the Primaries 
showed that they were all either very close to one 
another or nearly opposite; the positive cosines 
ranging from .878 to .964 and the hege.tive cosines 
ranging from -.805 to -.988., with none in between. 
These results were quite useless from the point of 
view of interpretation. I realised then that I 
should have to take care in future that, before I 
rotated each axis, the angles between them would not 
be far off. right angles. I had previously paid no 
attention to this but had been guided solely by 
attractive "streaks" of points in the plots. After 
proceeding for a time it became possible., I found., 
to restrict myself to positive·cosines between axes 
not greater than .30 and negative cosines not less 
than -.40. The greater tolerance tor negative cosine 
between the Reference Vectors was allowed because 
they lead to positive cosines between the Primaries 
with less chance of Bi-polarity occuring. 
In order to start with a clean slate., as it were 
with the N.B 1 s I post-multiplied the extended factor 
matrix E by the following Landhal Matrix: 
TABLE XV 
Landhal Matrix 
I Ao Bc7 CO Do Eo 
I 1 447 447 447 447 447 
II • 894 -224 -224 -224 -224 
III • • 866 -289 -289 -289 
IV • • • 816 -408 -408 
V • • • • 707 -707 
It would be impossible to give here the pl&ts made 
for the 7 subsequent sets of t--otations. Each set req-
uired 10 plots and sometimes when it was found that 
the axes were getting close or separating too much .... 
alternative sets were made., so that altogether tor'the 
N.B•s there were over 100 plots. TD~se plots tbemselve 
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yielded some interesting information; it was evident 
that the points for tests 13, 14, 15, 16 were close 
together in all the plane sections, so were the points 
tor 17, 18, 19 and these two alusters were.not far 
from each other. Points for Tests 1 and 10, the two 
Analogies Teats, were also always close together. 
Points for 6, 7, 8 in some sections were fairly far 
apart but fitted to a straight line remarkably well. 
1\ 
. Eventually the f ollowingAmatrix was evolved for t~ 
N.B 1 s which was at first found to 3 places of cecimals 
and then accurately normalized by columna to give the 
5 places shown here: 
TABLE XVI 
A1 Bf c~ D, E1 
I 48313 26594 34176 40292 62233 
II 36810 51687 -78545 67587 -18210 
III 20406 -67784 17088 35493 -32817 
IV -10003 44989 41671 -35093" -67836 
V -76121 -01600 25182 36293 -10806 
The matrix, V = Fb/\ , of Test loadings on these 
Reference Vectors is given here, and from it we see 
that a moderately good Simple Structure has been 
obtained. It is to be noted that the planes through 
the test vectors in this particular ~truoture could 
not have been determined straight away :from the 6 
plots made from the original Extended Factor Matrix. 














































395 398 -008 -003 -003 
-003 698 -002 238 004 
200 342 008 289 195 
427 281 022 300 565 
223 308 018 428 378 
-010 129 259 150 453 
212 060 494 145 225 
327 -083 485 155 380 
269 -064 590 -002 387 
323 039 527 05'7 419 
280 062 339 -050 621 
008 -015 502 032 634 
250 035 523 -040 636 
The cosines of the a-ngles between the Reference Vectors 
I 
are shown in the f o1low1ng A 1\ matrix, where it will be 
seen that the cosines range from -.38735 to +.31989: 
TABLE XVIII 
A'J1 (N.B.) 
A7 Bs c., . D~ EJ 
r 
~ 1.00000 14760 -32250 27472 31989 
~ 14760 ]. 00000 -24747 05222 -00963 
c., -32250 -24747 99999 -38735 -01005 
Dr 27472 05222; -38735 99999 21003 
~ 31989 -00963 -01025 21003 1.00000 
By Aitken's method or Pivotal Condensation !(1 was 
round to be: 
TABLE XIX 
IC' ( N.B.) 
41340 13213 45972 26465 -89900 
37100 35353 -69358 55753 14723 
75611 -46013 34336 60837 26968 
47853 51281 silos -0622~ 69958 
4:0218 -33297 -58642 -73752 03396 
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The normalizing constants f-or the rows ofll-1 con-
stitute the elements of the diagonal matrix D, ·which 
are also the cosines of the mgles between the 

























AndA-r normalized by premultiplication with D gives 
the matrix· T, the direction cosines of the Primary 
Factors referred tot he Centroid Axes: 
I II 
TA 36569 11688 
Te 35763 34079 
Tc 65232 -39681 
To 42686 45744 
T£" 37316 -30894 
TABLE XXI 














The cosines of the angles between these Primary 
Factors are shown in the matrix TT', where it will be 
noted that the cosines range from -.30618 .to +.35058 
Tti31LB XXI I 
~· 
T_., Ta Tc TJ> TE 
TA 1.00000 -08832 25046 -11067 -30618 
Te -08832 1.00001 21506 05653 02865 
Tc 25046 21506 1.00001 35058 -14679 
TD -11067 05653 35058 1.00000 -17730 
TE" -30618 02865 -14679 -17730 1.00000 
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The loadings of tests on the Primary Factors Tn , TB , 
Tc. , Tl> , T~: are given by the matrix F0 T'. For the 
purpose of comparing the different populationa this 
matrix is put with similar matrices r or the N.G• s and 
I.B' a in Table LXII, page..2S.2.,where also, for the sake f 
making comparison easy, the order of putting down the 
Primary Factors has been changed; for it would be in-
correct toequate a factor found in one population to 
one found in another. So that e-ach set of Primaries 
will be made to retain the~mbols used in finding them 
It was t-hought that it would be interesting to 
determine the ool'r~lations, that is the c oaines. of the 
angles between not only the whole test ve.ctor s, in the 
19-dimensional~ace, and the Primaries (this is alread 
done by Fo T'), but also the cosines of the angles bet-
ween the projections of the Teat Vectors on to the 
5-dimenaional common factor s-pace and the Primaries. 
If e is this angle between the projection of a test 
and a primary, then the. cosine of the angle between 
the whole unprojected test,and the primary is given 
by, tjt ::: h cos e, where h is the length of the proj ac-
tion, since the Primary is of unit length. Hence cos 
e := tjt /h. 01' if H is a diagonal matrix the elements 
of which al'e the recipl'ocals of the square I'oot s of tD3 
~ 
communalities, H ~ T1 gives the degree of closeness of 
the communal part of a test to the Primaries. This 
matrix brings into greater IrOminence th~se tests whose 
communal parts are neal'est tm Primaries and, if one wer 
to know the psychological S:>ility I'epresented by this 
communal component ot a test one would be able to trana 
late the Primary Factor into psychological terms. With 
those tests, however, whose cammunalities are low, the 
danger arises of assuming anaspect of the test to be its 
communal component when in ~eility it may be specific. 
Still, I believe that with~is in m1~d some useful infor 
mation is to be gained for psychological inte~pretation 
ot the Primaries from this type or matrix when studied 
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along wi~h the matrix before its pre-multiplioation 
_, 
with H ; it is not intended, 6t course, for the purpose 
of ~timation. So that matrices of this type are also 
given in Tabl-e LXIV, for what they a re wo:bth. 
During the process of rotation of the axes for the 
N.G's and the I.B•s an attempt was made to reduce the 
number of sets of rotations and at; the mme time to ensure 
that the cosines of the angles between the new axes 
chosen should be within the limits I set myself of -.4 
to +.3 and that all the points should, in at least one 
section, lie near the trace of a plane. The method was 
this: on the 10 plots for a rotation to draw as many 
possible (or even impossible) lines through streaks at 
points. It was better to have all the test points., ·wmich 
were not near the line on one side only of it, though 
in some cases if there was a very good streak leaving 
one test on the opposite side from the rest it vas found 
possible by subsequent rotation in another dimension to 
bring· this point on to the line. The 3-dimensional 
Vector equations of all the Reference Vectors to the 
planes of which t-hese linea are t te traces were written 
down~a described in M.F.A. in the form of Thurstone•s 
•sn matrix. Pre-multiplication by the last rotating mat 
rix ("M• of Thurstone) and normalizing the columns gave 
the direction cosines of all theaxea normal to the trial 
planes. Pre-multiplying this matrix by its transpose 
yielded the cosines of all the angles between these axes 
The method is the ordinary one used tor finding.the next 
axes but here many trial axes a ;re found at the feme time. 
It was used lfith as many/axes as 21 and is not so labor-
ious as it would appear 1t working is oar~ied to only 
2 places of decimals. Table XXIII; taken f-rom the 
working done ·after one rota1;;1on with the I.B• s illus-
trates the method. The first row of the Table gives 
the symbols a 
the 10 plots. 
, • • • q
1 
of t he 17 lines drawn on 




a, b, c, d, e, ~ g, h i, j, kl 1, m, n, o, P, q, I 
6 6 (1~ 3 9 6 7 5 3 C' 6 6 (2)(6) 2 1 1 ':) 
8 7 (2 (4)12 9 8 8 4 12 1? 7 w 7 (5)(2~ 2 
18 8 3 5 14 12 9 15 7 14 18 8 5 (8) 8 (9 3 
19 9 (4) 6 15 17 13 9 15 19 7 9(10)10 4 
17 5 7 16 11 16 8 11(12) 5 
9 9 1'7 11 12 14 6 
10(12) 18(16~10 
11 19(17 11 
12 19 17 
(9-) 
(12-) 
I -12-17106-29 05 02 62 76-27 47124149 43 54 57110 13 
A lOO 49-100 -70-64 
B 51 93-22100-63-18 lOO 
C lOO 100-87-10054 77 -100 
D 100-04 83100-45-100 -47-07 
E 100-63 100-100 -100100-100 
I 60 33 41 57 37 45 60 42 52 51 61131 51 60 28 32 27 
II 47 32-64-83 07-33 21 06-52 45 52 28-40 • . 07-74 
III -59 07 36 . 82-03 36-36 68 82-37-82-36-03-42 41 38 
IV 42 • • 04-18 83-52-15-73 64 73-39-56 • • 73 83 
V • -90 57 . 39..:..02-90 90 32 39-18-39 90-10887 . • 
I 57 33 40 57 37 45 47 39 41 39 53 79··39 49 ·2s: 36 22 
II 45 32-63~82 07-33 17 06-41 35 45 17-31 • • 08-61 
III -56 07 35 • 82-03 28-34 53 '63-32-59-28-02-42 46 32 
IV 40 • • 04-18 83-41-14-57 49 63123-43 • • 81 69 
V .-89 56 • 39-02-71 84 25 30-16~23 70-87 87 • • 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g
1 
h, i, j, k, 1, m, n, o, P, q, 
a, lOO <§l-.25-03-29 % 02 ~-48 @ ~ ~ 07 @ '$ "S-05 
b, 0 101@-07-15 06 ~-~-18 02 2M- 49-~ ~-~ 18-10 
. 99 ~ &. ~-21 ~ ~ ~-27-09 ~-30 ~® $ 
X 100 15 ~ 11 17 ~-05-04 ~ ~ ® 16 17 ~ 
















X X X 100-18 03-16 ~ ~ 13-08 ® 12 
X 0 100-44 ~ 01 09 ~-27 ...*.-1%1-02-19 
x x X 0 100~ 14 12 ~ ~~-12-16 







X X X '100 ~-12-13~08 11 ~ ~ 
X 0 X 101 54--23 'W. ~ ~ 17 
x X X X 100 ~ ~~11-25 
X 
X 










X X ·· 0 X X 101-09-07 
X X lOO ~ 
X X 100 
L-----~--~----~------------------------------~ 
which these line~ pass. Brackets indicate that. these 
I points taz.e .. :not as close to the lines as the unbrackete 
points. Beneath comes tne matrix "s" of coeffieients 
of the vector equations referred to the axes I (the 
First Centro1d axis) and A • • • E, the last rotated 
axes. This ia multiplied by the following Mo1 matrix: 
TABLE XXIV 
M01 (I .B.) 
I A, B, c, D, E, 
I 1.00 49 45 44 42 26 
II • 64 -33 -52 • • 
III • -59 • • 82 36 
IV • • 83 -73 • • 
V • • • • 39 -90 
to give the next matrix of direction numbers of the 
new axes referredro the Centroid Axes. Normalizing t 
columna of this gives the next matrix of direction cos 
ines which when pre-multiplied by its transpose gives 
the matrix of cosines of t-he angles between the new 
tl'ial mces. Cosines greater than +.30 or less than -•6 
are crossed out and those greater than +.20 and less 
than -.50 are ri.nged. From this matrix one attempts 
to make the best selection of a set of 5 new axe·a such 
that the cosines of the angles 'between them shall be 
not outside the prescribed limits and such that the 
points shall lie on at least one plane trace. The 
axes corresponding to the traces a, , e, , s, , m, , q
1 
were the ones chosen, and constituted the axes AL 6 D2 , 
EL, 02 , B~ respectively for the next rotation. It was 
hoped that the points (9;12-), both on th~ wrong side 
of the q
1 
(B:z.) trace could be brought round by subseque t 
rotation in another dimension, as had been done with a 
point in the rotation tor the N.B•s. This, however, 
proved not to be possible here without causing the 
test points for l·and 10 to tall away from their plane. 
So that after repeated efforts it was found impossible 
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to obtain a oomplete·ly Simple Structure r ar the I.B' a. 
The plots for the N.G•s and I.B 1 s showed very much 
the s arne clustel's as with the N .B 1 s, but with the N .G 1 s 
the test points 1 and 11 instead of 1 ~nd 10 held tog-
ether very closely. Tables XXV - XXXI give the matrices 
found for the N .G' s and Tables XXXII - xxxVIII those fer 
the I.B 1 s. The Fo T' matrices Sl'e to be found in 
























-56762 -02990 -56883 79012 -03997 
68712 41866 -3'7922 4700'7 -41973 
06971 14952 -67861 -17003 71953 
TABLE XXVI 
( N .G.) 
A" B3 03 D~ B+ 
1 12'7 379 042 449 037 
2 090 005 459 038 199 
3 247 546 -025 ·159 190 
4 241 609 035 152 -021 
5 003 295 116 -009 392 
6 420 012 088 -011 361 
7 198 035 422 027 029 
8 575 -002 210 040 091 
9 208 365 359 -037 105 
10 253 419 -018 408 144 
11 106 329 097 3&4 003 
12 355 136 163 467 -017 
13 •017 235 216 217 202 
14 -027 243 086 280 315 
15 010 061 -024 189 603 
16 031 001 094 273 398 
17 066 126 -001 513 125 
18 138 -023 030 461 393 
19 323 105 -001 387 461 
TABLE XXVII 
1\'1\ (N.G.) 
-A~- Bl -c'J D,_ E, 
1.00000 08903 13306 -00199 03164 
08903 1.00001 -33773 13300 -35554 
13306 -33773 99999 -42309 -16177 
-00199 13300 -42309 1.00000 -18721 


















/\-' ( N .G.) 
03954 -43578 -51862 77081 13094 
83072 87216 -15932 -01754 15682 
96132 03352 -25362 -49618 -70985 
79840 -26452 70499 17065 -38147 

















T = D/f1 
II III 
03819 -42095 -50097 







( N .G.) 
IV V 
74457 12648 
67804 71187 -13004 -01432 12800 
72884 02541 -19229 -37619 -53819 
67988 -22525 60033 14532 -32484 
75937 -14044 00888 -!1213 48339 
TABLE XXXI 
TT' ( N .G.) 
TA Te T, TP Te: 
1.00001 -20305 -23470 -11285 -16205 
-20305 1.00000 47378 17891 48154 
-23470 47378 1.00000 49452 44308 
-11285 17891 49452.1.00001 33630 










A6 B,. c., D, E.) 
46096 36779 45763 78337 38288 
-65559 22476 19897 -17849 20101 
31755 52103 09948 -49581 -45946 
-12292 -69471 47752 -23799 12444 










































217 219 596 
379 337 386 
181 508 511 
006 326 491 






476 370 295 -015 
394 000 010 141 
003 191 006 222 
003 187 -005 004 
066 013 392 478-
363 389 624 210 
273 422 296 172 
295 259 480 085 
405 -011 180 505 3SJ~ 
288 001 217 597 368 
470 -003 429 658 -007 
477 012 343 739 246 
417 365 -011 528 220 
572 440 265 505 011 
582 424 191 546 -006 
TABLE XXXIV 
A'/\ (I.B.) 
'6 B,. Cs- Ds- Ea 
1.001 153 -299 237 260 
153 1.001 108 211 -327 
-299 108 1.000 324 -319 
23'7 211 324 999 288 



















A-' ( I.B.) 
39661 -77000 59852 29775 31499 
34543 70114 58526 -62248 09459 
62619 34263 49605 90029 -25032 
26129 -51002 -91422 -54961 -45680 
51946 88748 -00519 28792 76371 
TABLE XXXVI 
D ;: TA (I .B.) 
'~ B) Os- Ds E.s-
87831 • • • • 
• 86070 • • • 
• • 78356 • • 
• • • 77268 • 
• • • • 76169 
TABLE XXXVII 
T • DA-1 (I.B.) 
I II III IV V 
34835 -67630 52569 26152 27666 
29731 60347 50373 -53577 08141 
49066 26847 38868 70543 -19614 
20189 -39408 -70640 -42467 -35296 
39567 67598 -00395 21931 58171 
TABLE XXXVIII 
TT' ( I.B •) 
.. 
Ts TG Tp Tr-
-15734 32390 -24321 -10312 
99999 10977 -33484 45344 
10977 1.00000 -51165 41470 
-33484 -51165 99999 -48217 
45344 41470 -48217 1.00000 
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SECOND ORDER ANALYSIS 
An attempt .was made to "explain" the correlations 
between the Primary Factors given in the TT' matrioe 
of Tables XXII, XXXI and XXXVIII by carrying out 
u.sint. 
Centroid analyses asnig the 5 Primary Faotora for 
each population as the variables. 
With the N.B•s, for the first approximation the 
highest coefficients in the columns were used as 
the trial communalities, and extraction of two 
factors was carried out. The loadings obtained 
were then used as the trial loadings in Lawley's 
Maximum Lil'clihood- ·method fOl' two .facto:tts. 
8 iterations were made but when no convel'gence seeme 
likely I went back to the Centroid Method using 
the last communality obtained in the first approx-
imation. I was intent upon obtaining exact agreem-
ent between the communalities used as trials and 
the s-ums of squares ( s.sq. in .future) of the load-
ings obtained, so I proceeded to ma~e futher approx-
imations using the Centroid Method. If I .found that 
the communality of a Primary Factor was, say, reg-
ularly increasing from approximation to approx-imation 
I wbuld start the next with a slightly greater trial 
communality than that obtained from the previous 
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one, in order to speed up the process. Neverthe-
less convergence did not occur even after 12 approx-
imations had been made. I then continued for 4 
more 8.pproximations to extract 3 factors instead of 
2 as I had been doing, though for the purposes of 
Factorial Analysis this number of factors should 
not be extracted from only 5 variables. In the case 
of the Primary Factor T, I had gone right up to a 
trial communality of 1,000 and obtained a s.sq. of 
loadings for this factor of 1,04, and during the 
course of the approximations communalities which at 
one time seemed likely to settle down to convergence 
began to incPease or decrease again. After the 16th. , 
approximation and still failing to obtain equality 
between the s.sq. of the loadings and the trial 
communalities used, I gave up. Reviewing the sit-
uation I concluded that here I had a case of the 
terminations of the Primary Vectors lying too evenly 
over the surface of a hypersphere for the methods 
of Centroid Analysis or Maximum Liklihood to apply. 
I think the factor matrix which I obtained.by the 
method about to be described confirms this explan-
ation. 
It was evident that it should be possible, even 
if Centroid Analysis had failed, to refer the 5 
Primary Factors to a 3-dimensional orthogonalframe-
work. When descri.bing the method I thought I had 
devised to meet this situation, to Mr. Murrell, my 
former assistant, he said he thought he remembered.· · 
it to have been given in M.F.A. I find that he was 
right, that it is really the Diagonal Method of 
Factoring, a faint recollection of which must have 
remained with me. I give here the method as I used it 
with the N.B's. in Table XXXIX. The resulting 
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factor matrix ~o is given in Table XL where ~, G, H 
are the a ec ond order factors. This matrix repro-
duces the original TT' correlations very well~ and 
if the small residual .0087 is taken into account, 
exactly. 
TABLE XL ( N .B.) 
F G . H h2. 
TA 2505 9680 0 1.0000 
T6 2151 -1469 -0536 0707 
Tc. 1.0000 0 0 1.0000 
TJ) 3506 -2051 9138 1.0000 
T,: -1468 -2783 -2002 1391 
This analysi~ into 3 second order factors with 3 
of the communalities of the 5 Primaries = 1 works 
out to th~ 5 oblique Primary axes being replaced by 
5 orthogonal axes very nes.r to them. So that the 
orlg~n.a1 object of finding a General Second Order 
Factor has given way to finding the orthogonal· 
framework best fitting the Primaries. The under-
lined entries in Table XL are the cosines of the 
angles between Tc. ~ T11 and TJ> and their nearest 
second order factors. The best orthogonal fit 
will be obtained .by orthogonally rotating the orth-
ogonal axes F, G, H so that these cosines shall be 
equal. Accordingly the loadings were plotted in 
the plane of 0, F H and the axes F and H orthogon-
ally rotated to F, and H1 so as to make the loadings 
of T~ on ~ and T~ on H, equal. Then a plot in 
the plane of' 0, .F, G was made and F1 and G orthogon-
ally rotated to F2.. and G1 so as to make the load-
ing a of ~ on ~ and T'l on G1 equal. These orth-
ogonal rotations were made graphically by the fol-



























































































The first slab shows the correlation matrix ot Primary Factors 
from Table XXII'· the numbers in brackets are inserted as the 
work proceeds. The second slab shows fi~st residuals using 
as loadings the correlations on the Primary withfhe numericallY 
greatest value.s (Tc). Insert 1. 0000 as the communali ty for this 
factor. ·Now take ~ as having the numerically greatest values. 
·The portion of ~resolved at right angles to Tc is 4[(1 - 25052 ) 
=4{9372 = 9680 = 1/1.033. The next loading of TA is 9680 and 
the ~ast residua1s on ~ are extended by dividing by this to 
give the next loadings. The diagonal entry of T11 , 9372 .. ±s 
entered in the last residual matrix and its communality is 
entered as 1. 0000 in the correlation matrix. In a similar waY 
take ~ • ~( 1 - 35062 - 20512) = if8350 = 9138 =1/1. 096 - · . 
And tne loadings for the last slab are obtained, which give the;< 
residua1s as .shown, only 2 remain and these are negligible• 
Suppose A and B to be two Points on the plot. 
It is required to find two o~thogonal axes so that 
the projection of OA on one of them shall be equal 
to the projection of OB on the other. 
Construction. Construct circles with OA, OB as 
diameters. Join B to E, the intersection of the 
circle on OB and OA, and produce to F, making 
BF = OA. Join 0 to F and produce to·cut the 
circle on OA at c. Join A to G, the intersection 
of the circle on OA and OB, and produce to H, making 
AH = OB. Join 0 to H and produce to cut the circle · 
on OB at D. Then OC = 0~ and they are at right 
angles, and they are the projections of OA and 
OB respectively. 
-Figure, 1. 
Rotations in two planes were found sufficient 
:and post-multiplication of the second order factor 
!matrix ~. by 'the following o.rthogcinal transformation 
E\ ~, 
TABLE XLI 
e, e"' ( N.B.) 
Fl. G, H, 
F 9742; 0488 2200 
. -
G -0500 9987 • 
H -219'7 -0110 9'755 
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gives the Rotated orthogonal Second Order Factor 
Matrix ~ in which it can be seen that the underline 
loadings are nearly equal. 
( N .B.) 
F,_ G, H, 
TA 1956 9790 0551 
T& 2287 -1356 -0050 
Tc 9742 0488 2200 
To 1510 -1978 ~ 
TE -1139 -2829 -22'76 
From this matrix is constructed the Ut matrix in 
the usual way by inserting in the diagonal to the 
right of the F2 1 lf, 1 H1 columns V( 1 - hz. ) • It is 
unnecessary to make a complete square to the right 
to hold the zero diagonal entries. The Prima~ies 
T~, TR and T~ possessing unit communalities in the 
Fl. 1 G1 1 H1 space they are completely represented in 
this space and le·ave no second order components, 
or "group factors" at r 1ght angles to it. 
TABLE XLIII 
(N.B.) 
F,. G, H, b e 
TA 1956 9790 0551 • • 
Ta 2287 -1356 -0050 9640 • -
Tc 9742 0488 2200 • • 
TD 1510 -1978 9685 • • -
T~ -1139 -2829 -2276 • 9278 -
This matrix is to be pre-multiplied by D-1 obta1hed 




( N .B •) 
1.1305 • • • • 
• 1.0374 • • • 
• • 1.1596 • • 
• • • 1.1211 • 
• • • • 1.0778 
to give the matrix D1 Ut, 
TABLE XLV 
r5' Ut ( N .B.) 
2211 1.1068 0623 0 • .. 
2373 -1407 -0052 1. 0001 • 
1.1297 0566 2551 • • 
1693 -2218 1.0858 • • 
-1228 -3049 -2453 • 1.0000 
It will be observed that there are unit entries in 
the last two columns. It this matrix were used to 
post-multiply V to give the loadinga of the tests 
on this new set of orthogonal axes we should, there-
fore, retain the loadings on the Reference Vectors 
for the Axes B8 and E7 • So that the "b" and "e" 
of Table XLIII will be replaced by Bg and E7 • 
However, it was thought to be better to operate on 
the original Fo matrix by post-multiplying it by 
lf-mw , where lf"""~ =IJ D-1 Ut 1 because Fo and F0 'fC.weach 
have orthogonal axes, hence'f'~""' itself should be an 




F,~. G, H, Bs E, s.sq. 
I 5478 2375 4011 2659 6223 9753 
II -5466 1957 5988 5169 -1821 9960 
III 1780 3521 5255 -6778 -3282 9989 
IV 5798 1342 -1172 4499 -6784 1.0306 
V 1874 -8733 4378 -0160 -1081 1.0014 
s.sq. 1.0018 9993 1.0001 1.0000 1.0000 
The final F0 ¥.mur-matr1x is given in Table LXIII 
page and represents the loadings of the tests on 
the set of orthogonal axes which best fit the oblique 
framework of the Primary Factors. This matrix 
pre-multiplied by its transpose should yield the 
original correlation coefficients of the battery 
and the oommunal1t1es derived from Fo • The latter 
are given here for comparison with the s.sq of the 
loading a in Fo 1fmw and we see close agreement. 
TABLE XLVII 
s.sq. h:a. 
1 5936 6048 
2 5551 5603 
3 5871 5910 
4 6939 6960 
5 5821 5878 
6 3553 3553 
7 3342 3340 
8 6170 6171 
9 2607 2640 
10 5120 5212 
11 4181 4243 
12 3548 3637 
13 5164 5247 
14 5998 6125 
15 6482 6639 
16 6512 6683 
17 5607 5763 
18 6712 6908 
19 7446 7692 
Next follow tables of matrices similar to the 
above for the N.G's and I.B•s.· 
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TABLE XLVIII 
Unrotnted Second Order Factor Matrix ~0 (N.G.) 
F G H h ... 
TA -2347 -0648 -0875 0669 
Tb 4738 3028 8269 1.0000 
Tc 1.0000 0 0 1.0000 
Tp 4945 1307 -1150 2748 
T~ 4431 8965 0 1.0000 
TABLE XLIX 
Orthogonal Rotating Matrix a, a,_ ( N .G.) 
Fa. G, H, 
F 9383 0848 3350 
G -0900 9959 • 
H -3336 -0302 9422 
TABLE L 
( N .G.) 
F.~. G, H, a d 
TA -1852 -0818 -1611 2§22 • 
Ta 1415 3168 9378 • • 
Tc 9383 0848 3350 • • 
To 4906 1756 0573 • 8516 
TE" 3351 9304 1484 • • 
TABLE LI 
D-' ( N .G.) 
1.0352 • • • • 
• 1.2252 • • • 
• • 1.3190 • • 
• • • 1.1'743 • 
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7519 -0212 0697 -1700 1.0011 
1.0017 1.0018 9992 1.000'() 1.0000 
TABLE LIV 
s.sq. h (N.G.) 
1 6483 6478 
2 5697 5685 
3 6920 6933 
4 6296 6304 
5 6543 6541 
6 3554 3549 
.7 3551 3552 
8 3837 3827 
9 6713 6718 
10 7000 7000 
11 5313 5326 
12 5736 5732 
13 6428 6430 
14 7023 7010 
15 722'1 7214 
16 5397 5390 
17 5132 5131' 
18 6939 6922 




Unrotated Second Order Factor Matrix ~o (I.B.) 
F G H h:a. 
T 3239 -2609 -1922 2099 
T 1098 4483 -1807 2457 
T 1.0000 0 0 1.0000 
T -5117 -2967 8063 1.0000 
T 4147 9099 0 1.0000 
TABLE LVI 
Orthogonal Rotating Matrix e, ez. (I .B.) 
Fl. G, H, 
.F 9370 0'752 -3412 
,, 
G -0800 9968 • 
H 3401 0273 9400 
TABLE LVII 
(I.E.) 
Fl. G, H, a b 
T 2590 -2401 -2912 ~ • 
T 0056 4502 -2073 • 8685 
T 9370 0752 -3412 • • 
.T -1815 -3122 ~ • • 
T 3158 ~ -1415 • • 
TABLE LVIII 
D-' ( I.B.) 
1.13855 • • • • 
• 1.16185 • • • 
• • 1.27623 • • 
• • • 1.29420 • 
• • • • 1.31287 
TABLE LIX 
n-'u t-
2949 -2'744 -3315 
0065 5231 -2409 
1.1958 0960 -4354 
-2349 -4040 1.2068 
4146 1.2317 -1858 
TABLE LX 
F,_ G, H, 
I 6613 2656 4329 
II 1713 6361 -1752 
III 1419 -1702 -7875 
IV 6379 -0350 -3099 
V -3414 7041 -2105 
s.sq. 1.0103 1.0011 9786 
TABLE LXI 
s.sq •• h:a.. 
1 6398 6269 
2 3808 3638 
3 587'7 5830 
4 5220 5167 
5 4094 3999 
6 4270 3848 
7 2165 2183 
8 2441 2479 
9 3656 3671 
10 5714 5554 
11 4201 4144 
12 2919 2985 
13 4267 4262 
14 4489 4470 
15 8092 8051 
16 7596 7549 
17 4783 4394 
18 7190 64'70 































* These symbols were retained here because the 
entries f--or the last two columns in the previous 
matrix were not so nearly zero as withthe N.B•s 
or the N.G•s. This was due, I think, to the last 
res1duals of the second order factor matrix being 
larger with the I.B•s. This led to the small 
. discrepancies marked 0 ?0 in those tests highly 
loaded in a and b. And-it is seen tbat'f'~«411s 
not·auch a close approximation to an. orthogonal 








TABLE LXII TABLE LXIII 
N.B.(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) N.B(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Tc T~ TA T G TP F,_ E7 G, Bca H, 
r:l 30 36 38 26 21 1 22 56 32 25 24 
2 29 25 45 -07 27 2 19 49 40 -06 33 
3 24 24 32 07 46 3 10 48 27 08 51 
4 31 12 10 06 74 4 14 34 03 03 75 
5 43 05 31 29 52 5 30 28 23 26 54 
6 27 -15 18 28 48 6 16 01 12 27 49 
7 19 -13 41 37 -03 7 17 00 38 40 02 
8 25 -02 -10 74 31 8 20 00 -16 70 25 
g 22 09 10 36 28 9 16 20 05 34 28 
10 24 41 24 29 20 10 17 56 20 28 22 
11 26 25 05 34 40 11' 17 38 -01 31 39 
12 31 42 08 22 20 12 29 45 -19 13 12 
13 67 06 28 18 30 13 62 22 15 06 24 
14 64 18 37 02 25 14 58 38 25 -08 22 
15 68 22 35 07 13 15 66 ~g 22 -06 07 
16 67 24 37 16 16 16 64 42 24 04 11 
17 37 53 21 14 -07 17 38 62 14 06 -10 
18 49 59 -06 13 12 18 49 63 -16 -02 01 
19 57 52 26 16 02 19 57 64 11 04 -05 
N.G. N.G. 
TP TZ> Tc TA TB G, D~t Fl. Ar- H, 
.1 45 64 52 -04 58 l 28 45 37 13 47 
2 51 42 72 -09 40 2 28 04 66 09 23 
3 56 34 42 07 74 3 43 16 18 25 62 
4 37 30 42 07 74 4 23 15 18 24 68 
5 71 29 53 -18 66 5 57 -01 35 00 46 
6 42 14 21 34 19 6 38 -01 17 42 05 
7 28 . 30 56 06 29 7 08 03 52 20 20 
8 15. 15 21 51 07 8 08 04 21 58 01 
9 50 29 67 -00 68 9 27 -04. 49 21 56 
10 53 59 47 08 62 10 38 41 30 25 48 
11 39 58 52 -05 52 11 21 38 38 11 43 
12 28 64 47 22 28 12 12 47 42. 36 20 
13 . 60 53 66 -21 59 13 39 22 52 -02 42 
14 69 57 59 -22 60 14 52 28 44 -03 40 
15 82 46 43 -14 45 15 74 19 33 01 18 
16 64 54 49 -11 34 16 51 27 43 03 13 
17 42 67 42 -16 32 17 29 51 36 07 19 
18 64 70 47 00 29 18 52 46 43 14 06 
19 72 63 45 17 41 19 61 39 36 32 18 
I.B. r. B. 
Tl> Tc Tt: TA Ts HI Fl. Gl a b 
1 16 28 51 05 29 1 40 40 46 23 22 
2 03 ·34 24 12 35 .. ~2 16 40 14 17 38 
3 07 50 44 -02 24 3 30 61 30 00 18 
4 08 40 47 07 10 4 32 51 38 13 01 
5 -08 37 23 06 45 5 06 39 13 08 48 
6 -32 24 35 28· 48 6 -22 16 28 34 40 
7 -29 39 38 14 15 7 -14 34 27 08 00 
8 -23 36 07 .. 44 -02 8 ~19 32 -06 32 00 
9 17 03 42 -19 19 
10 .23 31 46 07 30 
9 36 12 46 01 07 
10 40 46 19 18 37 
11 -11 47 41 00 35 11 08 51 29 -01 28 . 12 30 08 . os -12 21 12 39 22 07 -01 30 
13 20 23 19 33 -07 13 33 36 13 41 -01 
14. 32 19 19 18 -06 14 46 36 16 29 00 .·. 15 44 28 -25 51 -32 1a 45 49 -36 48 00 
•. 16. '44 26 -01 42 -20 16 54 48 -09 48 01 
_:17· ~::, 30 '-04 09 20 25 17 . 38 08 13 42 37 
.·.',18 ':15 28 00 52 23 
.· .).~·:. :}L~:.~~:.· 15 ~o9 49 17 
18 20 37 -09 58 44 
19 28 27 -15 59 43 
., 
TABLE LXIV TABLE L"XV 253 
-I 
H Fo T' 
N.B.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) N.B.(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
T, . T £ TA T/3 To Fl.. E~ G, Bs H, 
1 39 46 48 33 27 1 29 73 42 33 31 
2 39 33 60 -09 36 2 25 66 54 -09 44 
3 32 32 59 09 60 3 14 63 35 10 67 
4 37 14 12 07 89 4 17 41 04 03 90 
5 56 07 41 38 68 5 38 37 r50 34 70 
6 46 -25 30 47 80 6 27 01 20 46 82 
7 33 -22 71 64 -06 7 30 -01 66 69 03 
8 31 -03 -12 94 39 8 26 01 -21 89 32 
9 44 18 19 70 56 9 31 38 10 67 54 
10 33 56 33 40 28 10 23 79 27 39 30 
11 35 34 07 46 54 11 26 58 -01 4? 60 
12 52 70 14 37 32 12 48 75 -31 21 19 
13 92 08 39 25 41 13 85 31 21 08 33 
14 82 23 48 03 32 14 74 49 32 -11 28 
15 84 27 44 08 16 15 82 48 27 -08 09 .. 
16 82 29 45 19 20 16 77 51 29 05 14 
17 48 69 28 18 -09 17 50 82 19 08 -13 
18 59 71 -07 16 14 18 59 76 -19 -02 01 
19 65 59 29 18 02 19 65 73 13 04 -06 
N. G. N. G. 
Tt7 TD Tc. TA TB G, D~ Fa As- H, 
1 56 79 65 -05 72 1 34 56 45 16 58 
2 68 55 95 -12 53 2 37 05 87 12 31 
3 . 67 41 50 08 89 3 52 19 22 30 74 
4 47 38 53 09 93 4 29 19 23 30 86 
5 88 36 65 -23 . 82 5 70 -01 43 00 57 
6 71 24 35 56 32 6 65 -02 29 71 08 
7 47 51 94 10 48 7 14 05 87 33 34 
8 24 25 34 82 11 8 14 06 34 93 02 
9 61 35 82 00 83 9 33 -04 60 25 68 
10 63 70 56 10 74 10 46 49 35 30 58 
11 53 79 71 -07 72 11 29 53 52 15 59 
12 37 84 62 30 37 12 16 62 55 47 26 
13 74 668).~ -26 74 13 49 27 65 -02 52 
14 82 '68 71 -26 72 14 62 34 53 -03 48 
15 97 55 51 -ffl.!.7 53 15 87 22 39 01 21 
16 87 74 67 -15 47 16 70 37 58 04 17 
17 58 94 59 -22 45 17 40 72 50 09 27 
18 77 84 57 00 34 18 63 55 52 17 08 
19 81 70 51 19 46 19 69 43 41 36 20 
r. B. I. B. 
TD Tc. TE' T A TB H, F2 G, a b 
1 20 35 64 06 37 1 51 51 59 29 28 
2 05 56 40 20 57 2 26 67 24 28 63 
3 09 65 57 -03 31 3 39 80 40 00 24 
4 11 55 66 09 13 4 44 71 53 18 01 
5 -13 58 37 09 72 5 09' 62 20 12 76 
6 -51 39 56 46 77 6 -36 25 46 55 64 
7 -61 83 82 29 32 7 -31 73 58 16 01 
8 -46 73 15 89 -04 8 -39 . 64 -12 64 01 
9 28 05 70 -31 32 9 59 20 77 01 11 
10 31 41 62 09 40 10 53 62 25 24 49 
11 -17 73 64 00 55 11 12 78 44 -01 43 
12 56 15 14 -22 38 12 71 41 12 -01 54 
13 31 36 29 51 -11 13 51 55 20 63 -<D2. 
14 48 28 29 27 -09 14 69 53 23 44 00 
15 50 31 -28 ;_·57 -36 
16 50 30 -01. 48 -23 
15 51 55 -41 53 00 
16 62 55 -10 56 01 
17 46 -07 14 30 37 17 57 12 20 64 56 
18 19 34 00 64 29 18 24 46 -11 72 55 
19 33 18 -12 61 22 19 35 34 -18 74 53 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IN~ERPRETATION I 
Profiles of the loadings of the tests in the five 
Primary Factors were n~de using first the Fo T' data 
-I 
of Table LXII and then the H . Fo T' data . of Table 
LXIV. The latter seemed to give the clearer picture. 
A considerable amount of difficulty was experienced 
in relating a Primary Factor in one population to 
one in another, but after trying several ways of 
matching them I decided to put the factors in the 
ord·er shown by the numbers in brackets at the heads 
of the columns in the Tables LXII -LXIV, and Figures 
2 - 6 are arranged in this same order. Greater 
difficulty was experienced in matching the factors 
of the I.B• s to either the N .B 1 s or N.G' s than betwee 
these two groups. 
Negative loadings numerically too great to be 
regarded as insignificant are seen to occur in some 
places e s~cially with the I.B's, the most extreme 
case being with I.B. T0 , though these are not so 
marked in the F0 1/f-m w- matrices. Negative loadings 
perhaps might be ascribed to a Bi-polar pe!'aobality ·J. 
factor of Taste-Distaste.· Thus it is thinkable, 
though this is not necessarily found here, that a 
child, finding himself good at mathematics, say, 
mayf!Cquire a distaste for Englishjs-ubjects. 
The following tenta\1ve description of the Primary 
Factors is deduced from these p:- of ilea where the 
numbers in brackets after the s ymbola tor ithe Primary 
Factors refer to their loadings on the First Centroid 
Axes, reproduced from the Columns I or the T matrices 
of Tables XXI, XXX and XXXVII: 
( 1) N .B. Tc: ( .65) Numerical •b111ty 
n n 
. .- -
I. B • TD ( • 2 0) 11 
(2) N.B. Tt(.37) English ant ability to recognise 
. Functions of objects (2-Alike)·and 
ability to/d-eal with material 
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This does not .ma.tch at all here _
1 it would match better with N.B. h TA 
but then I.B. n1 TE has no place. 
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I. lJ. ) -J TIJ 
I. B. h_, T.B 
#) 
(3) 
N, G. TJ> ( .6B) Same as for N.~. 
I.B. ~( .49) Space, and Picture Sequences 
N.B. T11 ( .36) Ability to distinguish between 
Mirror-Images (+Non-Verbal and 
Mathematical Ability) 
N. G. 're. ( .73) Same as for N .B. 
I.B. TE ( .40) Same as for N.B.but substitute 
Change of Shape (Links) and Picture 
Ability for "Non-Verbal & Mathan. 
( 4) . N .B. T.B ( .36) 3-dimensional Space 
N .G. T11 ( .04) Same as for N .B. 
I.B. T11 ( .35) Same as far N.B. 
(5) N.B. TD(.43) General Non-Verbal Ability with 
change of Sha.~, Picture Sequences 
and Mathematics. 
N.G. T:a ( .68) Same as for N·.B. with the 
addition of Picture Analogies. 
I.B. T.B ( .30) General Non-Verbal and English 
with Change of Shape and Picture 
Ability. 
In giving psychological terms to the tests and 
groups of tests I am adm1ttedl1 guessing. I cannot 
with certainty state that Test 7, tor instance, 
measures ability to destiigu1sh Mirror Images. It 
is what it was designed 'to do but its communality 
is low so that this may not be a feature of the 
test contained in its· communal part, or it may even 
not be a feature of the test at a 11; there are so 
many uppredictable possible components attending the 
purpose for which a test was designed such as its 
length, bringing in the trait at perseverance, ar 
whether it,,:waet the fil-st or last test of the day, 
th~t, unless Factorial Analysis reveals sometb!ng 
in common between it and other teats, one must be 
chary (£ giving the test a label. Still, from 
the profiles, Test 7 does seem to have something 
original about it which r(tind hard to acplain by 
incidental e-lements which would as likelr be 
possessed by quite a lot of the other tests. And 
so it may be with the other.tests. 
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In all of the populat ions Testa 6, 7 and 8 
have loadings near zero, or leas than zero, in 
one factor - N.B' s, TE; N.G' s TD; I.B' s T.2> - but 
we do not find any factor in which these teats 
' 
have, a 11 three of them, high loadings. Their 
test vectors project into separate dimensions. So 
that it could not be said that a Space Factor had 
been established. 
The intention~en designing the battery was 
not to produce factors - this would have been 
easy enough by giving tests within groups of which 
there were evident common characteristics. The 
purpose was to give a battery where the teats could 
be related perhaps, but were not certainly so from 
the start, and to see if they turned out to be so. 
If a factor ~ppeared which was common to a wide 
range of tests this would be all the more valuable, 
for we might presume that t be factor would operate 
outside the compass of the battery. The value of 
a factor, it seems to me, varies inversely with 
the probability of its existence.. The existence 
of merit from the point_ of view of artistic 
creation may be far more difficult to determine 
in the case of a non-naturalistic painting than 
in the case of a naturalistic one where there is 
none. 
Assuming for the present that we have justif-
ication for endowing the teats with psychological 
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(5) + (2) + (3) 
(5) + (2) + (3) 
(5) + (2) + (3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) + (2) 
(4) 
( 4) 
( 4) + (2) 
(3} + (4) 
(3) + (4) 
(3) + (4) + (2) 
(2) + (5) 
(2) + (5) 
(2} + (5) + (3) 
I feel that if I had made an analysis of only one o 
the populs.tions I might have been tempted to ecpound 
at length and show in great detail how well the fact-
ors revealed the processes oft hought going on in 
the brains of the children doing the tests. And I 
believe that most of what I should have said would 
have been wrong. If 1 took the analysis of each 
population on its own merits I should be led into 
making great distinctions between the sexes and races 
some of which I believe might be artifacts caused by 
a possible lack of uniqueness in the determination of 
the rotating matrices. It is clear from the Centroid 
Analysis, however, that there are differences between 
the populations, so that it is not surprising that 
we do not ~ind very much correspondence between the 
Primary Factors from population to population. It 
was partly in order to find out definitel~ether 
there were differences of mental structure between 
·the populations and partly to tbl'ow more light on 
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the inter-relations between the factors involved 
in the non-verbal tests that the following further 
analysis of the first 9 teats was made into 3 
factors. With onlw this number of factors, should 
Simple Structure emerge, it was .felt that unique-
ness in rotation would be assured, and, having in 
mind my previous experience (page 2./f.f ) with oonmun-
alities and because I wished the results I obtained 
to be beyond doubt correct, I decided. to continue 
with the Centroid Analysis approximations until 
almost exact convergence was obtained, or round to 
be unobtainable. I, therefore, postpone further 
considerations of the psychological interpretation 
until the results ·of this "9-Test Analysis" are 
presented. 
9-TEST ANALYSIS 
It seemed fairly clear from the previous anal-
yses that Tests 13 - 19 depended to a great ext-
ent on "schoolingtt. Test 10 is found to be rather 
closely linked to Teat 1. Test 11 does not seem 
to have any very great importance and Test 12 tends 
to go with the schooling teats; so that for a further 
analysis Tests 1 - 9 were chosen as constituting a 
sub-battery which, it was hoped, might t~ow light 
on the previous analysis and determine positively 
whether there were sex or race differences in fact-
orial c ompoaition. 
_The 6orrelation matrices for the three populations 
were, of course, ready to hand and were those part·s 
of Tables VI, VII and VIII relating to Tests 1 - 9. 
In the following tables t; (s • 1,2, •• t) stands 
for the Trial Communality used in (or put into) the 
correlation matrix in the sth., approximation,· and · 
h~ standsfor the S.Sq's of the loadings obtained 
(or the communality got out). To speed up the process 
t: W'lts]not always put equal to hs_, ~ but -was estimated 
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from the trend of the previous bl- 'a. The aim 
was to continue with the approximations until tl 
and h~were almost exactly equal, that ia until there 
was convergence. tt was put equal to the communal-
ities obtained in the 19 test analysis. When D. N. 
Lawley's method of Maximum Liklihood was used as 
d.escribed by w. G. Emmett in the British Journal of 
Psychology (Statistical Section} Vol II Part II 1949, 
':J 
his slmbols are employed, where 11 , 1~, 13 are the 
first trial loadings 1 1 1 ' lL', 1~, the loadings 
obtained from the first intera.tion· and the trial 
1~adings for the a eoond iteration, and s:> on. The 
following tables summarise the results obtained: 
TABLE LXVI 
N. B. 3 Factors. Centroid Method 
Trial (ta) and obtained (ha) corrmn1nalities 
t2 h2 t2 h2 *t:a h2 t:e h2 t2 h2 t2 h~ • I 2.. ~ 3 1> 4 z, s- s- 6 
1 605 603 603 616 660 649 630 620 620 620 620 621 
2 560 523 500 497 500 489 494 493 490 48.8 488 488 
3 591 589 588 606 590 604 610 627 630 629 629 630 
4 696 581 500 495 530 506 480 473 485 487 487 488 
5 588 590 591 601 600 593 585 589 592 592 592 593 
6 355 371 380 400 480 474 460 449 460 461 461 462 
7 334 319 315 323 200 244 330 332 322 320 320 326 
8 617 611 605 620 700 696 685 649 650 639 598 601 
9 264 221 200 208 230 212 210 206 205 207 207' 207 
I 
*After the 3rd. , Iteration by Lawley' s Method 
TABLE LXVII 
Factors I 't' -
I II III 
682 228 -323 
602 353 -036 
695 348 161 
676 166 056 
"756 035 143 
551 -183 354 
387 -345 -239 
513 -573 -100 
454 -031 -015 
N.B. 3 Factors. Lawley's Method using loadings obtained after the 2nd., 
Centroitl Approximation above, i.e. ~ 12 = h~ 
,, 
Trial First Second Third Fourth Iteration I 
1' 1~ 1' ]." " 1'' 
,, {If '" lv IV ]."' ll 12 11 la 1, 12 13 12 I 1 I 3 I .l 
1 681 222-321 708 123-300 . 704 096-389 721 091-354 717 .119 I 
2 605 358-053 613 323-156 616 340 010 613 341-076 601 369 
3 689 335 141 621 272 040 720 264 073 718 260 005 706 292 
689 112 ·219 --4 680 168 069 686 143 217 698 127 080 691 139 
5 758 030 161 760 013 164 760 010 124 755 003 155 752 051 
6 537-143 302 526-200 339 528-189 380 527-201 393 532-153 
7 387-350-224 353-327-043 339-299-140 339-303 057 345-268 
8 515-589-083 472-636-143 469-660-060 475-695-117 507-685 
9 454-037-010 455-126-066 456-129-019 455-141-063 460-107 
This was discontinued since ·the loadings were converging very slowly from 
iter~tion to iteration, and the communality after the 3rd.,_ iteration was· 
used as tf to continue the Centroid Analysis above. 
I 
TABLE LXVIII 
N.G. 3 Factors. Centroid Met hod 
Trial ( t1. ) and obtained (h~ ) oonmunalitie s Fact er a· 
t,_ rt, t"L h'l. tJ.. tla t"l- h7 t'" h'; t~ 11, t.,_ tl;, t~ ~ I II; __ , Ill-' J. ;!. ~ If 0 
., e 
... 
1 648 622 600 540 480 491 510 503 495 494 493 4 91 491 491 ~~7 121 063 
2 568 507 460 498 510 512 513 556 600 601 600 5 97 600 598 6'73 -240 -295 
3 693 685 680 '716" '750 748 '74'7 '774 800 805 820 81'7 814 817 808 274 298 
630 591 570 566 560 55'7 555 565 570 566 564 5 61 555 557 694 253 108 4 
5 654 657 660 684 700 607 550 600 630 646 660 6 58 654 658 665 667 699 273 -322 
6 355 306 280 301 310 303 298 308 306 320 350 343 332 334 
7 355 335 320 340 350 326 280 301 310 312 314 311 :311 311 
8 383 287 200 214 235 213 280*261 200 208 220 214 210 212 
9 672 692 720 696 690 665 600 642 650 657 670 6 63 660 659 
* I probably meant to try 180 and in error took 280 
I.B. TABLE LXIX 
-
3 Factors Centroid Method 
. 








$" n-s t; h~ 
1 627 624 617 600 599 599 599 598 598 607 61 2 607 
2'• 364 338 300 328 333 333 333 334 334 336 34 0 335 
3 583 569 550 567 570 568 568 569 569 575 58 3 575 
4 517 530 550 552 557 556 556 554 554 564 57 2 567 
-5 400 332 220 274 300 296 290 293 293. 296 30 0 296 
6 385 374 360 408 420 418 418 418 418 429 
7 218 146 080· 116 130 124 120 122 122 123 
8 248 297 370 417 500 534 650 681 185 252 
9 367 355 340 .340 340 331 33l 322 290 318· 
After the 4th., Approximation the cammunalities of 
all testssccept Test 8 were practically the same as 
the trials used. That of Test 8 increased from the 
unreasonably high value of 650 to 681. Accordingly 
$ trial of lower value was used for the next approx-
imation but after the 7th., Approximation all the 
teats except Test 8 had again settled down, whereas 
Test 8 was continuing to increase. It was c onoluded 
that this battery of 9 tests was not ana1ysable into 





in doing so as the 2nd., residuals were rather small, 
the largest being~33. Accordingly analysis was 
carried out into 2 factors, the first trial o ommun.:. 
alities tt being obtained from the t 1na1' oommunal-













. 300 352 
325 330 
446 .-301 210 
512 -221 •017 
350 •280 105 
788 123 -153-
Factors 
I II III 
730 -246 -115 
569 058 086 
727 -060 201 
656 -3()11 -197 
523 106· 101 
441 458 162 
331 051 103 
(218) t308) ( -458) 
429 -367 108 
the squares of the final 1oadinga on Factor III. 
After this it was decided, for purposes of comparison 
to re-factor N.B. and N.G. into 2 factors; but as wi1 
be shown, Test 8 gave trouble with the N.B's and no 
further factoring was undertaken with the N.G's• 
TABLE LXX 







~ 'J. ll 3 tL ~ n ~ I II 
1 594 593 593 597 600 598 734 -244 
2 328 332 336.335 334" 333 573 068 
3 535 525 512 519 522 521 721 -027 
4 524 510 494 496 500 499 648 -281 
5 286 291 298 295 293 292 527 118 
6 405 422 440 .448 470 465 460 457 451 504 
7 112 113 113 113 113 112. 331 052 
8 090 0'72 050 060 064 064 169 187 
9 323 32? 330 335 340 337 435 -385 
TABLE LXXI 






::a. I II 
1 517 484 4'70 467 659 180 
2 487 496 504 506 609 367 
3 604 602 600 602 695 345 
4 485 488 490 492 681 167 
5 573 574 575 575 758 021 
6 337 297 265 2'75 518 -082 
7 269 255 247 246 376 -323 
8 591 623 640 676 (525) ( -533) 
9 207 210 212 212 459 -042 
The oommunality of Test 8 shows no sign of becoming 
constant, and many further trial values for this test 
ranging from 350 to 750 revealed that the communality 
obtained would always exceed the trial. This is a ea e 
of analysis being possible to 3 factors but not to .2 •. · 
With the I.B•s the reverse was the case with tpe same 
test. From the correlation table one would not expec 
a high communality. 
Test 8 is not a "Henood Case" because the correl-
ation matrices are not of unit rank, for one thing. 
Thuratone in M.F.A. points out that if the rank or th 
h 
matrix ~ere the Heywood case is found be increased to 
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2:· the matrix is analysable. We might suppose the 
First Residual of the N.B's to be an example of this; 
but with the I.B's the matrix ia analysable into 2 ·but 
not into 3 factors, Test 8 be1hg the offending test 
in both cases. Further study of the magnitudes of the 
~esiduals and their significance should be made. 
. The Extended Vector Matrices, E0 from the Factor 
Matrices of Tables LXVI, LXVIII and LXIX are given in 
the following tables. The ommission of Test 8 from 
the I.B's will make only negligible differences in the 
configurations of the other tests. 
Extended Vector Matrices, E 0 • 
TABLE LXXII TABLE LXXIII TABLE LXXrl 
N .B. I II III N.G. I II III I.B. I II III 
1 1.00 33 -47 1 1.00 18 09 1 . 1.00 -34 -16 
2 1.00 59 -06 2 1.00 -36 -44 2 1.00 10 15 
3 1.00 50 23 3 1.00 34 37 3 1.00 -08 28 
4 1.00 25 08 4 1.00 36 16 4 1.00 -47 -30 
5 1.00 05 19 5 1.00 39 -46 5 1.00 20 19 
6 1.00 -33 64 6 1.00 -67 47 6 1.001.04 37 
7 1.00 -89 -62 7 1.00 -43 -03 7 1.00 15 31 
8 1.00-1.12-19 8 1.oo -so 30 8 - - -
9 1.00 -07 -03 9 1.00 16 -19 9 1.00 -86 25 
From these matrices are plotted the termini of the Ext-
-· 
ended Vectors in Figure, 7. The unbalanced c onfigurat on 
in the I.B. is due to the omission of Test 8 which woul 
occupy the south-east quadrant. Simple Structure is 
not discernable in any of these plots; nor are the 
configurations of points in the plots at all oomp~able 
even if the arbitrary signs of t be loadings on a factor 
are rev~rsed throughout. 
Plots made from the 2-Factor Ah~yses of the N.B's 
and the I.B' s of Tables· LI and L show almost exactly 
the same configurations of points as plots made from 
the first two columns of the 3-Factor Analyses of Table 
LXVI LXIX 
lELVI and~~ as would obviously be so. So that those 
plots in which Test 8 can be legitimately incl~are 
selected for·comparison and shownin Figure~ a. The N.B 
and N.G. are from the first 2 columns of the 3-Faotor 
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With the N.G 1 a two clusters are seen. Points 1, 3 
and 4 are never very far apart. 2 is associated with 
6, 7 and 8 with the N.G's, and 5 and 9 in this popul-
ation are part of the other cluster. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION II 
The 9-Test Analysis clearly shows two things: 
(1) The battery of 9 teats does not yield any factors 
which can be translated into psychological terms, and 
since no rotation has been done here there is no poss1 -
ility of this being due to any lack of uniqueness. 
cluster 2, 6, 7, 8 with the N.G's might be an exceptio 
and constitute a Space Factor, but it is difficult to 
see why 2 should be put with the others. The Simple 
Structures obtained from the whole 19-Test Battery 
evidently depended upon the other tests as well as 
the first 9. 
(2) Since the results from the 9-Test battery are 
unique there is no doubt at all that the mentalities 
of tbe three populations are structurally different. 
This will also be brought out very clearly in true 
section, Analysis for Practical Estimations, where 
results independent of the previous analyses give 
three seta ot· quite different regression coefficients. 
·Problems can be solved and the same scores can be made 
by mental methods which differ between the sexes and 
between the races studied. What these differences 
are still remains undetermined. Introspection by the 
psychologist is not likely to solve the problem, 
rather would individual application of the tests by· 
the teachers. They might f.ind out by sympathetic 
questioning how a little Negro girl sets about ans-
wering Tests 2 and 7, and how a little Negro boy does 
the same thing. Or how a little Negro boy and a little 
Indian boy tackle Tests 5 and 9. With such information 
a further battery of group tests might yield factors 
Witb. 
wales psychological meanings charact.eristia of the sex 
or racial groups. That differences in mental struc-
ture exist 1s importanfi in itself. A theol'y of intell 
igence and aptitudes to be genel'al must embl'ace both· 
sexes and all l'aoes. This is not the place to spec-
ulate on what possible implications there al'e outside 
the field of psychology. 
GENERAL MENTAL ABILITY (INTELLIGENCE) 
So far we have not dealt with the estimation of a 
factor for Gener-al Mental Ability or Intelligence. 
The Second Order Analysis was undertaken with this 
in view but the Primary Factors were so disposed that 
suoh a General Second Order Factor could not be extr-
acted which would account f'or the correlations betwe·en 
them. This was not surprising when we remember that 
in the rotations carried out on the Fo matrices near 
orthogonality of' the Reference Vectors was aimed at. 
The First Centroid Axes of' the Fo matrices· might be 
taken as the best General Mental Ability Factor for' 
the battery, and therefore, as the best General Intell 
igence Factor. But that is making the assumption that 
the battery as a whole is satisfactorily balanced to 
measure intelligence. None of the factors of the V 
matrices could possibly contain positive loadings on 
all the tests where Simple Structure occurs because cl: 
the nature of it. But we could take that factor which 
is closest to the First Centroid Axis as the most 
General Mental Ability Factor, disregarding those tests 
which have ze·ro loadings on it as not·· requiring this 
factor. But the question is which set of axes to 
choose, The Reference Vectors, The Primary Axes or 
The Rotated Orthogonal Axes? Looking, at the :tirst 
or the 1\ matrices of Tables XVI, XXV and XXXII we shoul 
choose E7 , D~, and DJ respectively for the N.~•s, N.G• 
and I.B•s; at thetirst columns of the T matrices of 
Tables XXI, XXX and XXXVII we should choose T T T 
c , c' c 
or at the first I' ows of the 71f-mw matrices of Tables XLVI, 
' ...... ~ 
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LIII and LX we should choose E7 , F~,~ respectively. 
But these are not corresponding axes. From a study 
of the Folfm"' matrices of Table LXIII l tend to think 
that E
7 
for the N.B 1 a (disregarding Tests 6, 7 and 8), 
F fort he N.G' s and F~ for th~ I.B• a (disregarding 
'1. 
Test 17) offer the best set of factor sJtor General 
Mental Ability. And, if we selected the 6 tests with 
the greatest loadings on these factors we should take 
Teats 1, 2, 3, 17, 18, l9 tor the N .B' a; 2, 7, 9, 13, 
14, 18 for the N.G•s; and 3, 4, 10, 11, 15, 16 for 
the I.B 1 s. From the loadings of these tests on their 
respective factors as criteria and their intercorrelat-
ions it would be possible to derive regression equatio a 
to give the children's endowments in General Mental 
4bility. This has not been done and I am not satis-
fied that the :at'il'st Centroid Axes, after all, would 
not constitute more uniform General Mental Ability 
Factors. However, in the section, Analysis tor 
Practical Estimation, I take what I consider to be 
~ore useful and practical criteria. 
RECONSIDERATION OF THE BATTERY 
The analysis so far has demonstrated how dangerous 
it is to label tests as measuring certain Ste oial 
Aptitudes without using Factorial Analysis or outside 
criteria. My a priori grouping of the tests is prob-
ably as good as the next man's, but, in many ways, it 
has not stood up to experiment. Tests 5, 6~ 7, 9 we~e 
to have formed a sequence: Recognizing Shapes the 
same way up - turned round turned· over - changing. 
7, 8 and 9 were to have been grouped as Space Tests. 
Tests 10, 11 and 12 were to have requ~ed ability to 
appreciate material presented as pictures. 13 and 14 
were to have tested numerical ability separately from 
15 and 16 which needed attainment as well. Certainly 
some of the tests 1 - 5 in all the populations seem 
2'72 
to be measures of a non-verbal ability and Tests 
13 - 16 and 17 - 19 measure numerical and English 
abilities resgeotively, and both groups can be put. 
together and constitute a measure of scholastic 
attainment. 
It is quite possible that any of the tests brig~ 
aded with others not in the battery would prove of 
great value in determining factors. Test 9, for 
instance, may yet prove valuable along with other 
tests in determining a Mechanical Aptitude Factor. 
The only trouble about this is that I cannot think 
of any other testa to put with it which would obey 
the restrictions· I should impose: (i) they must 
consist of a series of items. of increasing difficulty 
but be all on the same theme, (ii) they must not 
depend on pulleys or gear wheels when.e, as soon as 
the knowledge is gained of the law of the direction 
of rotation of two ru.ch connected wheels, the rotations 
(iiiJ T/.l7J ,._. u.sT ,-,q{- J., CP'IM/~SRd t>f jitJdtEJd ~a-rS. 
of a whole train of -them are obvious, A I should welco e 
suggestions in this ma-tter. 
A NOTE ON THE RELIABILITY ·OF THE TESTS 
Some attempts were made in the early stages of 
construction of the tests todetermine Answer Patterns 
with the ~.R.C. material. Each test consists of a 
number of items of the same type. There is a limit 
to one's power to devise more than a certain number 
of these. So that increasing the average efficiency 
coefficients meant cutting down the number of items 
in a test. This it was realised would reduce the 
reliability. A method was devised to maximise the 
reliabilitY* but there was no time to apply it • 
., •Determination of the Optimum Number of Items to 
-Retain in a Test Measuring a Single Ability~ due 
to appear in the December Number of Psychometrika 
1950. 
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Some idea of the reliability may be .got from the 
greatest values of the communalities obtained in 
any of the foregoing analyses. The Reliability 
Coefficients will lie somewhere between these 
























Nearly all the tests are of the Multiple Choice 
type and though there are at least 5 alternatives 
presented (except in Tests 6 and 7) guessing must 
always reduce the reliability. This is particul-
arly sowtth the more difficult items, far suppose 
there are 5 alternatives and the facility value 
works out to be ~~ the value of such an item is 
\ 
zero. An article is already written dealing with 
the valu~s of Multiple Choice Items Which I hope 
will be published shortly. Some hold the view 
that guessing does not take place on a 18l'ge sc·ale. 
This does not hold with the children of Trinidad 
where a~ost always a child guesses if he does not 
know the correct answer. An experiment the results 
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of which !.hope to publish also on the Incidence of 
Guessing conducted with a sample of the ~ueen' s Royal 
College boys Il' oves this conclusively. 
I do not believe the reliabilities, even after 
the Spea:rrnan-Brown formula, would approach .90 for 
100 items, in moat cases. But then reliability 
coefficients of s uoh values and higher are found 
in tests of the "onmibustt variety where there is an 
almost unlimited pool of items to draw from to 
replace those whose efficiency is low. 
ANALYSIS FOR PRACTICAL ESTIN~TIONS 
So far the factors have been the products of 
internal evidence. We shall not stray outside the 
bounds of the Battery, indeed, apart from rough 
estimations of ability in schoolwork by the teachers, 
we have no further data to call upon. But we have 
established fairly well that there are factors tor 
c. 
Numerical and English abilities, or colle;ively, 
School Attainment, o~ which Tests 13 - 16 and 17 - 19 
e 
are measures. It is· possible to a et thl)se up 
as criteria separate from the rest of the tests. 
Two objectives will thereby be attained: 
( 1) From a short battery of tests which do not 
demand School Attainment we shall be able to pre-
dict a uocess in school subjects as a whole. This 
would be of value in a place such as Trinidad 
where many of the elementary schools buried away 
in country districts are of a lower standard than 
others and do not send in candidates for exhibit-
inos for secondary schools. The parents of a 
bright child in one of these schools may be able 
to send him away to the better class of eltmentary 
school but, in many cases even when the parents 
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have the means, his brightness will escape notice. 
I have come across such children in the course of 
the experimental testing of the schools in the 
centre of the Island. One child was removed to a 
better achpol where I came across him again. He 
was by far the best child of the 575 and scored 
full marks in most of the tests. He has since 
won an exhibition to a sec·ondary school. Another 
child made a remarkably good score in some of th& 
teats and I believe he is still in the same school 
which is about 12 miles from the nearest town and 
w~~e the education is admittedly of a low order. 
(2) Success in a battery not containing the 
schooling tests yet correlating with them would 
seem to provide a mare general test of Intelligence 
than one containing school subjects, and I propose 
to term what it measures,. Non-Verbal Intelligence. 
Such a battery might be used for a General Mental 
Survey possibly for the purpose suggested· by the 
following extract: Burt in The British Journal 
of Educational Psychology, Vol XX Part I, Feb., 1950, 
states: "Here the'quota principle' proposed by 
Professor Valentine seems to me to provide an 
admirable solution. According.to this plan, the 
results of standardized intelligence tests deter-
mine the number of places to be allotted to e.ach p,.,-.:-n. ~r 
--~1 fl.e acfl#tt I '"'-~lz:",·.t·u4/S ,·,. eQC'4 sct.,~l 
schoolAare then selected in accordance with an 
order of merit, in which the teacher's report may 
have the same weight as the tests or an even 
greater weight .• 
The procedUl' e adopted was as~>follows: 
' From the F0 matrices or Tables X, XI and XII the 
direction cosines of the Centroids for the two 
groups of testa, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17, 18, 19 were 
found. The direction cosines of the vector 
bisecting the angle between these were next det-
ermined, this is the School Attainment Criterion*• 
The correlations of all the tests with this were 
then found. From the Testa 1 - 12 the 6 having 
the greatest correlations, taking all three pop-
ulations into account, were selected to constitute 
the a hort battery of non-verbal tests. From 
their correlations witll the School Attainment· 
Criterion and their 1ntercorrelations, were determ-
ined the required regression equations for pred-
icting School Success• 
The Centroid of this non-verbal battery constit-
utes the Non-Verbal Intelligence Factor. Its 
direction cosines were determined and the correla-
tions of all the tests~1th it. Those of the 
tests of the Non-Verbal Battery constututed the 
. loadings on this Factor. From these and their 
intercorrelations, were determined the required 
regression equations for estimating individuals' 
endowments in Non-Verbal Intelligence. 
To obtain the direction cosines, ~c (to use 
Thurstone 1 s symbol), of the oentroids of sub-
groups of the tests, the F0 loadings for these 
tests were summed for each of the centroid axes, 
and these sums normalized. The.tirst three 
rows of Table LXXVI give the direction cosines 
* This was thought to be a better criterion than 
that which would have been obtained by treating 
all the tests 13 - 19 as one group, because it aims 
at giving equal ~eights to Numerical and English 
abilities. · 
2?7 
of the centroids through the sub-group, 17, 18, 
19 constituting the English testa, f'or the three 
populations. 
TABLE LXXVI 
Direction cosines of centroida of a ub-groups 
Sub-group Popula- Centroid Axes of Fo 
tion I II III IV vv 
17,18,19 N.B. 834 -490 -199 -155 -033 
N.G. 927 -241 276 056 056 
I.B. 852 -366 190 -323 -030 
13' 14, 15' 16 N.B. 895 -361 203 157 -052 
N.G. 947 -008 165 -252 109 
r.B. 852 -435 -243 150 •060 
( 13 - 16)' N.B. 896 -441 002 001 -044 
,. (17 - 19) 
,. , .. N.G. 957 -127 225 -100 084 
I.B. 900 -423 -028 -091 -048 
1,2,3,4,5,10 N.B. 930 261 139 -211 -053 
N.G. 968 245 -035 030 032 
I.B. 951 2~8 -046 003 -067 
The loadings of all the .tests on these centroids 
J. 
are the· inner products of' the ~ireotion cosines 
and the loadinga of the testa in F0 • These are 
given in the f'irat three columna of Table LXXVII. 
The direction cosines of the centroids f'or the 
three populations for the sub-group, 13, 14, 15, 
16 were next worked out in the same way and loadings 
of' all the tests found on these centroids. Tba 
direction cosines of the centroid bisecting the angl 
between the two centroids f'ound for a population 
were determined by adding the direction cosim a of 
these and normalizing. These, f'or the three pop-
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u1ation,, are given in Table LXXVI and the loadings 
of the tests on these School Attainment criteria 
are given in Table LXXVII. 
TABLE LXXVII 
Loadings on Centroids of sub-groups 
( 13 - 16) J 
17,18,19 13,14,15,16 ( 17 - 19) . 1,2,3,4,5,10 
N.B N.G I.B N.B N.G I.B N.B.N.G I.B N.B N.G I.B 
1 598 712 521 592 69'7 555 617 719 568 f732 759 748 
2 505 567 475 574 646 378 559 619 450 695 617 573 
3 433 607 392 499 671 492 483 653 467 ~ 757 801 737 
4 315 488 364 440 548 529 391 529 472 ?24 737 654 
5 398 585 421 553 744 257 493 679 359 722 737 544 
6 094 407 352 270 370 102 188 397 240 441 383 334 
7 135 396 000 246 422 131 197 417 117 266 459 296 
8 136 305 235 170 190 244 159 252 253 299 280 160 
9 254 527 199 293 647 261 283 599 243 424 761 449 
10 562 750 589 506 726 562 554 754 608 L-{665 806 725 
11 397 631 308 396 626 291 411 642 317 508 686 599 
12 533 656 361 426 526 330 497 603 365 406 581 395 
13 555 679 505 {706 770 627 )654 740 598 527 757 491 
14 656 750 483 774 829 633 ~ 741 806 589 608 78.6 539 
15 712 743 668 807 812 838 792 794 795 540 681 446 
16 733 700 694 812 719 867 l ~801 724 825 606 609 588 
17 r44 687 614 623 620 475 "708 668 575 504 581 467 
18 806 826 787 665 760 627 762 ·810 747 494 646 556 
19 870 815 789 793 811 631 .. 862 852 750 585 753 494 . 
17,18,19 860 917 792 964 979 947 655 832 ~93 
13.14.15.16 964 979 947 736 905 696 
( 13 - 16 ,(17 - 19) 721 887 734 
Tests 1,2,3,4·,5,10, taking all three populations into 
account, have the highest loadings on these School 
Attainment criteria and const~tute the tests of the 
shortened Non-Verbal Battery. The direction cosines 
of the centroids (Non-Verbal Intelligence Factors) of 
this battery for eaoh population were found and the loa ings 
of all the teats on these determined. The cosines of 
the angles between the oentroids are given at the foot 
of Table LXXVII. The identity of those between the sub 
groups 17 - 19~ 13 - 16 and the centroid through the 
combined group illustrates that this centroid bisects 
s 
the angle between those or the sub-groupA as it was 
intended it should. The values of the loadings in 
Table LXVII within the sub-groups give sq,me idea of 
their unity. 
From the original correlation mat~ices of Tables 
VI, VII and VIII the oo~relation matrices, Rh , for 
the 6 non-verbal tests were obtaibed, the tests 
being arranged in descending order of loadings on 
the Non-Verbal Intelligence Faotorsjf or a reason 
which will soon appear. These R~matrices are set 
out in Tables LXXVIII, LXXIX and LXXX, and their 
reciprocals in Tables LXXXI, LXXXII and LXXXIII. 
TABLE LXXVIII 
N .B. Correlation Matrix Rb 
1 2 10 5 3 4 
1 1.0000 5031 6248 4942 5613 4080 
2 5051 1.0000 4098 4547 4361 5702: 
10 6248 4098 1.0000 4383 4804 3938 
5 4942 4547 4383 1.0000 5943 4841 
3 5613 4361 4804 5943 1.oooo 5437 
4 4080 4 5702 3938 4841 5437 1.0000 
TABLE LXXIX 
N.G. Correlation Matrix Rb 
10 1 5 3 2 4 
10 1.0000 6331 5573 5948 4883 6244 
1 6331 1.0000 4072 6537 4550 5716 
5 5573 4072 1.0000 5762 3862 5075 
3 5948 6537 5762 1.0000 4371 6247 
2 4883 4550 4862 4371 1.0000 3520 




I. B. Correlation Matrix Rb 
. 10 1 4 3 2 5 
10 1.0000 5943 4561 5003 3665 3846 
1 5943 1.0000 5522 5076 4179 3271 
4 4561 5522 1.0000 4918 2437 3070 
3 5003 5076 4918 1-0000 4638 3887 
2 3665 4179 2437 4638 1.0000 3526 
5· 3846 3271 3070 388'7 3526 1.0000 
TABLE LXXXI 
N. B. Ri' 
lfO 
2.09M -4598 . ~8243 -2150 -5143 1162 
-4598 1. 7378 -0777 -2212 0439 -6895 
-8243 -0777 1.7548 -1521 -1807 -1386 
-2150 -2212 -1521 1.7618 -6275 -2379 
-5143 0439 ~1807 -6275 2.0231 -5403 
1162 -6895 . ~1386 -2379 -5403 1.8093 
TABLE LXXXII 
N. G. Rbl 
2.3186 -6942 ~4657 -1312 -3134 -6223 
-6942 2.2184 3103 -8619 -3252 ..:.3391 
-4657 3103 1-8492 -6228 -4421 -2804 
-1312 -8619 -6228 2.3987 -0862 -5776 
-3134 -3252 -4421 -0862 1.5084 1290 
I 
-6223 -3391 -2804 -5776 1290 2.0404 
.. 
TABLE LX.XXIII 
I. B. Rh' 
1.7691 -6713 -1821 -3162 -0883 -2509 
-6713 1.9807 -5970 -2204 -3330 -0034 
-1821 -5970 +··6231 -4327 1648 -1230 
-3162 -2204 -4327 1.7635 -4312 -2070 
-0883 -3330 1648 -4312 1.4156 -2391 
-2509 -0034 -1230 -2070 -2391 1.3001 
For each of the three populations the correl-
ations or the tests of the short battery with the 
two criteria (1) (13 - 16), (17 19) 
(ii) 1, 2,3,4,5,10 
were taken from Table LXXVII and set out aga1n in 
Tables LXXXIV, LXXXV and LXXXVI, and, following the 
technique described in Factorial Analysis of 
Human Ability, Godfrey H. Thomson, the inner 
products of these with the r owa of R"b1 gave the-
o-rr. 
regression coefficients on each c:riteria. 
TABLE LXXXIV 
N.B. Regression Coefficients 





) ( 13 - 16), 617 559 554 493 483~ 391 
(17 - 19) 
)1,2,3,4,5,10 732 695 665 722 757 724 
(3 • f".IO 269 287 204 132 064-061 C1);1~1,l,lt, ' 
089 081 082 082 088 083 s.era 
(3 (i)jl,l.~IQ 321 304 229 
a .e13 085 073 080 
f3 (/j)jl,l.,31~1 ~1D 205 194 163 213 221 243 s.e 042 039 039 039 042 039 
TABLE LXXXV 
N.G. Regression Coefficients 
10 1 5 3 2 4 
) ( 13 - 16)' 754 719 679 653 619 529 
(17 - 19) 
)1,2,3,4,5,10 806 759 737 801 617 737 
j ( 1 
r1ter1al ( 
11 
(3 (i}jl1 1,~1,,~10 324 339 299 066 175 -121 a.eP 072 070 064 073 058 067 
f3 Ci)~I)S, I() 326 372 346 s .e13 0'71 064 060 
j3 (ii);l,l1 S,lt,5';10 242 212 245 224 131 155 s .eJ9 045 044 041 046 037 043 
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TABLE LXXXVI 
I.B. Regression Coefficients 
10 1 4 3 2 
( 13 - 16)' 608 568 472 467 450 
( 17 - 19) 
)1,2,3,4,5,10 725 748 654 737 573 1 ( i) Criteri ( ii 
(3 (iJ;1,1,~,1,~f,ID 331 182 144 034 185 
s.eP 093 098 089 093 083 
f3 (i) jl1 1,10 381 257 203 
s .efJ 088 090 078 
f3 Cii);lll-,3,1.~~~'0 241 249 192 263 158 
s .e13 050 052 04'7 050 044 
. The Multiple Correlations were found from which 
were obtained the standard errors, s.ei , of the 









Erl'ors of the estimates of the Normalized Scores, P.E .X ; 
of Tables III, IV and V. These l'eaults are given in 
Table LXXXVII. 
TABLE LXXXVII 
N.B. N.G. I.B. 
R. 7152 8823 6998 p)j I~ )..1 31 1fJ ~ID 
4714 4706. 7143 s.e: 
P.EX 7.07 4.76 7.23 
R . * 7035 8650 6848 tl)j 11 1110 
s.e.x 7107 5018 7287 
P.EX 7.19 5.08 7.37 
R .. ~ -(10jl,l~ _.1,,5.,.10 9436 9545 9242 
s.e~ 3313 2983 3820 P.EX 3.35 3.02 3.87 
* I,S1 10 jo?'" N.G 
Assuming values of N ~ 135 for N.B., = 107 for 
N.G., and ~ 112 for I.B., the Degrees of Freedom 
being N - 6 - 1, the standard errors of the l'eg-
ression coefficients S•ep , were found and entered 
in Tables LXXXIV - LXXXVI. From these coetfio1ents 
and thefr standard errors we see that we could dispen 
se with 3 tests from each of' the three populations 
and obtain almost as good pred1oat1ons at School 
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Attainment. The sets of teats r~ta1ned far both th 
N.B's and the I.B'a we~e 1,2,10; for the N.G's l, 5 
10. This was done and fresh Regression Coefficient 
found for these further reduced batteries. With 
the N.B• a and the N.G 1 a it will be observed that it 
is the .first 3 tests in the order in which they are 
entered ·wa1oh are the ones retained, and the req-
uired reciprocal matrices are already to hand. 
They are o ontained in the 4th., slab of the working 
for the 6 .x 6 reciprocal matrices. The reason for 
setting the tests down in the orde~ chosen is now 
apparent. With the I.B's a separate 3 x 3 recip-
rocal determination nad to be performed. The three 
· 3 x 3 reciprocal matrices are set out in Tables 
LXXXVIII, LXXXIX and XC, and the results obtained 




Reciprocal matrix of reduced Rb 
1.8648 -5536 -9382 
-5536 1.3663 -2141 
-9382 -2141 1.6739 
TABLE LXXXDC 
Reciprocal matrix of reduced Rb 
2.0339 -9903 -7302 
I 
-9903 1.6809 -1326 
-7302 -1326 1.4609 
TABLE XC 
Reaiprooal matrix of reduced Rb 
1.5875 -8485 -2272 
-8485 1.6652 -3849 
-2272 -3849 1.2441 
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If SA(NB), SA(NG), SA(I.B) stand for the eat-
i~ates of School Attainment predicted from the 
"Normalized Score·fft on Tests 1,2,3,4,5,10 of 
Tables III, IV:. and V for the Begro boys, Negro 
girls and Indian boys respectively; and NV(NB),. 
NV(NG), NV(IB) similarly stand for~he children's 
estimated endowments in Non-Verbal Intelligence 
(with the Negro and Indian boys for their 
11 NormaliZBd Scoref" in Teats 1, 2, 10; with the 
Negro girls from their "Normalized Sooref11 in 
Tests 1, 5, 10), we finally have the following 
Regression Equations for making.predictions, 
together with the Probable Errors ( P.E.) of these: 
SA( NB) = 100 + .32(X - 100) + .30(X - lOO) + .23(X - lOO) 
+ 
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P.E. = ':- 7.19 
SA(NG) = lOO + .37(X - 100) + .35(X - lOO) + .33(X - lOO) 
P.E • = ± 5.08 
SA( IB) == 100 + • 26(X -100) + .20(X - lOO) + 138(X - lOO) 
P.E. :a± 7.37 
N·iV(NB) := 100 + .20(X - lOO) + .19(X - lOO) + .22(X - lOO) 
~ -
+ .24(X - lOO) + .2l(X - lOO) + .16(X - lOO) 
+ P.E. = - 3.35 
N~V(NG) = 100 + e2l(X- 100) + ~13(X- 100) + .22(X -lOO) 
- - -
+ .16(X- lOO) + .25(X -·100) + .94(X -lOO) 
P.E. • ± 3.02 
N.V(IB) ~ 100 + .25(X- 100) + .16(X- lOO) + .26(X- 'lOO) 
- . 
+ .19{X - lOO) + .15(X - lOO) + .24(X - lOO) 
P.E. = ± 3.87 
Where the X1 s refer to the "Normalized Soores 0 from 
Tables III,_IV and V, the suffixes referring to the 
tests. 
* Read "so" tO!' 0 10011 if the "Normalized Scores" 
have 50 as theil' mean. 
The P.E's in the estimations of School Attainment 
may seem large and the predictions, therefore, only 
rough approximations, but it must be borne in mind 
that these are predictions from purely Non-Verbal 
Batteries and not to be compared with predictions 
from batteries of the "omnibus" ~ype which are, to 
a very large extent, verbal in material. 
The differences between the regression ooetr-
ioients from population to population is apparent. 
I have not been able as yet to apply the tests of 
signifioanoe of the differences between them given 
by Gulliksen and Wilks in Psyohometrika, Vol 15 
No. 2, June 1950, which I have just received, but 
the differences are large and would appear to be 
significant. This expDesses in another way that 
Sex and Racial differences exist. It would not be 
fair to predict School Attainment w.ith the N.B 1 s 
and the N.G•s using the same batteries, nor should 
the final a core be deduced in the same way tor each 
of the three populations. This does not apply so 
much to the estimations of individual endowments 
in Non-Verbal Intelligence. 
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SUMMARY 
A battery of 19 tests was prepared whose a 
priori groupings were: Non-Verbal, Space, Picture, 
Numerical, Verbal, Attainment. 575 children of 
Standards V., VI and VII belonging to 11 elementary 
schools were tested with this battery, the aim 
being to discover '~Nhat mental factors were present. 
For this purpose only the three groups of children, 
the Negro Boys, the Negro Girls and the Indian Boys, 
were taken and studied separately. 5 factors 
emer,ged in each group, but these, after rotation 
to oblique axes and also after rotating to an 
orthogonal reference frame, by no means completely 
corresponded from group to group. 
In order to be certain that a lack of uniqueness 
in the rotating technique had not caused the diff-
erences between the groups,a further analysis was 
made using 9 non-schooling tests. Here again 
differences in configuration ·between the groups 
was found. 
For the purpose of selecting children from poor 
schools for sending to -·better ones, equations for 
estimating school success from success in non-verbal 
tests were derived, and also equations for estimat-
ing individual endowments in "Non-Verbal Intelligence". 
These e~uations differed from group to group, agai~ 
demonstrating the existance of sex and Race differ-
ences in mental structure. No attempt at all was 
made to determine whether sex or race superiority 
in mental ability exists, and reasons for the 
impossibility of determining this ·are given. 
Many of the tests before~eing curtailed for the 
elementary schools were set to the boys of Queen's 
Royal College, and age norms obtained. As the 
ages of the boys ranged from 10 - 18 years norms 
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A D D E N D U M to Ph. D. Thesis by B. J. Bedell 
To determine whether the regression planes for pred-
icting School Attainment from scores on Tests 1, 2 and 10 
differed significantly between the N.B's and the I.B's 
the technique of Harold Gulliksen and s. s. Wilks, descr-
ibed in Psychometrika, -Vol 15 No.2, June 1950, page 91, 
was employed. 
The first hypothesis, "HA is ·the hypothesis that the 
population variances (standard errors of estimate) 
0":'2, cr.?, • • • , <J! are all equal no matter what values 
I l.. K 
the ~A. and f3k may have." 
The second hypothesis, "H8 is the hypothesis that the 
slopes~, , ~~' ••• ~K of the population regression lines 
are all equal assuming H~ is true (i.e., that the variance 
are all equal), no matter what values the regression int-
ercept s o( 1 , ~' • • • , o{K may have. " 
The third hypothesis, "He is the hypothesis that the 
regression intercepts are equal assuming H8 to be true, 
(i.e., that the variances are equal and the regression 
slopes are equal)." 
in-
In Gulliksen and Wilks's exarrple there were twoAdepen-
dent variab1es and one dependent, g, the standard deviatio 
of which is known. Here, however, there are three indep-
endent variables, the scores on Tests 1, 2 and 10, and 
the criterion is the Centroid through Tests (13,14,15,16) 
(17,18,19) the standard deviation of scores on which must 
first be determined. 
This criterion may be defined as that which correlates 
(see Table LXXVII) 
.654, .741, .792, .801, .708, .762, .862 for the N.B's.and 
.598, .589, .795, .825, .575, .747, .750 for the I.B's wit 
T st~3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 respectively. 
With these correlations and knowing the intercorrelations 
of these tests in the two racial groups from the main 
correlation Tables VI and VIII, the following regression 
coefficients were found: 
N. B. r. B. 
Test Reg. coeff. s.n. Weights Reg. coeff. s.n. Weights 
13 .0994 15.?978 1.44196 .1310 14.5066 1.90036 
14 .1708 14.7535 2.41974 .0923 14.1671 1.30762 
15 .1225 14.3592 1.55695 .1882 12.7098 2. 39198 
16 .2042 15.4054 2. 85786 • 2881 13.9954 4.03207 
17 .1279 15.3834 1. 61861 .1230 12.6553 1.55660 
18 .1674 16.1075 2.10187 .1923 12.5560 2.41452 
19 • 2943 15.7807 4. 05801 • 2308 13.7887 3.18243 
The standard d.eviations were obtained from the correlatio . 
sheets and Sheppard' s correctj_on for grouping applied. 
The Weights are the products of the Regression Coefficien s 
and the Standard Deviations. Pooling Squares were then 
constructed bordered by these weights from which the 
standard deviations of the scores which the N.B's and the 
I.-B' s would have n1ade on their respective criteria of' 
School Attainment, were obtained. 
~8 = 13.00933 and ~8= 12.83092. 
They worked out to be 
Testing hypothesis HA of Equality of Standard Errors of 
Estimate. 
From Table LXXVII the correlations of Tests 1, 2 and 1 
with the criteria are known, and with 
intercorrelations of the tests matrices of Intercorrelati s 
similar to those of Table 2 in Gulliksen and Wilks's pape 
were constructed~ and the following results obtained:. 
(see Table 3 of G. & W.) 
(ii) 
N. B. I. B. 
A = • 225462 • 276142 
Aoo = • 446209 • 519892 
§t =· Ao~t= 85.51551 87.44499 
nk ~oo 
s~ = 11373.563 9356.614 
107 
z: s>:~ = 20730.177 k 
2. nk = 240 
G* = .014665 A where G~ = 240.'.lpge86. 37573 
-133 loge85.51551 
-107 loge87.44499 
Degrees of freedom = (K - 1) = 1 
.90> P> .so (fromX~ table) 
HA is, therefore, not disproved "ani we may regard the 
pooled value," 86.376, "as essentially representing the 
error of estimate both for" the N.B's and the I.B's. 
Testing h~~othesis H6 , that the Regression Planes are 
Parallel. 
Following Gulliksen and Wilks the following matrices 
bordered with the standard deviations were formed: 
N.B. nk = 133 
13.0093 
15.0911 
s. A. 1 2 10 




















t There is an error in G. & W's paper which puzzled me 








n)( = 107 
s.A. 1 2 10 

















From these by multiplying the elements by the respectiv 
nk 's and adding the two matrices the following matrix 
(see Table 4, G. &.w) of Sums of Squares and Cross-prod cts 
was obtained: 
s.A. 1 2 10 
s.A. 40124.957 28414.607 25350.655 27859.895 
1 28414.607 56927.414 27457.391 35113.700 
2 25350.655 27457.391 61682.044 23364.815 
10 27857.895 35113.700 23364.815 58110.992 
. . 
Whence, A/~,9 = S* = 20973.08 
~N = 87.3878 
~ s~~/N = 86.37573 (From testing 
N = 240 
G* B = 2.7958 
(Where G% = 240 (loge87.3878 - log~86.37573)) 
Degrees of Freedom =· (K - 1) (H) = 2 
(fromx_ a Table) 
HA) 
HE is not disproved and the regression planes may be 
regarded as parallel. 
It has been my pOlicy not to investigate superiority 
of' one race over another, so that the third hypothesis, 
He of Identical Regression Planes was not gone into. 
(iv) 
, , 
From thejpoint of view of these regres·sions we cannot 
say that the samples of N.B's and I.B's differ more than 
might be expected once in four times in a single popul-
at ion. However, this does hot prove that they do not 
dif'fer, and the accumulated evidence of the previous 
factor analysis would suggest that there may well be a r cial. 
difference in mental machinery. 
The difference between the regressions of the N.B's 
and the N. G' s is so marked that it was not thought worth 
while to apply Gulliksen and Wilks' s techni·que. 
(v) 
AD D E N D U M II to Ph.D. Thesis by B. J. Bedel 
However, Since writing the above, l decided to 
continue anc1 to find the significance of' the sex 
difference in the regressions, using Gulliksen & 
Wilks' s met hod .. I felt that this was necessary 
to round. of'f the worlc and I wished to have the ex-
perience of' using the method with K = 3 samples 
and where the almost certain expectation was that 
one of the hypotheses would be rejected. 
The criterion is that which correlates (see Tabl LXVII) 
.740,.806,.794,.724,.668,.810,.852 for N. 's 
with Tests 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
respectively. 
With these and knowing the intercorrelations of 
these tests from Tfu le VII, the following regressio 
coefficients were found: 
T.A.BLE XCVI* 
N. G. Test Reg. Coef. S.D. vVeights 
13 1223 15.1529 1.85320 
14 2356 15.,8920 3.74416 
15 1363 14.7362 2.00854 
16 1127 14.3841 1.62109 
17 1116 14.0905 1.57250 
18 2213 15.0105 3.32182 
19 2492 12.9006 3.21483 
and the standard deviations and weights as with the 
other groups. From the Pooling Square it was found 
that, a;;f ~ = 198. 7 4848 and o;;tt= 14. 097818 
Testing Hypothesis HA of Equality of Standard Errors 
of Estimate. 
* Due to inadvertence the tables of Addendum I were 
not numbered. They should be numbered from XCI to CV. 
(vi) 
Since the "further reduced battery" for the N. B' s 
and the I.B's consisted of Tests 1, 2 and 10 and for 
the N.G's of Tests 1, 5 and 10, it was necessary to 
consider the battery of Tests 1, 2, 5 and 10 for eac 
of the srunples, thus using the same 4 independent 
variables in each case. 
From Table LXXVII the correlations of tnes·e tests. 
with the criteria are 1rnown and the intercorrelation 







N. B. N.G. 






£. sr = 25236. 891 






2 sr /2:-nk:::; 72. 72879 
GJ" = 347 1oge72.72879 - 133 loge83.23135 
- 107 loge45.62754- 107 loge86.77547 
= 13.05145 
Degrees of Freedom = (K - 1) :::; 2 
P < . 01 (From X_ 2 Table) 
If we consider only the two samples N.B. and I.B. 




2: sr :::; 20354.744 
2 nk = 240 
~ Sf /Lnk= 84. 81143 
G*' A = • 0516 
• 90>P>. 80 
Degrees of b'reedom = 1 
(From X. a Table) as before • 
(vii) 
Hence hypothesis HA is extremely unlikely when th 
Girls form one of the K samples, but is very accept-
able when we only consider the two samples or Boys. 
From this it ~ay be concluded that a very significan 
sex difference is demonstrated by the regressions, 
but not a race difference. 
If we accept hypotheses HA and H8 fer the two 
groups of boys it is possible to use the pooled 
Smns. of Sg_uares and Cross-products of Table XVI to 
obtain a matrix of intercorrelations between 
S.A., 1, 2 and 10 for both groups lumped together. 
The matrix of Table XCV was first divided by 240 
(= n for N.B. & I.B.) and then the rows and columns 
were divided by the sg_uare roots of the diagonal 
elements, giving: 
TABLE XCVIII 
N. B. + I. B. 
s.A. 1 2 10 
s.A. 1.00000 55246 50957 57696 
1 55246 1.00000 43057 56730 
2 50957 43057 1.00000 39026 
10 57696 56730 39026 1.00000 
The reciprocal of the matrix formed by striking out 
the first row and the first column is: 
Whence, 
TABLE XCIX 
1.59606 -39383 -75173 
-39383 1.27685 -27489 
-75173 -27489 1.53374 
(vili) 
· (i) S. A., Criterion ( 
( 





13 - 16~, 55246 
17 - 19 
f3ciJj 1J2_~ 10 24734 
s. e.13 060 
= • 6831 
= • 7303 
= 7.39 





SA(B) = lOO+ .25(X- lOO) + .27(X2 - 100) + .33(X -lOO) 
± 7.39 
This equation may be used in place of the two for 
SA(NB) and SA(IB) on page 285. 
I suggest that apart from selecting children from 
-elementary schools of low standard for sending to 
better ones, these reduced batteries could conveniently 
be used to determine the standard of teaching in 
schools. Though the Probable Error f'or an individual 
child is fairly high, the mean School Attainment 
Scores predicted from the Non-Verbal Tests 1, 2 & 10 
or 1, 5, & 10 will be fairly accurate measures of the 
mental material available in the schools*. When a 
school's attainment falls short of the mental capacity 
of its children it may be presumed that there is 
something the matter with the teaching. 
* For the Probable Error of· the Mean = P.E., \Vhere 
~N 
P.E. is the probable error of an individual score 
and N is the number of children tested in the school. 
(ix) 
